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PREFACE 
It is it~e purpose of th.is thesis to give a .detailed expository 
acc0unt of·homological met;hods and their use in Abelian group theory. 
These techniques. have had, a unifying effect in algebra.over.the past 
decade, since they can be.applied to modules over, quite arbitrary rings. 
From the outset, however, I decidedit was unproductive to generalize 
to arbitrary modules; many have done th,is, and the results .still seem 
mysterious. What is required, I feel, is a natural body of examples 
from group theory upon which to base understanding; indeed appreciation, 
of deep structure theorems ina module setting. It is a tough task to 
generalize upon an empty ba5e. 
The ·first two chapters develop· the. elementary concepts of homol6g'"'. 
foal algebra and Abelian group theory we will need throughout our work. 
The laterchapters develep the homological method pY'oper, and the last; 
chapter applies the method to same sophisticated problems in. the . 
structure of Abelian groups.: I have tried to include some features. 
which would give the reader a sen.se of continuity: I have credited the 
ma.in theorems and·haveinciuded numer0us examples. The Summary contains· 
an outline of the entire method along with directions for further study. 
Without :too much difficulty the topics given here could.easily 
comprise a senior-beginning- graduate level coarse for mathematics · 
majors, preferably budding algebraists. It ·is really they I had in 
mind during the writing .of this thesis, I envisioned.such a reader 
with a healthy imagination tn the fGrmative years of his mathematical 
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maturity. But I hav:e only assumed that his,w0rkirJ,g knowledge of alge-
bra is confined to the first two· chapters of Ii N, He·:rstein' s classic 
Topics. in Algebra; this friendly' survey ef algebra· is .fast becoming a 
standby intqe undergraduatemathematics curriculum. For anyone inter-
ested in algebra,· further specriaiist ,.or not, the examples here will 
serve him well; the te·chniques are typical of ,work being done in a 
spectrum of areas·fromAbelian gt>oups to category' theory. 
· It wquld ·.be impossible for me t6 adequately acknowle~ge the scores 
of ind~viduals who have had a part in helping me.fulfill degree require..: 
men ts, · I ·especially· ,wish to thank Dr. · Dennis Berth0lf. for suggesting 
this topic to me; He· has spent numerous hours both in conversing with 
me about the topics· and in reading the various manuscripts.. His 
enthu,sfasm and. faith ·in the direction we were taking made .this thes.is ·a 
reality. I could not .d·c:Fmuch_1·1n: mathematics, .no ·matter how minor, with..: 
out' a pause, to thank my forme.r teacher at. ;the Unive~~ity. 0f KQ.nsas, 
·Professor· Paul J. McCarthy.· ··I shall always· be grateful for the personal· 
interest· he· showed in me• 
My than.ks go also. to 'the other members· of my committee for their 
efforts in my behalf!· ·John Jewett9 .John Hoffi:nan, .Robert Alciatore and 
John Su5ky. 
· Finally9 to my wife Jµdy T o"We a· special deBt. Her patience and 
manysacrifices·have sustained'me throughout·my graduate pr0gr~m. She 
read the· entire mami.script··.·oa:r·eftri:ly9 · and·' her· many constructive cri t-
ic~sms oftne·thesis·haveheiped·to clear·up more obscurities and 
·errors r·care to imagin~. Her efforts made this thesis possiple. 
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CHAPTER I· 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1. History 
This tqesis is concerped. with the' influence.• ~nd iIJ..terplay .of ·the 
tecnniqu.es of homslogical alge~ra in the theory of ,Abelian groups. This 
I • • ' • ' ' 
influel)ce ha.s: been deep arid. far ... reachirig:; tqe · struct\;l:r>e theorems that 
it has provided, h..av~ ssi 'influenced. the study .. 0f Abe~ian groups t}/.at few 
new studies :in 'Abeliarf g?>oups are ·being written today withc:>Ut' some· con .... 
sideratien ·.of the· homological aspeets of the . theory~ 
The·profound·work'in Abelian·groups can.be.traced to.the 1940's in 
the works ,of·R •. Baer,. H~ Prilfer~ L. Ya.· Kulikqv~ and T, Szele.. It was 
Baer wh0 f'i:r;>st discovered the role· of diviSible groups (1940) and proved 
that' they·. were direct· summands· in every group in, wh.ich they were co:p,-
tained as asul;>group. He did.not have the word "injective,." but he did 
prove ·the existen.ce, .of injective envelopes , ;for groups, as dj;'d KuJ,.ikov •. 
PrUfer int:r;>oduced' the notic:m 0f pure. subgroup 'in. 1923 and many key 
theorem.s hinge: upon. them·.: . For; example, .Kul;ikov' s powe:d'ul bas.le sul;>,.. 
grouJ?ls . ( 194S) are bas.ed, in part, cm the notion of p"Uri ty .• 
One unde;rilying motivation for•the· st:udy.of Abelian groups, as.i'de 
from· the·~~· in,trinsic beauty·~· is that they provide ·a principal impetus 
t0 further re·search~ ·· · Each· Al;>el·ian ·group i~. a Z:...m0dule ~ wher·e z is 
. tqe· ·~ing·' of integers.•· For each new",theor~m that a~ises in Al;>eliQ.n 
gr~ups, · one·-, natural· q;1,ie·stion is.: ''Can this re·sul t J:>e. ext~nded to 
1 
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arbitrary·moQ.ules over~ a commutative ring with unity?" Sometimes the 
proofs can be restated with mi.nor changes •. Most times major revisions 
are necessary. But Abelian groups provide a storehouse of examples of 
facts which hold ingreater generality. We have thus so far progressed: 
we U'Ei'e .Abelian groups, once very abstract objects; as dewn-to-earth · 
examples of.more far-reaching results! 
But from our point of view, the infJ,uence·of homological algebra 
has. been more striking. Simply put, the word "homo1ogic;:al" refers to 
the general prqperttes of homomorphisms and the role these properties. 
play .in det·ermining the structure• of th.e · groups. on which they are 
defined.· ·These techniques hav·e had a· rich but, comparatively shor.t his,.. 
tory. However vehemently some algebraists may deny it, the fact ,remains 
that we owe.a debt to the wor>kers intqpology who fi:rst influenced an 
exp.minatio:i;1 'of the· use· of· group· theoretic invariants for the spaces they 
were studying. · The· .notion· of. exact sequence has its rsots in the exact 
differenti~ls· of· DeRhani' s theol:'em·, 
The·influential·workers·in· the field have come to be Henri Cartan 
and' Samuel·. :Eilenburg · witq their· powerful ·text···.· Hotno'iogical Algebra. 
(1956). rt·is there that the· words "projective" and "injective" as 
applied to ·modules· appear.. They· also iritr·oduced the torsion product of 
two groups and· the· exact· sequen~e ·for> · Tor. ·· Finally, they showed the 
existence o·f project:ive ';resolutions· for modules. and how the process 
genera1izes ·to a wide class· .of• functors. But a warning: Cartan and 
Eilenburg is not·fortheabout:-to.::.be-initiated! One gets the impression 
that all that' can be eraid' has be·en said. the~e; it is still a tru~ 
· referenc·e ·work. 
• Jn Hotno·logical .. Algebra,, Cartan and Eilenburg credit. Ktinneth. fol' 
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investiga"tio'Il:s·· in the : Hl20 8 s that formed. a· basic impetus for the use of 
algebra in topo+ogy;. Ei·1enburg'-MacLane inn"od~ceo the notion of co-
homology- gr0upei-, (1941) in -the' study· of topologJ,ca]; spa9es, They. were 
als'o·.the'· founders .. ·of:t'he· untfy~hg' netic;m· of,,categ.0ry, · The use we make_ 
of· "pu.shout" •and 1'.pu111..l;>ack':'··a-oil,structicms comes from category :theory arid 
s. Lang· and P. · F~eyd' w~6 popu'lari~ed· them. ·Finally, the father .of· 
· homo16gica~ · a·ige~ra ·.seems· t<!r'be i e;. H6chschfl4; ·he .recognized ·that : th,e 
I 
noti.ons · of· the c·c:>homolcgy· of· groups·· co:uid. pe ·applied to purely algebraic 
structures.· · His·; work: in the." 1940 's · in cohom0l9gy and in the 1950' s in 
relative h6mol6g~ca:l algebva .fertn the feunda:tfon of today's wor~. 
If there is one·paper·thathas influenced the use of homological 
methods in· Abel-:Lan· group" theory and" !lnde·ed· the writing of this thesis, 
it· is ·n; ·Ki, Har~·ison's:paper "Infinite· Abelian groups· and hom0l6gieal 
· methods'·': (195Q). ·Tne:be he .in-n-o·d:uced the e~act ,sequence.,for Pext and 
· exploJted· it· succ.es·sf11lly, to deterri)irie the structi;lre of the ten~or 
product of-_torsion'··groups '. Many· sf·:.his suggestions are det~iled here; · 
for·exampl·e',_··his·;·r·emark that Fe~t{A·;C) i$ a·sul:>gro\lp of Ext(A,C). 
·. ·Many· of· tbe t·echnj;q~es he used·, however, namely· topological. cortsider~­
t1ons; and Pontryagin ·'duality for" groups;, had· to be omi tte4 as to0 fa~ 
• 
1.2. Ove:rview 
· ··· ·A short· time ago· \ve mentioned that Abe·J.,lan groups serve af? a· fund 
·of .examples· .for' further' werlc:.· ·One of' the· e:i:tpressed; purp<!)ses of· this 
thesis is to· pr·ovide ·a.; h~me ba·se .. for th~ basic techniques. and. re~ul ts 
of; the .. homoiogic~ar me:th~d:-,as :applLl~d te Abelian group\3. Thus equipped 
·the,· student can' venture:: off in many· diffe!'ent directions. The 
4 
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possibilities· are-immense; ·· ·In the· Summary· a 'number·: or· these paths are 
· examined. The· Summar:ralso oan'.!t}ains" a-·n·evlevr· of· the--'enth>e method; it 
· ·might: pr·ove .. instructive' 1to' re·fer t6 ·it' ftcm" time t6- t~me· ·as· we' progress. 
Two writers in parti,cul1;1r have influenced the writing of this 
·th,esis: Jans [16] and Kaplansky [18], A concerted. effort has been 
made to give a _style· and presentation in their "folksy" way. But what 
Jans is to ring~.we are to groups. We _also go beyond Jans and include 
the tensor product and Tor (along with Pe:x:t), .which he admits is 
needed to be ''fully educated" i:h the subjeet, Kaplansky served as a 
bouy in the deep waters of group theory. Many of the directions he 
takes hav·e found their way here. · Hence in the manner of presentation 
and the level of difficulty, :our work falls somewh,ere betwe~n those of 
Her.stein [ 15] , .Kaplari:sky and . Jans. Beyond these, MacL.ane has contri,.. 
buted much here; his Homology [25] is a general reference for Chapters 
V and VI. 
Our program is somewhat ambittcius in that all of the major exact 
sequences of the homological method fer Abelian groups are developed 
and e}{ploited. However, many other interesting and powerful rcmtes had 
to be omitted~ Only once o~ twic~ do we succumb to .. the temptation to 
generc;i.lize restll ts for modules. · We. ~ritroduC?e and use , only Zorn's lemma; . 
no.kn9wieQ.ge of cardinal' and· ordinal numbers is assumed or used, The 
useful tools, of topolegy·, (natural· topolegies for groups, compact groups,. 
completions of'. groups) ave bypassed. The elegant·and unifying concepts 
of category. and· functor 16orrr in the background. What the category 
theorist~ are ;trying to.accomplish, surely will .be a little clearer i:c:i 
light of the· work :we· outline here. 
Thebasio'f1ow sf.the paper,is as follows. In Chapter II we start' 
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at the meagerest of beginnings with homom6rphisms and their properties. 
The .notion of .exact sequence is introduced and its basic properities 
exposed. Direct sums and products of groups are fully represented along 
with their interacti;on with exact sequences. 
The third chapter is purely a su:rovey chapter of Abelian group 
theory. The choice of topics is for convenienC$ only·. Zorn Is lemma is 
presented with examples~ The .notions· of divisibi.lity, purity and tor-
sion for subgroups are developed at length. The use of homolpgical 
methods is seen in the. section on algebraically compact· groups .and their 
properi tes. · We prove .the important r-esul t ;0f Kulikov that all torsion 
groups have basic subgroups,· Finally it is proved that bounded groups 
are direct sums of cyc:)..ics. The group Z(p00 ) is discussed, also. 
In Chapter IV grG:>upsof·homomorphismsal;"e set forth along with the 
notion of induc·ed homomorphisms. It· is' seen how an' exact 13equence of 
Abelian ·grc)Ups induces a left; exaCt sequence of homomorpl;lism groups: A 
natural motivation for the· notions0f projective and injective groups 
is seen in.the desire·to·complete the exactness of the exact sequence 
of homomorphism·groti.ps. Fina.Hy, free groups are introduced and pro-
jective groups characterized.· in terms of them. 
Chapter v-- is concerned with the ·.notion of the group of group ext.:... 
ensions,-due to R. Baer; We show· thai;: an· addition can be introduced in 
the coUection of al'J.. group e~tensfons of one group A by ano.ther G 
so as to make the·resulting st!'ucture Ext(C,A) into an Abelian group, 
How these· groups restore exactness to the exact sequence of h9momorphism 
groups is fully ,explained .. · It is then that injective groups are char-
acterized in terms o·f Ext(C ,A) and the remaining notiOns of divisibie 
group·s postponed from Chapter ill are proved. A modern approach to the 
notion of divisible hull (or injective envelope), due· to Eckmann and 
Schopf, finishes the chapter. Many examples of Ext(C,A) are given. 
The surprising tensor product, A ® B, and its properties are 
exposed in Chapter VI. Indi..iced.homomorphisms between tensor products 
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are seen to give rise to.induced right exact sequences of Abelian :groups. 
The torsion product is. introduced to res.cue the !'eam~n.der of the exact· 
sequen9e' and so'. we haye 'the second 'major exact sequence of the method. 
A characterization of,torsion:--free groups is.given along with examples 
of A ® B. 
The .notion of purity is revamped in a homological setting in. 
Chapter VIL The subgroup Pext(C,A) of Ext(C,A) is introduced 
along with the third major ~exact sequence of the method. 
It is Chapter.VIII, Applications,where we hint ·at the power of the 
homological method; The notions of pure projective and pure injective 
are introduced and cha!'acterized thro\lgh the tr:j.viality of· Pext(C,A). 
Harrison's theorems about ·A ® B · and Hom(A ,B) when both A and B · 
are torsion groups are also giveri. The chapter closes.with a discus-. 
sion of one of Nupke's ad~oint relations for Ext. 
The :Summary contains a . !'eview of the entire method a.i~::mg with · 
advice for further work. 
L 3. Notes to .the Reader 
To th0se hearty f-ellows still •intent upon actually reading what 
follows aft.er all that 'has been said already: observe . the following 
· notation .and facts! For a group G. and x .e: :G ~ <x> denotes the cyclic 
subgroup of G generated by. ·x. If x e: G with n = o(x) and mx= 0 
for some inte·ger m, then nlm (i.e., n divides m). The notation 
(n,m) for integers n· and m denotes the greatest common.diyisor of 
{m,nL 
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The notation· ¢:G-+ H means that. ¢· is a homomorphism with domain 
G and range H. The image of ¢ is ¢(G); and ,it'may be properly 
conta,ined in H. ~f G and H are isomorphic groups,, we write G "' H. 
If ¢:G + H is an onto.homomorphism, then H"' G/K, where K is the 
kernel of ¢. Giveri any greup G, 1 G (or simply 1 if no confusion 
CHAPTER II 
HOMOLOGICAL ALGEBRA 
2 • L Homomorphisms and diagrams 
For us the word "group'' will always mean· Abelian group. All groups 
will be written additively, ,so if G is a group with g E G and n is 
a non-n'egati ve integer, ng is that element of G consisting of n 
summands of g. · As usual, we will abuse the ,notat.ion and let O denote 
the (additive) identity of all group:;;. We adopt the (standard) notation 
of denoting by Z the (additive) group of integers and Q the group of 
rationals.· Hence.all of our g!'oti.ps will be modules over Z. We will 
have much to sayaboutAbelian group theory in the .next chapter, but all 
of ·our dis·cussion of homological algebra will be heused in the language 
of groups. We. will make one. pronouncement: practically everything we 
say·horriologically can be'(and·hasbee~) said for modules .over.arbitrary 
(commutative) ringswith: unity. The reader is invited to consider the 
necessary changes in·the exposition whiChwill achieve that level of 
generalization. 
Let G and' H ·.· be groups and K: G + H a homomorphism. Recall 
that the rule.of K satisfies 1<1{g 1 + g2) = K(g1) + K(g2) for all 
gl and g2 in G, We ·say K i's a monomor;ehism·if K(gl) = K(g2) 
implies gl = g2 for .all gl and g in 2 G. For variety, we may say 
that, 11 K is manic," Re call that ·. K is manic iff Ker K is trivial, 
where Ker K = {g E G \ K(g) = O}. We sa.y K is an epimorphism if 
8 
for all. h c: H there i·s g c: G su.ch that K(g) - h; one. also may say 
that'· 11 K is epic.'' 
If A is a subgroup of B, we have th.e following ,standard homo-
morphisms: l :A -+ B defineq by l (a) :1: a for a+.l a c: A and' 
n:B + B/A defined by 11(b) = b + A fo!' all b c: B. Whenever the 
9 
reader sees thef?e syrnbole used for maps, he may· assume they· are the ones 
ab~ve. . The map · l is called the: inj eotien of. · A into B; it is manic. 
The map ·11 is called the projection of B onto the quotient group 
B/A; it is· epic. 
Let· A, B, C, and D be groups with homom0rphisms as below: . 
y+ 
c 
0 
+ 
+s 
D 
We. say that the ·~rguare commutes . (er the diagram. commutes) if for all 
ale A, S(a(a)) = o(y(a)), 
2. 2. Exa;ct · 'sequences · and their properties 
We a:re now readr to· he-gin the study 0f homologic.al concepts, c:>r as 
Jans [16] ·puts it, the study of "anything .with little arrows .on it." 
Really, homol'ogicaJ;. noticms. deal with ·homomorphisms between groups·. and 
their relationship 'to gimeral strueture prope.rties of the group. - We 
will e}{amine .. some·. questions of this type in this chapter. 
A collection· {fn+i :Anti + An -1 n c: Z} is cal;J.ed a sequence, of 
Abetian groups.and Abeliangroup·hemomorphisms, or just a sequence'for 
short. . Sometimes we W!1i te · • • • + A 
n+l. A 1 + n-
... 
for a seqµence. We say a sequence is exact at A 
n 
if 
10 
Im fn+i; the entire sequence.is exact if it is exact at each A • The 
n 
sequence·iscalled.qµasi-exact at A if we have a zero sequence at 
n 
An; i.e., fnfn+i =· O. This means that. Im fn+i is a subgroup of 
f 
An exact sequence of the' form 0-+ A-+ B-+ ••• is called left-
exact' whereas' an exaai! 'sequence' of thE:l ··form 
g, 
•••-+A-+ B-+ 0 is 
called right-exact. We wil+ always mean by 0 in .this . context the 
trivial group. In the above .srtuation, f must be the trivial map; 
i.e., f must take zero only to z~ro if it is to be a homomorphism. 
Similarly, g' must be the zero map; i.e., g(b) = 0 for all b e: B. 
After 2.2.1. the maps f and g will not be written since ~hey are 
uniquely det¢rmined;.· Finally, a siequence wh.tch :is exact and has the. 
form . 0 -+ A -+ B -+ · C -+ 0 ·. is· ca.l.'.Led a short exact ,sequence, The more 
useful fac.ts about exact sequences· are collected in the following prop.,. 
osi ti on. The proofs are· left, .f0r the reader, 
'2~ 2;1·.' -PrqEosi ti.on Let A, B and c be groups, 
f K (a) 0 -+ A -+ B left-exact means K is manic. 
cr g (b) A -+ B -+ 0 righi; ... exact means. cr is epic. 
K 
(c) Suppose 0 -+ A -+ B· is exact. Then A = .0 if ei;ther B = 0 
or K is the zevo hamemorphism. 
(d) Suppose cr A -+. B + 0 is exact., Then B = 0 if either A = O 
or cr is ·thetrtvial homomo:riphism. 
K (e) Suppose A + B -+ C -+ 0 is exact· with K epic. Then. c = ·o. 
(f) cr 0 -+ A -+ B -+ O• exact means that (J is an isomorphism. 
t cr (g) cr :A -+ B epic implies 0 -+ Ker (J -+ A -+ B -+ 0 is· short exact;· 
K n (h) K:A -+ B manic impl,ies 0 -+ A -+ B -+ B/J;m K -+ 0 is exact. 
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(i) K (J O + A -+ B -+ C -+ o. · exaet .implies crK = o and . C is 
isomorphic to B/Im K. 
We now. investigate some co.ndltions: whic.h give rise to certain pro-
pert{es of maps betweeri: exact sequences. The following proposition 
gives us most of the facts we will need. 
2 .2. 2. Propos·ition (Strong 4 lemma) Let, the following be a . 
cotntnutative·diagram with exact· rows, T epic and v manic~ 
Y· A. p 
A-+B-+C-+D 
13+ ' v+ 
(J 
E-+F-+G-+H 
Then: (a } Ker 13 = >.. (Ker a) and ( b ) o- 1 (Im 13 ) = Im a • 
Proof: . The arguments make strong use of the "diagram chase" 
technique. Let · x £ . >..(Ker- a) , se A. (y) = x for some y £ Ker a. Then . 
13(x) = 13(/..(y)) = o(a.(y)) = O, so. x £Ker ·13, Now let x £Ker 13. Then 
v(p(x)) = cr(l3(x)) = O implies p(x) = o, since v is.manic. Hence 
x £ . Ker p = Im >.. , so >.. ( w) = x for s.ome w '£ B. Let w' = a ( w) £ F, 
Then· o(w') = o(a.(w)) = 13(/..(w}) = O, so w' £.Ker 8 = Im z:;; i.e., w' = 
z:; ( e) for s0me e £ E. Since· ,T is epic, the:i;ie exists a £ A such 
that e = -r(a). Set b = y(a)~ Then a.{b) = a.(y(a)} = z:;(-r(a)) = z:;(e) = 
w', FinC1-lly, put. v = b - w •. Then· a.(v) = o, so· v £ Ker a, and 
t..y = O implies that t..(v) =:it~ Thus x £ X(Ker a), and (a) follows. 
To show · (b), let f £ Im a, Then. f = a.(b) for some b £ B. Set 
c = >.. (b). Then ', 8 ( f ) = . 8 (a (b) ) = 13 ( c ) ; i. e • , -1 f £ 8 (Im 13), Now let 
f £ o- 1 (Im· 13), so that , 13(c}· = 0(f) for some c £ C. Then cr(o(f)) = O 
so that·· v(p(c}) = cr(l3(c)) = cr(o(f)) = o. But v manic implies p(c) = 
o, so·. c = t..(b) for some b £ B. Let. f' = a.(b). Th.en o(f' - f) = o, 
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so by exactness ~(e) = f' • f for some e E E. Since T is epic, 
e = T(a) for some a E A. Set b' = y(a). Then a.(b - b') = f, and 
so f E Im a.. 11 
The above proposition iS used to prove the follclwi,ng result, which 
is really the one which is.useful for our work. 
2,2,3~ · Propositiqn (3-lemma) Let the following diagram have 
commutative :squares and exactro:ws:. 
a. s 
0 + A + B + C + 0 
µ 4-
y 0 
0 + D + E + F + 0 
Then: (a) A. and \) monic implies ).l is monic. 
(b) ·A. and \) epic implies ).l is eJDiC, 
(c) A. and \) isomorphisms imp:J,y ).l is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Clearly (a) and· (b) imply. (c) • To see (a)' apply· 
the previous proposition, where now T of that result will be the 
trivial isomorphiSm between the trivial groups on the .left end of the. 
above· diagram.· We then .have Kerµ =.a.(Ker /..) = 0 since A. is monic. 
To show· (b), apply t~e proposition to· the di.;i.gram: · 
A + B +. C + 0 
D + E + F + 0 
• 
Since A. is epic and the mi'ip on the far right .i,.s monic, we have Im µ ·-
o- 1(Im v). But .o and v epic ~mply F = Im v and F = iS(E); i.e., 
E = Im µ, ·Thus µ is epic. 11 
The follow:ing preposition <lescribes .the relationship between exact 
sequences conne.cted ·with. isoTf1orpl:iisms. Let the .reader practice his 
"diagram.chasing" on it. 
2. 2. 4. · Proposition Suppose the following· is. a commutative 
diagram with a, S, and y isomorphisms. 
K er 
A + B + C 
4-y 
p T 
D + E + F 
Then .the top row i's 'exact if and only.if the bottom row is exact. 
The .next fewpropositionsd~al ~ith the construction of certain 
homomorphisms·, The ccmstructions. are somewhat standard, and we will 
have occasion- to· refer to< them later. 
2·.2·.s·,· ·Pr·ol?·osition ·Let ·the following di~grams be given: 
G 
4-p 
K er 
A' + B + C 
( 1) 
K er 
A + B + C 
+p 
G 
(2) 
In (1)' if the row is exact at B, K is monic and·· erp = o, the11 
· ther:e is· a unique' homomorphism S: G + A such that KS = p • Iri ( 2) 
if the row is exact at B, er ·is epic and pK = O, then there is a 
unique homomorphism S:C + G ·such that Ser= p, 
Proof. For (1), let· g E,G. Then er(p(g)) = 0 implies, that 
p (g) :E Ker er = Im K, ·and so p(g) 
"' 
K(a) fCDr some a E A. For each 
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g E G set S ( g ) · = a , · wher\e 1da) =· p (g). Then s is a homomorphi~m; 
we show it ·is· well--defined. ·If gl = g2 in. G, we have K(al) = K(a2)' 
and so ·a . =·a2 becat,ise· K is monic. Thus S(g 1) = S(g2). With this l 
definitiqn of· s· the· diagram commutes. If S' is another map with the. 
same propertie'S, then. KS I = p = KS, and so. K( S 1 S) = 0. Sine~ 
is mqnic, thii:; finally imp·lies ·that S = S' . In ( 2), a similar proof 
works: .l.et c e:- C. Then. cr(b) ::o c for some b E: B, Let g = p (b) 
and set g = S(c),· This .definition makes S ? unique, well-defined 
homomorphism and makes the•.appropriate diagram commute. 11 
K O' 
2.2.6,· Proposition Let A -+ B -+ C be quasi-exact. Then 
there is a homomorphism p:B/Im K -+C such that pn = cr, where 
n:B-+ B/Im K is the· natural projection. 
Proof,· Define p(b + I~ K) = cr(b), If b - b' E: Im K, we have 
b - b' = K(a). for some a E: A, and_ so· cr(b - b') = O; i.e., cr(b) = 
cr(b') ·, and· p · ·is· therefore. well-:-defined. Clearly, p is a homomor-
phism and (pn)(b) =·p(b +Im K) = cr(b), II 
2.2.7,· Lemma· Consider the fellowing commutative diagram where 
the· top· row· is· exact· and·· the bottom row is· quasi-exact. 
a S A -+ B + C 
p '1T 
X-+Y-+D 
(a) If · S ·is epic,. there is a homomorphism tjJ:C -+ D · such that 
· (b) Suppose tjJ!C 4- D is· defined with the property that t/JS = mj> 
and S ·and.· 8 ·are beth epic. Then if the two rows are 
exact,·we have Ker tjJ ~ S(Ker ¢) and Im tjJ 2 'IT(Im ¢). 
{c} If tjJ is as· in (a) and the hypotheses of (b) . are met, 
then '1T epic and ¢.an isomorphism together imply that. 
TJJ· ·is an· isomorphism. 
Proof. (a) Let c E: C, Since S is epic, c = S (b) for some 
b .. E: B. Set tjJ(c) =·'1T¢(b). Whel'.). 1jJ is defined in this manner, it is 
clear·that·the right'-hand square commutes and tjJ is'a homomorphism. 
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It remains to ~how th~t l/J is well-defined. If B(b 1 ) =.c = B(b2 ), · 
then b 1 - b 2 = a(a) ·by the exactness of. the top row. Since. 7rp = 0 
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and ¢a= pe, we have: · ¢fo(a;)) "' Hbi - b 2), and s0 ¢(b 1 - b 2 ) = p8(a). 
Applyin,g 7r yields· 7rHbi - b2 ) = o; i.e., 7r¢(b1 ) = 7r¢(b 2 ). 
(b) · T9 show · Ker l/J <;;: B( Ker ¢) , let c e: Ker l/J. Then . c = B (b' ) 
for some b' e: B. Let, y::: ¢{b' ), so 7r(y) = O. Thus y.e: Imp (by the. 
exact.ness· of the bottem row), and s0 · y = p(x) for some x e: X. Thus 
e(a) = x for some a e: A. Let b" = a(a) and· set b = b' - b". 
Immediately Hb) = O, and so b e:: Ker ¢, and B(b) = c - B(a(a)) = c; 
thus c e: B(Ker ¢). To show the remaining·containment; let de: 7r(Im ¢). 
The·n. d = 7r(y) for y = ¢(b), whepe b e: B. Set c. = B(b). By the 
property of l/J, we have · lj;(c) ::: 7r(¢(b)) = 7r(y), so d e: Im lj;. 
(c) When ¢ is· an isomorphism, · Ker ¢ = { O}, and Im ¢ = Y. 
Since 7r is ep,ic, 7r(Y) = D .· By (b), Ker l/J is contained in 0, and· 
Im l/J contains 7r(Y)·= D. Thes~ two statements say l/J is aD; isomorphism. 
2. 3. ·· Direct Sums and Direct Products of Groups 
We· begin t0·, explore the• tb0ls necessar>T t0 break dGwn groups and 
put them· back tGgether again-. Of ceurse, it is hoped that in the pro-
cess. sometoing· wil1 be l~arne.d ab0ut· the· structure of the groups. The 
results of· such· a· pI'ogram· will··be given in greater detail through0ut 
the expositien·, especially in"the· Rext chapter. ·For now, we indul~e in 
the· b"!-sic · conc~pts and·· their. homologioal properties;" 
We· begin witq·the·.simplest case~· Given groups A and B, we. 
define· the.direct sum· of A and B, written A@ B, by· A Gl .B ·= 
{Ca,b) J·a e:A ·and be: B}, where (a 1 ,b 1 ) = (a2 ,b2 ) iff a 1 = a 2 and 
b 1 = b 2 and aslditi.on in A @ B is defined· componentwise: 
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(ai ,b 1 ) + · (a2 ,b2 ·): =·. ('a. 1 + a 2 ,b 1 + b 2 ). · · Witi) these· definitions, on~ 
easily shows· that , A@· B· ·is a_~ g!'(!)Up. · Since the action of a ;funct.ion . 
canbe:viewed·through·ordered·:i;:>airs, note that°l'fe c6u{d have defined 
A@ B br·A·t&-B ·=--:{'f0:{1.,2}.+·A,U BI f(1) e: A and f(2) e: BL Then. 
. . 
A $ B has· as obje·cts·.a11·.:fftinctiens defineq on tl:ie (index) set { 1,2}, 
and we · define· aqdition · ·o:f: such functi,~ns by ( f + g )( i) = f ( i ) + g ( i ) 
for, i · = 1,2~ · It· is t'qis: view 0-1; A 19 :B that rieadily generializes to 
arbitrary·· co11ec~ionS; · 0f grioup s. '· 
Sine~ we a:r;>e interested·. in, the h0mologica~ prioperities 0f such 
grioups;, we need to. know. how .tro '!imbed". and "prioject." 
~ 
2;3;1~ · Definitidn. ·Let· A 1 and· .· A2 be, grioups. Define · 
for>i all· ·a E: A· 
. 1 1 and . a 2 e:· A2 • ·The menc:bmoriphisms. t. are called the 1 
injections .·. of ea,c-h ·:A .i into. the dirieot sum A 1 'il A2 • Similari_ly, 
define -1ri:A 1 @ :A2 +Ai (i::; 1,2) by 7r 1 (al'a2 ) = a 1 and 
1T 2 (a 1 ,a2_·) = a2.. · ·The· epimorphisms 
the:direat·sum 0nto. each A~. 
1, 
1T. 
1 
are called the :priojec:ions.0f 
· · ·2·.s·,.2; ·· · Pr9p·ositi~n ·Let. A1 and ,· A2 be .grioups, and set B -
A1 @ A2 , The· homomorphis;ms · defineq abo.ve satis:fy the f0llowing: 
(1) and 
The· ,prioof fellows· directly :h'om .the definitions 0f the maps. We , 
·will ·s-ee tha~ in a·:very natu:r;ia1· way these formulas characteriize diriect 
sums 0f arbitrar:y·collec~.i,on.s·of gr0ups. 
To· thi·s . end, , we ·fo:J_l0w 1MacLane· [ 2 5] and . call a diagriam 
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().1 a2 
A -+ B +- A universal (with, ends· Ai) if for all diagrams 1 2 
S1 S2 
A -+ B" +- A · - there is a unique homomorphism - y: B -+ B"' such that 
1 2 
diagram ( 1} -- below commutes, - To form the "dual" _concept, turn all of 
thearrowsa:round·intheabove discussion. ·The11 a diagram 
is·- called couniversal (with ends A.) if for all 
J. ' 
S1 S2 
diagrams Al +- B"' -+ A2 there is a unigue homomorphism y: B"' -+ B -_ 
such that th~ di<;igram. (2) below commutes, 
(1) (2) 
2.3.3. Proposition (a) Any two universal (or c9universal) 
· diagrams with the same ends· give an isomorphism between B and B"'. 
(b) Al 
11 12 
is universal. -+ - Al $ A2 . +- A2 
(c) '1T 1 'JT2 Al +- A $ A -+ A is couniversal. 1 2 2 
Proof. (a-) Suppose in (1-) - we assume that both rows are 
-1.miYersal. We have a· homornot>:phism · y"":B.:. -+ B such that Y"'S = a 1 -- . 1 
we ha:ve 
(y"'y)Q. 1 = y"'(ya 1) = y"'S 1 = a 1 and similarly (y"'y)a 2 = a2. Now what· 
happens in (1) when B = B"? We have then.that there is precisely 
one. way (bT the uniquen~ss ·assumption) of filling in the diagram wi_th 
But· 1B also-has· these properties, so by the uniqueness assumption, we 
must have that Hence Y "'y .,_ 1 
- B' Now repe~t the argument to 
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show that; yy"'· =·1B .. ue:ring the uniqueness pr~per;ties of tl:ie b0ttom .row •. 
Hence y is a :unique· isemorphism· between B"' and. , ·B. 
· (b) · We have ·the :followi:ng: diagram, whei'e the' bottom row is 's0me 
arbitrary diagrari1; 
Define· 6 = (). 1TI 1 + e12TI 2 ; by.,the defiriitiem· ef."the projectl.c;ms .and 
i~j ection·s, we· have ·· 6 t. . = a. for i = 1, 2 •. Now ..if 6 · is any hqmom0r.:. ]. ]. 
phfsm ,with. ·thi·s ·,property' . we ha,:ve 
(Sl 2 h 2 , = a. 1TI 1· + a. 2 TI 2 ., Hence (b) is u~iversal. 
(c) A similar argument in involyed .here, except now 
6: B -+ A $ A is defined.: b.Y 
. 1 . 2 6=,ta +la. II 1 1 2 2' 
2~3~4·. Cor'ollary·For all groups A1 anGl A2 , 
Proof, The .diagrams 
\ '' . 
.... ~(A . $ A' 2 .. 1 
\1. 
+ 1 A2 are unive~sal., Apply 2.3,3, (a). 
a Y 
II 
2 , 3 ~ 5 • ·. · Fr0p·0·si tiori . Let A 't B t C · be any diagram with the 
a o 
following· prropertiefp Sa z:; 1 A, G.y =· 1c, oq. = o, Sy = o and 
a~ +.yo= 1B' Then, B ~A·$ c. 
·· Proo~~ · · · The· diagrra~ 
a Y 
A '+ ·· B + C is universal: . for l~t 
(J p 
A -+ · B":"+. C· ·be· any given ·diagram. DefinE! A. =·po + 06.. Using the 
given properties of the maps, we have A.y = p . and A.a = .. a. Thus 
A.:B-+ B~· is a·h0mom9rphi~m which makes the. diagram.comm\lte. If· A. 
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is a homomorphism with these properties, we have , A = Al = A(aS + yo) = 
B 
(Aa)S + (Ay)o = o:S +po~ This completes the proof. 
s.uch an object B above hi called a biproduct·, a term we "have 
been taught.by the· category theerists. 
WE! intE!nd to proceed te.the·gen~ral case, but.f.irst we try for 
three groups! Define 1. :A. + Al @ A 1·. 1 2 E& A3 by: 1. (a.) 1 1 . is an ordered 
triple·with a.· in the ·th 1-· 
1 
component and zeros elsewhere,_ i = 1,2,3. 
Also~ s~t · w,(a ,a ,a3) =a. for i = 1,2,3. These are the ,injections 1 1 2 1 
-.:-.-..._ 
into and. projections ._q.\.rt~--o:f A1 @ A2 @ A3• 
We now 9onsider a diagram similar to, the on_e we use.d_ for the case 
of two· groups, butfor·ease of display, we write the diagra.m.in.set 
theoretic form. We say a diagram .D = {B i:;:: 1,2,3} is 
universal . (with e~ds A. ) if -for all diagrams D ' = { B 1 
1 
S· 1 
+ AJi=1,2,3},. 
there is. a .unique· homomorphism y: B + B' such that, the following 
· diagrarfrs commute for· all i = 1 , 2, 3 : 
Couniversai·diagrams a:t:;'e defined similarly, but all the arrows'are 
turned around. 
Asbefore,·one·uses·the .same type.of proof to, establish an.iso-
morphism betweerir B and· B'. if both diagrams D. and D' are univer~ 
sal,' Also 
i = 1,2,3} is universal, and.· 
7T. 
]. 
D = {A 1 @ A2 8 A3 + Ai i = 1,2,3} is couniversal. 
Using the same idea used in 2.'3.4., we have that A1 e A2 e A3 
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Let· us nowpr0ceedto the general case. Let. A serve as a quite 
arbitrary index set; for .examp·le, when A = {1,2,·· • ,n}, we have .the 
arbitrary finite· case, and when· A :s: z,·we'have·the countable case. 
Let {GA \e:A be a, collection (or "family") of groups GA. Let. 
P = {f:A +·UGA.I f(A) e: GX for all A e A}. 
A 
·We ha,ve the usual de:fini fio,n for equality· of funcijions: f = g if 
f(;\) = g(A) for all A e A, -and we define addition ;of functions- so. it 
·will be·compatible·with the finite 1case;. i.e., (f + g)(A) =.f(;\) + g(;\) 
fqr all A e A. With these definiti0ns, P beccmes a group. We call 
P the· (unrestricted, ·or· full.) diY'ect product of .the GA, and we denote 
it .by P = -~ GA.· As we mentioned before, when A = Z, we have .a 
cou'l;ltable product of group~ GA. If weuf:!e our imagina~ions, we can 
se~ 'that· P can very quickly become very "wild" for "large" A and 
· "horrible" .groups · GA. We want to. "cut. dcwn" ·. P a .little. 
f e P 
Single out a. special·. subgreup of P: consider all those functions 
such that f(A):;·Oe:G A almost all the , time;- i.e.:, f (A) is zero 
for allbut :finite,'.4y many ··A e A. Denote, this subgroup of P by 
S = I G~. Again,: 
A I GA = {f~A + ~ GA I f(A) e GA and f(A) = 0 for all 
A bu,t finitely many A e A}. 
Indeed,, S is a, subgrol,lp of P (it , inherits the addition of P) and 
is called ,the (external) direct sum·of the groups GA. 
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2.3.6. ·Definition For each A e: A and. g e: GA, define \=GA-+ S 
by: 
if A = µ 
otherwise. 
Similarly, define -+ G 
A The monom0rphisms 
1 A are cal.;Led the· i:i:ije·cticms· of the groups GA into the direct sum S, 
and the· ·epimorphisms 7T A are called· the· proj ect'ions of the direct 
product P onto each · G .•. A· 
2.3.7. Prbposi tio-q Let p , s 1 ' 
, A and 
(1) · P = S when A is a finite .index set. 
(2) 
= {> if µ = ·A 
otherwise 
be as'above. Then: 
· Proof.· ( 1) Clear fr.om th.e defini ~ion ·of P and S. 
( 2} Fol'lows from the defini ti0ns of 7T A and 1 A: 7T A 1 A ( g) = g 
for all ge: GA, 
( 3} A word is· needed about the summation: for each f e: S, 
is zero "almost 
always"; i.e. , f(A) - 0 for all but finitely many A e: A. Thus there 
are only finitely- many (peI!'haps. zer0} nonzero summands in the .. summation 
as A ranges over A•· ·Now sl,lppose that · f e: l GA.. Then 1 A (f(/,.)) = hA 
A 
has the property that; hA(µ) equals f(A) if µ = A and hA (µ) equals 
zero otherwise. Thus f = E hA. 
A 
From the above· calculations, then, we see that. <L: 1 7T )(f) = A A A . 
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2.3-.8. Prop0sition D = hA::GA + S I A e: A} is a universal 
dia,gram with ends ·GA, and D" = {7rA:P + GA A e: A} is a couniversal 
diagram with ends GA.. 
Proof.. If D' = hA:GA + B I A e: J\} is a given diagram with :ends 
GA, define ·. f3: S + B by Refer to the diagram beiow: 
Note.that ·the sum in· the defi,ning equation for f3 is finite for each 
f e: S. ·One easily- checks that. f3 is a homom9rphism and (31 A = °'A for 
all A e: A. Furthe?>more, if f3" .is any homom0rphism from S to B 
such that f3" 1 A = <»A for' all A, then· f3" = f3" ( 18 ) = f3" ( ~ l A 7T A) 
E(f3"lA)7TA = E <»A7TA. 
A A 
The· second assertion is just as straightforward, exc~pt that 
S:B + P 'must·be defined by [13(b)](µ) = <» (b), wher:e be: B andµ e: A. 
µ 
One eas·i:J,.y shows that ' f3 can only be -defined in this manner to. achieve 
this pr·operty. 11 
Using precise·ly the same type of proof we used in 2. 3. 3. , we have 
the following· prqposi tion. · 
2,3.9. ·Proposition Anytw0·universaJ, diagrams with the same 
ends. {aA:GA + B} and {aX:GA + B"} yield an isomorphism between 
B and· B"' .. ·The· same statement holds· for· any two couniver>sal diagrams;· 
2·. 3~ 10, · Corollari Let cr: A + A be .any one-to:--one and onto 
function ( i. e ,:, cr is a permutation of A) and set µ = cr (A). Then 
Proof. · The· diagrams · {t~ :GA: 
-+ I G } 
A A 
and, {1 :G -+ I G } are 
µ µ µ µ 
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both. universaL · ·By the· previous rres,ult·, we· ge;t 'the desired isomorphism. 
Essenti;ally9 wha~ the' corollary states' is: that' a direct sum of. 
groups· is unaffected by the e!'deI:" ef i t.s 'sumYJ:Jands ." . 
· We ar'e now· in a· pe'si ti~n tei give a usefui result which character-
izes the' direct· sum· diagram. It .is a genexialization of 2. 3 .5. 
a A 
· · 2-. 3 .11. · · Lenuna Suppose {B '! GA} is a given diagram.of 
SA 
Abe.Han group·s·. · We· ·impose· a· finiteness c9ndi tion :. for each fixed 
be: B, we :declare that a/b) is nonzero for only finitely many A e: A. 
In addition, suppose.for a11· A and µ in· A we have: 
{> if µ = A aASµ = and I SAaA = 1 B. otherwise A 
Theh, B C' I GA. 
A SA 
Proof.. · We show. that , { B + GA} is universal and then. we may 
apply p~opof;!iti~ns 2~3.8. and · 2;3,9. Let 
diagram.· The· ,situation is pic-i::UJ?ed below: 
Define s =I <\aA so that. S:B-+ B1· 
A 
The sum makes sense from our 
' ' 
finiteness· asf:jumption. Using the prope:tities of a A and SA · above,. 
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· one easily shows that SI\. = (\.; hence the diagram corilmutes when. S is 
defined· in this way~ Now.suppose · S has been defined so that 
Then S= II 
2.4. Internal Direct Sums 
We now tacl<;:le the problemfr0m the .inside out. Given a family 
{GA}At:A of subgroups of G, the set ~ GA need not ·be a ~mbgroup of 
G (except in. that· important case noted in 3 .1. 2. ) • However, there is 
a smallest group H containing U G1 , and H' is.merely the int~rsection A I\ . 
of all· subgroups of ·G which contain In ·.this case , we say . H 
is generated by u GA. Each element h E H can be written as A 
h = gA . + ••• ·- -+ gA ' where gA· E GA. (i = 1,···,k}. Let H be the 1 k ]. ]. A. 
subgroup generated by U GJ.l. · If we know that GA n HA = { 0} for all 
J.lfA 
A e A, then each such sum above is·unique. What we really want to know· 
is: whefr is ·G isomorphic.to the direct sum l GA of its subgroups 
A 
GA? An answer foll©ws. 
2.4;1. Ptiopositicm · Let G be a group and {GA}At:A a collection 
of subgroups of G. Let HA. be the subgroup of G defined above. 
Then the ·following are: equivalent: 
(1)·. The diagram { t :GA -+ G} is universal with ends GA• 
(2} G is·gene:bated by u GA and GA n HA = {O} for a:J_l A. A 
Proof. · ( 1) implies ( 2): Since h : GA -+ G} is assumed universal, 
there is a .uniqueisomciirphism 8:G-+ l GI\. such that 81 = 1A for all 
A 
A ( 2 • 3 • 8 • and 2 • 3 • 9 • ) • Hence for all A; i.e. , 
l 71'A8 = 1G' where there are only finitely many nonzero summands in the 
A 
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sum because 0(b) E I GA for each b E G. If b E G, then [0(b)](A) = 
. A 
and b - 1 (b) = <I TI,0)(b) = I 7T (0(b)) = I g,, where there 
G A A . A A A A 
are only- finitely· many mmzero tertns in tqe last sum, Thus b is equal 
to .a finite sum o-f (nonzere) · elements in t~e subgroups 
Ker 0 = {g E.G I 0(g) is the zero function of 
G ' A 
Note, that 
To show thAt 
GA n HA = { O} for all A, suppose there is gA f 0 in G;\ n HA for 
some fixed: A, Then g, =. g .. + • •. + g .. , vrfrere none of the indices· 
A . µ1 µk 
Note 'first that g E G p p implies 
We now show that e(g > = o. A First, if µ - A 
otherwise. 
However, G(gX)(A) = ? G(gµ, )(A.) = .o by the above remark. This means 
1 1 
that · g E Ker 0 ,- a contradiction to the fact that e is an isomGr:-
A 
phism., Thus,·GAnHA = {O} for all A, 
(2) implies (1). As we already pointed out~ the two conditions 
say that each elerhent·ef G. is uniquely wri:tte"Q as a finite sum of 
elements from the vario'us groups GI." If foA :GA -+ G ... } is any other 
diagram,· define i3: G -+ G ... by i3(g + + gA ) = A1 k 
Then a straightforward argument shows tbat 
i3 is the unique homomo"t'phism su<;:h that·i31 = il A for all A• I I 
Wheri either· of· the above· ceinditions holds, we have that G is 
isomorphic· to a· d.i,.r.ect .. sum . o:f its subgroups GA . Then G . is called the 
(internal) direct sum of its subgr<Dups G . 
. , A When , ( 2) ho.lds , the • 
inte~;nal and ex,terna.l direct• sums are is0morphic by. virtue of. the uni-
versality of .. the direct sum diagra,m. rn·.particular, G is the inte.rna.l 
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direct sum of two0f its subgroups H and K iff G is generated by 
HU K and · H n K .= {O}. Iri this· .case, then, G "' H al K. Any subgroup 
in an internal direct sum G "' l GA. 
A. 
is called a direct summand of 
·· An ·important theorem concerning this . internal direct sum is found 
in Herstein [15], Theqrem 4.J, page 162~ .Letting R = Z in the 
tl).eorem, tl;le result may be. stated' as fioll0ws. 
· 2. 4·.·2. · · Pr·oposition Any finitely generated. Abelian ·group is a 
direct sum (internal9 of course) of a finite number of cyc::lic subgroups. 
2.5. Direct·Sums and Exact Sequenqes 
Befor.e we enter a short; stll,d.y of Abelian group theqry, we ·want to 
see how·the splitting off of a· direct summand is reflected in an exact 
sequence. ·For example, 0 + A1 + A1 $ A2 + A2 + 0 is always 
an exact sequen'Ce. The mest.important·results of this section are 
2. 5 .1., 2. 5. 2 •. 9 and 2. 5 .a .• 
f g 
Suppose A + B + A is a sequence of 
groups andgreup homomorphisms such that· gf .= \· Then the following 
hold: 
(1)· f is manic.and g. is'epic. 
(2) · B "' A @ Ker g "' Im f ~ Ker· g (internal .sum). 
Pr>oo.f ~ Since a · = g ( f (a) ) , we have that for all a E A ther>e is 
b E B (namely b = f(a)) such that, g(b) = a. Thus g is epic. If 
f(a) = o, th,en. 0 = g(f(a)) =a,· and hence f is monic. 
(2), First note, that Im f (')Ker g = { Q}, for if. x E Im f n Ker> g, 
we have · g(x) ,= 0 and x = f(a) for> some a E A. Tnus 0 = g(x) = 
g(f(a)) =a,. and·.so· x = f(a) = o. Now define: <jl:B + G =Im f al Ker> g 
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by Hb) = (f(g(b))' b - f(g(b))) and tjJ:G -tc B by 1/i(f(a),b). = 
(f(a) + b}, where · g(b) = 0 (since b e:: Ker g), Note that all the 
·definitions make ,sense and cp and 1/i are he>momorph.:i,sms. A short cal-
culation shows t~at cf>l/i(f(a),b) =. (f(a) ,b) and that 1/icf>(b) = b, for 
all b e:: B. Thus cp · and 1/i are isom0rphis1Tls,, Since f is me>nic, · f 
'.· 
defines·an· isomorphism·· from A, onto ' Im f,. and finally, th.en, 
ImfQLKerg"'A-E9Kerg ... II 
2. 5. 2, ··Lemma ·Suppose f:.A + B is mon.:i,c and B "' Im f _@ B1 "' 
A E9 Bp where· B1 is seme subgroup of B. Then there is a homol'(lorpl:lism 
g:B -+ A such that gf = 1A·· 
Proof. · Note· that ·;this is a c0nverse t0 ti+e· above result. Every 
1 
·be:: B can be· written uniquely as b.= f(a) t b 1 , where a e:: A and 
bi· e:: B1 • ··Define · g:B -+ A by·. g(:t;>) = a. Since f is monic, we have 
that·.· g ·is· a· well'-defined ,homomerpbism. · If a e:: A, we have also 
g(f(-a)} = a (since· b 1 = 0 in· this ·case). 11 
1'; 0 ' 
· 2.5.3. · Defi:nit.i,.on. Let. • • • -+ G -+ H-+ J -+ • • • be a given exact 
sequence of groups ,and· .group homomorphisms. We say the sequence· splits · 
_at H .. if Ker o = Im r; is a dire.ct summand of H· 
' ' 
i.e., H is the 
internal direct· sum of.. Ker o · = Im' r; and some other subgroup of H. 
Conside-r a short exact se~uence 0-+ A-+ B.+ C-+ 0, It obviously 
splits at· A and c, sine~ 0 is· a direct summand of A and C is a 
direct summand of itself ... ':F.hus- we make the following definition. 
2 ~ 5 ·; 4·, · Definition· A shert• .e:Kaet sequence · 0 -+ A -+ B -+ C -+ 0 
is·said·tosp1.:it.· (or splits;' or.is·s1?:li.t exact) if the sequence 
splits at B; 
:z, 5, 5. Lemma ,Suppose · .. • • • + G -+ 'H -+ J -+ • • • is an exact · 
sequence,.which splits at H, Then H"' Imo E9 Im z;;. 
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Proof i By definition, . H "' H1 @ Im r;. It 1remains to show that 
H1. "' Im o. · Tcr this end,,· let . p = o. I H (i.e. , · p is ,simply . the res-
1 
trict~on of 0 to Hl) •. Fir·$t, ff (\Kero = H1 n Im I'; = {O}; this 1 . 
means that Ker··p· :c: {O}, and so p is monic. We 'show Hl "' Im p = 
Im o: certainly,· Im o cd!ltains · Im p. Le·t j e: Im o ~ .so j = o (h) 
for some he: H. Write h = h 1 + r;(g), so j = cS(h) = cS(h 1 ) + cS(l';(g)) = 
o (hi),· using the .fact that cS r; m. C!J. · Thus · Im cS is contained in· Im p. 
Since p is monic·, · it establishes an isomorphism between H1 and 
Im cS . 11 
f g 
·2;s·,5·, ·corollary. Let O +A+ B + C + O ·be a.split exact 
sequence.· Then B "'.A@ C. 
Proof; · · We know · B "' Inr f @ Im g by the previous lemma. But 
Im g = C since · g ·is epic, .and Im f =A since . f is mcmic~ 11 
· 2.5; '7. · Co:t:'ollar!y An exact· sequence of groups 
r; G 
+ G + H :+ J · + • • • splits at H if either of the following holds: 
(1}' .. There· is a homomorphism cr:H 4- G such that err; = 1G. 
(2} There is a·.homomorphism p:J +H such that op = 1J. 
Proof. ( 1 ) · We haye H "' Im r; ·.@ Ker a, by 2 . 5 .1. , and hence the 
sequence·splits·. · Note that ·Im cS @ Im r; "' H "' G @ Ker er, using the, 
previous'. lemma 2. 5. 5. and G ·"' Im r;. 
(2), Using 2.5.1. again, we ha,ve H "' J @ Ker cS and so the 
sequence splits. Also note .that · Im o @ Im r; "' H "' J @ Ker cS. 11 
K CY 
2; 5; 8. · Corollary Let' · 0 + A + B + C + 0 be a short exact 
sequence~ ·Then· the following are. equiyalen.t: 
(1) - The se'quenc.e splits.··• 
(2} There is a homomorphism p: B +A · such thai;: · PK = 1 . 
A· 
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(3) Ther:e· is a homomorphism r:C-+ B such that crr ::: 1c. 
Pr>oef. · The homomorphisms of ( 2) .and (3) ar>e commonly referred 
to as "splitt~ng· homomorphisms ~·. 11 · We have already proven (2) implies 
(1) and (3) ,implies Ct)· in the p:t?evious corollary. The implication 
(1) implies (2) is p:rrecisely the statement of 2, 5. 2. 
To show ( 1) 'implies ( 3), we have the argument of 2. 5, 2. as a 
guide,' We have that · a . is epic, and its kernel is disjoint from B 1 , 
wher>e B"' ImK@ B1•"' Kera•@ B1 ··f'ors·omesubgroup B1 9f B, since'· 
the sequence splits·, Hence the restricti,on of. a to B1 defines an 
iSomorphism r;; ·from B 1 onto C. If we take 
·a·well""defined homomo:rphism such that 
r(c) ::: r;;- 1 (c), we have 
CHAPTER III 
- TOPIC_S IN ABELIAN GROUPS 
- 3.1. ·Introduction and Zorn's-Lemma 
The pur>pose· of• tl:iis chapter is to lay a· foi,mdation for the Abelian 
group theory we ·will have occasion to .use elsewhere in ou:t;>. work. By 
any standard,·. the· ch0ice. of topics is highly utili tar;ian, arid .is not 
inte.nded- to- be -an exhaustive aceount of the subject. The reader -would 
to well to· consult the standard references, Fuchs [8] and Kaplansky 
[18], for·· more details. Much of the work we do can be found th.ere. 
However·, Fuchs' -detailed treatise is an expansive ·account of the entire 
subject.; it·_is, · therefor>e ,. a true reference wor>k. Ka:plansky' s little 
book, on the other hand-, ,i_s- concisre and affable. In fact,. Kaplansky' s 
appvoachand style· served as anitls]'iration·for the writing of this 
chapter-.·· His-Notes· at the end· of the b<!lok read like -a diary of a worker 
in the field, complete with confe.ssions al'),d suggestions. It is hoped 
that· the Summavy at the· end of this work: can capture a little of that 
flavor~ 
·. · For· convenience, the cyclic groups are· given standard not a ti on: Z 
· denotes the- group of integers and· Z ( n) the finite cyclic group of 
or>der n. · Any- finite aycli.c grqmp · is· isomorphic tq some Z ( n) , for if 
G is· such· a group with o(G) := n, and g is a generator of G~ the 
homomorphism lji:G-+ Z(n). defined by lji(x) = [j], where x =jg and 
[j] is the- equivalence- .class· detE;irmined by j ~ is an isomorphism. Any 
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non-finite· cyclic· group is isomorphic to . Z. Referring to example 4 ,. 
page· 93· o·f Herstein [15]; .we have the usual isomorph.l.sm Z/(n) "' Z(n), 
wh_ere (n) is· the ·subgroup of· Z c:onsisting· of all multiples of n. 
More incisive· examples of groups will be given.as we progress. 
Two set theoretic toolsareusuci.lly needed in the study of groups: 
an assumption equivalent:.-to the s0: called Zorn's Lemma. and a YiOrking 
knowledge of ordinal.- and cardinal numbers,· We- will limit ourselves only 
to· Zorn's. Lemma~ - · For' !leference,. we· .. give· the . following outline, 
A relation R · is a .set of or_dered pairs; . i. e, , R is a set any 
member· of which- is· an: ordered pair (since· we· are 'eventually going to 
define ''order relation". in terms of "ordered pair," this seeming circum-
locution-can b·e avoided:by defining (x,y) = {{x}, {x}U {y}}; this is 
a reduction of the concept· of ,ordered· pair· to concepts involving sets, 
·and is due· to N~ Wiener [34]). The domain of R is the collection of 
all first components of all the elements of R, and· the range of R' is 
the collection· of all second oomponents of all the elements of R. If 
we let Ax B = {(a,b) I a·E: A and b EB} for any sets A and· B, 
it·'isciearthat·given·a relation R, ·RC (domain R) x (range R). 
Let· · R be a relation and set · X = (domain R) U (range R). We say: 
(1) R- is reflexive if (x;x)- e: R for all x E: X. 
· (2--)· R- - is symmetric if for all x E: X and y E X, (x,y) E R 
implies · (y ,x) E: R. 
(3) R is transitive· if for all x, y, and- z in X, (x,y) E R 
and (y,z) E: R imply .(x,z) a R. 
An·equiva:lenoe·.r.elation· ·is any-relation with properties (1)-(3). 
An· ordering is Cinytransitive velation. A relation written < orders 
a set X if··< ·is transitive on X. If A C:: X and X is ordered 
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by <·, then x £ x· ·is· an· upper bound of A if for all y .£ A, ei.ther 
y < x ·or · y - x~ ·A-·total· ordering is an ordering < such .that 
( 4 ) if x < y and y < x, then x = y; and 
· (5) either · x < · y · or else· y < x when x and y are distinct 
members· of · (domc:i.in <) U (range•<). 
Th11s, for example, for familiar "less than" in Z has properties (3h 
(5), and so Z is totally ordered by it.· A se·t with a relation which 
· totally· orders·· it· is·· called· a· chain. 
Somet.imesone·says that· in a totally· ordered set T any two 
e.tements are· comparable;· i.e-~, given- x £ T and y £ T, either x = y 
elements . of · T · are· it locke.d in place," 
·we· can· now· state·ZornJsiLemma,·which we assume is true: 
3.1".L ·· Zmm~s Lemma· Let P ·be a nonempty partially ordered set. 
I£ every chain· C C P ·has an upper· bound in P, then P contains a 
maximal element· (Lee,'· there exists u £ P such .that s < u for all 
s·EP);-.·It ·is known·that·the·statement of Zorn's Lemma is equivalent 
to· manr of· the· forms· of· .the· Axiom of· Choice·. (one of which asserts that · 
given· any family ·{A~}/..EJ\ ·of sets,·thereis a function f:J\+UA 
/.. /.. 
such that' f(A) £ A, fer all A £ J\; i.e~·, TI A f ~"--of course, we have 
I\ /.. /.. . 
been· tacitly assuming this• all· al0ng ! ) . 
Let us practice· the use of Zorn's Lemma as we will most often use 
it. 
·· · 3; L 2·. ·Proposition · •Let. G be· a g!'oup ·with subgroups H and K 
such that· H n K··= (0). ·Then there· is a· subgroup M of G maxima], 
with respect· to the• properties' f <; M and H n M = (0). 
·Proof. Take for P · in 3; 1.1. the set P = f SIS is a subgroup 
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·of G and H·n S =· (0)}. Then, ·· P l ~;since K e: P, and P is par-
tially· ordered· by- s:et ·theoretic inelusion . C . ·Let C = {AA} Ae:A be a 
chain in · P. · We must show that there· is· a·· subgroup T of G such that 
T e: p and · A C · T · · for all A · · e:' C • A ·.· , . A Normally, one would never pick 
T = U A (because .. it is rarely a subgreup of G ! ) . But, now it is a A A 
·subgroup because·· c· ·is a· chain~ First,· T certainly.contains 0, Let 
x and · y be·.in · T~ ··Then. there are elements· µ .·and v in A such 
·that x e: A\.1 ·· anq' · y e: ·Av.·· But' because we have a chain, either 
or A CA • 
v - ).1 Suppose A CA • ).1 - v Then both x and y are in 
A CA 
).1 - v 
Av' and 
so Repeat· the argument if really A C A • In any 
v - ).1' 
T n H :: ( u AA) n H :: u (AA n H) :: 
A A 
event,· ·T· ·is'a··subgroup· of· G,·and 
(O), since H n A =' (0) ·for all· A e: A. Hence T e:! P and T is the 
A : 
· required· maximal ·element·· of the chain· · C. By Zorn's Lemma, then, there 
is M e: P such that W =::> S for a11 · S e: P, In partictilat:, M ":J K, 
- .. 
Mn H :: '(0) ' and . M· 'is maximal with respect to these properties. 11 
Notice how useful'this .result mightproveto be in direct sum 
arguments: ·we produce a "large''· subgFOUf> which is as disjoint from a 
· given- subgroup ·as· it possibly can be . 
· 3, 2. Divisible, Groups 
· We now define· and·. give · impe~ta!l.t · properties· for a class of groups 
that~-has come to·play-a'large·role in Abelian group theory. The notion 
of divisibility- is· due to' Reinhol.d Ba~r" [1] who exploited it success-
fully in his study of: direct summands of· groups. He· showec;l that di vis-
ible. groups have· the-- property: that'. they· are' direct summands of every 
group which contains·themas·a subgroup. ·We prove this result in 5,5,7. 
The structure· of divisible -groups is completely known, an.d we state the 
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main result along this line in 3.5.2. 
If one were to conjecture the "basic" difference bet~een Z and Q 
as additive groups, it ·might be that given r e: Q and an int~ger n f o 
there exists a (unique) . rational s .e: Q such that ns = .. r; furthermore, 
this kind of statement is plain'ly false in Z itself. We are thus led 
to the following definition .• 
3,2.1. Definition An Abelian group G is said to be divisible. 
if for all g e: G and n f 0 there exists y e: G such that ny = g. 
Formally, .then'· a given group G is nqt' divisible if there exists 
g e: G and an integer n f . 0 such that for every element y e: G, 
ny f g. The element y of the .definition need not be ur;i.ique, for if 
Y· has finite order m and (n,m) f 1, select a nonzero common divisor 
d of m and n. Set y' = (1 + m/d)y. Then · y' f y but ny' = g. 
However, if no element of a divisible'group has finite ·order (see 3,3, 
for a discussion of these groups),then given n e: Z and g e: G, there 
is precisely one. y e: G su.ch that ny. = g (just like in Q ! ) . 
Some .immediat~ properties of divisible groups follow. 
3. 2. 2~· · Proposition . Let · n Ix denote the fact that ny = x, where 
x and· y are elements of agro:µp G (given n ar;i.d x, y always 
exists in a div:.isible group). 
(1) If m = o(x) and. (n~m) = 1, then nix.· 
(2) If nix and nly, then, nl(rx.+ sy) for all integers rands. 
(3) If G ::r;A @·B, then G is divisible if and only if both. A 
and B are divisible. 
(4) Let· G = l AA. 
"A 
Then . G is divisible if and only if each 
is divisible. 
A 
"A 
(5) Let, G and H be groups and ljJ:G-+ H an epimorphism. Then 
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G divisible implies H divisible (i. e,, the homomorphic 
image of a divisible·. is divisible). 
(6) No nontrivial cycli6 group is divisible. 
Proof. (1) ' and. ( 2) follow directly fr,om the definition. 
(3) It is enough to.show if g is any.element of G. and 
g = ~· + b, with a e: A and . b e: B, then n I g if and onl:y if n I a (in 
A) and nib (in B). ·Suppose nlg; then .. ny = g for some y e: G. 
Write y =al + b 1 , so that na,1 + nb 1 = ny = g =a.+ b. Since the 
sum is.direct, we have ·na1 =.a and .. nb{ = b, which is.what•we desired. 
The converse fotlows·direatly from (2). 
(4) Suppose G is divisible, and write, for a fixed µ . e: A, 
G =,A ~ l AA. Th'en A is di.visible, Conversely, suppose AA is µ A;i!µ µ 
divisible fqr· all A e: A. Let f e: l AA and select an integer n f o. 
A 
be. precisely those indices such. that f(A.)fO 1 . for· 
i = . :1,-·· ·•···•· ,k. Then· there exist aA. e: 
1 
AA· 
1 
such that = f(A.) for 
1 
i = . 1,. " . ,k. Define f' e: 'EAA by 
a A. 
J 
f' (µ) = 
0 otherwise. 
Then nf' = f, and so G is.divisible. 
(5) Let, n e: Z, h .e: H and g e: G such that ijJ(g) = h, Select· 
g' e: G such that · ng' = g. Then n(ijJ(g' )) = h,. and so H is divis-
ible, 
( 6) , Let G · be a finite cyclic group with ·generator g. Then 
· mg = o for some integer m + O. Let . y e: G. Then ng = y for some 
n e: z, since G is cyc;J..ic. But then my= n(mg) = o, and. so for all 
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ye: G there is an integer' me: Z such that my :f g; i.e., G is net. 
di visible. The only infinite. cyclic group is · Z, and it is not 
divisible. 11 
3.2.3. Cor01lary (1) , Q and Q/Z are di visible. 
(2) Neither Q nor Q/Z can be written as a di:t>ect sum of 
cyclic groups. 
Proof. (1) · Q is c1early.diVi$ibl'e, and Q/Z is divisible by 
(5) of the previous result, using the projection· n:Q-+ Q/Z. 
(2) If Q"' l Z(n/..), then, by (4) from the above, each Z(n)..) is 
).. 
divisible, which cont~i3.dicts (6) of 3.2.2, The same argument works 
for Q/Z because it too is divisible. 11 
The corollary says something'quite·significant: although the cyclic 
groups play an important role as "building blocks" for Apelian groups 
(see, for example, 2. 4. 2.), not all groups can be represented as·· direct 
sums of cyclic .groups (namely Q!). It ·is the divisibility property 
that prevents 'it, so we wou:j,.d 'hope we could "split" off the divisib,le 
portion of G. We prove this fact is inde·ed true in 5. 5. 9, , but we 
record the result'here f01' reference; 
· 3.2.4. Theorem [Fuchs, 8] Every group G can be written as 
G :; D Ill R, where D is the uniql,le maxima~ divisible subgroup of G 
and R is reduced; Le. , , the only di visible subgroup of R is ( 0). 
Because· divisible groups enjoy a rather simple structure :theory 
(see.§19 of Fuchs [8]), the study of the structure of Abelian groups. 
reduces to that. of reduced groups. More properties of.divisible groups 
will be .develope9- in Chapter V. , One more definition befG>re we leave! 
3. 2', 5. Defi".llition A group G is said'to be p-divisible (~here 
p is a fixeq prim~) if .for all g e: G and n e: Z, there is y e: G 
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such that n p y = g. 
The fo-llowingusef:ul.fact comes directly.fromthe definitions. 
3 .2 ,·6. Lemma A group . G ·. i's divisible iff G = nG for all 
n e Z (recall that nG = {ng I· g e G} is a subgroup of G), Also a 
group G is. · p-divisible 1 iff G = pG .. 
3,3,· Pure Subgroups. Torsion Groups. 
The ,two concepts of this section will·be introduced.together.and 
developed sirhultaneousJ.y·so that,their int~raction might be made more 
clear. The notio:n 'of pu:uity (due to Prtifer [31] who called them 
"serving" subgroups) was first introduced as a "substitute" for direct 
summand; · it :has come· t0 play a large role .in the theory ( nc;imely ~ Chapter 
VII). Torsion groups admit a· fairly simple structure theory, 
3.3.1. Definition· Let G be a group, Set 
T(G) = {x e G nx = 0 for some n e Z}. 
Then T(G) is a subgroup of G; it :consists of all the elements of G 
which have finite ·order. We call the subgroup T(G) the torsion sub-
group of G. A group G is called toi:isi9n,..free if T(G) ·= (O), and G 
is·c·alled a·torsicm group if. T(G) = G. Groups G for which 
(0) C T(G) CG are called mh{ed; i.e •. , they are neither torsion nop 
t0rsion-free; 
Hence Z and Q are tcrsicm-free, whereas every Z(m) is a 
tor~ion·gr6up. The group Z @, Z(m) is mixed. 
3. 3. 2; Prop·0si tion Let G be' a group, Then T(G/T(G)) = (0); 
i.e. , regardless of G, G/T (G) is t0rsion-free. Hence every group G 
can be imbedded in an exact sequence 0 + A + B + C + 0 with A a 
torsi6n ·group and B torsion-free. 
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Prqo.f. Let g + T(G) be· an element of G/T{G) and suppose that 
n(g + T(G)) = ,o, where n. ,isa.nonz·er.o integer, Then· ng E T{G), and 
so m(ng) = 0 ·for some integer. m. This means ·. (mn)g = 0, and so 
g E T(G). Hence g + T(G) :c:• o,. and G/T(G) is torsion-free.. The exact 
sequence.of the proposition is therefore 
0 -+ T(G) t n -+ G -+ G/T(G) -+ O. 11 
3. 3. 3. · Defi.ni ti.on Let: G be a gr>oup and p a fixed prime. Set 
Tp(G) = {x E G I pnx - 0 for some integer n > O}. 
Then Tp(G) is a subgr>oup of· <G; in fact, it is a subgroup of T(G), 
and is called'.the p•primary subgroup of G. · We say G is a p-group 
if G = Tp(G); hence, every element in a p-group has order a power.of 
p. If ·G is kn:own to be a torsion gr>oup to. begin with, we write Gp 
instead of. Tp ( G) • 
The gl;'oups· G play· an important ·role in the structure theory for p 
torsion gr.oups. 
3.3.4. The0rem ·Every torsion grr<Dup G has a unique de.composi-
tion intq a diredt sum of groups G p for various primes p. 
Proof, Let G be a tersion:gr>oup·and G p its subgroups con-
sisting of all eleme'nts of prime p power order. for each prime p. Let 
x e G with mx = 0. We ·may factor m · into a product .of powers of 
primes: 
Then.the greatest common divisor of 
a. 
set m. = m/p. J 
J J 
{m ••• m } is 1' ' n 1, and.so'there 
must exist ·integers b1' • ... •.' ,b n .such that + ••• + b m n n = 1. 
Tqus we may conclude the following: . 
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a. 
x=bmx+•••+bmx 
1 1 n n 
and p. J(m.x) = mx = o. 
J J 
This means that m•X E G . J P. for j = 1 , • • • , n. · Thus G is generated 
by {G } z• p PE 
J 
We must now·sho:w that every· such representation is unique. First, 
note that G nG = (0) for all primes p 'f q. For if 
then o(x) ·-
we must'have 
where both 
p q 
pj 
·for some j and o(x) = qk for some. k. 
that' · o(x) = 1, and so x = o. Hence suppose 
x=a +•••+a =b + 00 •+b 1 k . 1 k 
a. ·and b. 
1 1 
are elements of Gp. 
1 
for i = 1, 
x E G n G , p q 
Since p 'f q, 
we have 
k. 
The left hand side has order a power.of ·p1 , while the right hand side 
has order.equal to a ptloduct: of powers of p2 , ···, Pn· Since'these two 
orders are relatively prime·, an argument just like the one above gives 
the argument holdsfor any index i, and so we conclude that 
for all i = 1, ··~, k. I I 
a. = b. 
1 1 
Note that the .theorem says that a torsion group can be expressed· 
as a dire.ct sum of its p.;.subgroups in precisely one way: a typical 
summand is· the P"'Primary subgroup for some fixeQ. prime p. For example,· 
Z(m) isa torsion group, and if m is factored into powers of various 
primes p as displayed on page 38, we reach the following conclusion. 
3.3.5. For all m, Z(m) 
The· concept of purity is. one of relative divisibility. In most 
cases. pure subgroups are easy to handle, and there are many theorems, 
some of which we give, that state when pure subgroups are direct sum-
mands. Another pleasant feature: the union of an ascending chain of 
pure subgroups is pure, something that fails in general for direct 
summands (see Fuchs [8], page 77, for an example of this). 
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3.3.6. Definition Let G be a group and H a subgroup of G. 
We say H is a pure subgroup of G if H n nG = nH for all integers 
n. Further, H is said to be a p-pure.subgroup fa· G (for a fixed prime 
p) if HnpnG = pnH for all n E z. 
In ·the pure case, the definition can be thought of in this way: 
let h E H and n E Z. If there exists g E G such that h = ng, then 
there exists h 1 EH such that ng = h = nh 1 • Thus every element which 
is divisible in G is divisible in H whenever H is pure in G. 
Notice how we also produce an element of G, namely g - h 1 , which is 
annihilated by n; i.e., n(g - h 1) = O. 
The following proposition brings together many useful, yet 
immediate, properties these concepts enjoy. The proofs are easy for the 
most pa,rt~so many are omitted. 
3;3.7. Proposition Let A, B, and G be groups. 
(1) If· A is a direct summand of B, then A is a pure subgroup 
of B. 
(2) Pure subgroups of divisible groups are divisible subgroups, 
and, conversely, if A is a divisible subgroup of B, then 
A is a pure subgroup of B. 
(3) T(G) is a pure subgroup of G, for all G. If G is 
divisible, then so is T(G). 
(4) If G/A is torsion-free, then A is pure in G. 
(5) If A is pure _in B and B is pure in G, then A is 
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pure in G (thus purity is'a transitive property of groups). 
(6) The statem'entof (5) remains true if "pure".is replaced by 
"p"':'pure." 
(7) ·A is pure in B• iff .A is· p-pure in B for all primes p. 
(8). In a p-group, purity is equivalent to p-purity. 
(9) If A ·is a pure subgroup of G and B conta,i.ns · A such 
that B/A is a pure subgroup of G/A, then B is pure in G. 
(10). The union of an ascending chain of pure subgroups of G is 
again a ·pure subgroup of G. 
(11) Suppose {BA} and {AA} are families of groups. If BA 
is a pure subgroup of AA for.all A, then I BA is a pure 
A 
· subgr·oup of I AA• 
A 
(12) Let H be a pure subgroup of G, and suppose y e: G/H has 
finite order n = o(y). Then there exists x e: G such that 
y·= x + G and o(x) = n, also. 
(13) T(I AA)'::< LT(AA) for any family of groups . {AA}. 
A A 
Proof. (9) Let b e: B and. b ·- ng for g e: G. Set b::'~ = b + A. 
and g~'~ = g + A. Then b~'~ = ng,':' and so there exists r e: B/A such 
that b;': =.nr. We may,write r - b'. + A for some b' e: B. Then 
b = nb' + a for some element a e: A. But then a = n(g - b I ) ' and 
because A is pure in G, we have a = na' for some a I . e: A. Hence 
b = n(b' + a I)' and b' + a' e: B, as desired. 
(11) Let f e: l:BA and n e: z. Suppose there exists g e: l:AA 
such that: f = ng. Let Ai' Ak be precisely those indices such 
that f(A.) + 0 for i = 1 . I I k. From the k equations f(Ai) -J,. ' ' 
ng(Ai) .· we may select bA e: BA. such that f(A.) J,. = nbA,. Set 
J,. J,.. ]. 
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.... 
f'(JJ) = 
o otherwise 
Then f = nf', and the result follows. 
(12) Since y E G/H, 'there must exist· g E G such that y = g+H •. 
Hence 0 = ny = ng + H, and so. ng EH. Thus ng = h' for some. 
h' EH, and because H is pure in G,we may seJ,.ect h EH such that· 
nh = h' = ·ng. Set x = h ,.. g. Immediately, o(x) = n, al').d x~°' = y. 11 
Pure subgroups· are very c6nveii.ient to. use . .and appear many places,. 
sometimes unexpectedly~ ·In the next proposition, which gives a 
homological property of. a group, .:purity plays an important :role, 
3. 3. 8, Proposition Let · G be any group~ Then there is a direct 
sum of cyclic groups P and an ep.imorphism · 6 :P + G such that K = 
Ker 6 is a·pure subgroup of P (i.e .. , every G is the homomorphic. 
image of a direct sum of cyclics with pure kernel). 
Proof. Let G = {gA I A E A}, and set P = l <gA>; thus P 
A 
is 
the direct sum of the cyclic grpups generated by all the elements of G. 
We define· 6:P + G in the following way; Let· f E P; then the~e 
are indices. A1 , Ak E A and elements nA. gA. E <gA. > such that 
J. J.: J. 
f(]J) = 
0 otherwise 
k 
Define 6(f) \ n g this sum.is in 
- l A. A· i=1 J. J. : 
G. · Clearly, 6 is an epi-
merphism, for if g E G is given, we have 6(h) = ·gp' where h ( ]J) = p 
gp if ]J = p and 0 elsewhere. 
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We wish to show that K is pure.in P. Let f be as above with 
nf e: Ker 6. Then there is an index A. such that e (f) = gA.' and 
0 = e (nf) = ng . ·Define· h e: .p 
. A. by ·h(µ) equals gA. if JJ = A.~ and 
h ( JJ) is zero otherwise. Thus .nh = o. Let; y = f - h e: P. Then 
e (y) = e ( f) "'" g = o and so A. ' y e: K. But ny = nf -.nh = nf~ and so 
Ker e is pure in p. 11 
3. 4. ·Algebraically Compact Groups 
We introduce nowan extremely useful class of groups which were 
first studied extensively by Kaplansky [18]. At the time he was study-
ing compact groups; and to simplify the problem somewhat, he enlarged 
the class~ calling the enlarged class algebraically compact. As it· 
turns out~ these groups admit a very elegant homological character-
ization. This will be give~ in Chapter VIII. For now we indulge in the 
elementary homological properties of these groups. 
3. 4 .1. A group G is algebraically compact (AC) if G is a 
di:rect summGtnd of any group in which :it is conta.ined as a pure subgroup. 
At the outset, of course, we must prove that there are any .such 
groups at all. This is accomplished in the first proposition. The last 
assertionsof this section expl0re the homological techniques that can 
be brought to bear upon this.class.of groups. 
3~ 4'. 2. Proposition Let C be a pure torsion: cyclic subgroup of 
a group G. Then C fa a direct swnmand of G (i.e. , cyc:).ic torsion 
groups are· algebraically compact). 
Proof. The proof proceeds by a maximality argument whicb is 
typical of .many found in al;gebra.· Let' C = <a> be the subgroup in 
question. Since C is torsion,, na = 0 for some positive integ,er n, 
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and so nC = (O); By the purity of C in G, we have C nnG = (0). 
Now apply the t:YPical Zorn Is lemma argument ( 3 .1.1.) and select a sub-
group · H of G· - maximal with resf>e<!t to the properties H :J nG and 
H n C = ( 0). We show that G =- H @ C. Since H n C = ( 0) already, it 
suffices to show that G is the group generate,d by H and C. Let 
R = <H,C> denote this group, and suppose_ indeed that there is a nonzero 
element g' e: G such that g'· ~ :R. Then <H,g'>. properly contains H, 
and <H ,g I,> ":J nG since . H J nG. Thus <H ,g I> n c f ( 0) ' aqd so there 
are elements h' e: H ·and c' e: .c such that c' = h' + kg' for some 
integer k. Thus kg' e: R, and' s~ k(g' + R) = O. This proves that 
.. :· 
. " 
G/R is a torsion :gz:oup. Since;~~_very to:r:'sion group is a direct sum of 
p-grou:ps ( 3. 3. 4, ) , t"Qere must e'.8.iS.t a nonzero element g + R e: G/R 
suc.h tha,t p(g +- R) ·= 0 for some prime p. This means that pg e: R, 
and so- there exiSt ·he: H and- t e: Z su~h that h +pg =.ta. Since. 
nG ~ R, p must divide n; write n c: pm. Thus. mh + ng = mta; the 
left hand side. is an element of H, whi:le the right hand side is in C. 
Hence mta e:cnH = (O),and so nlmt·;i.e., pjt.· Set ·t = ps and 
consider the element z = g - sa. 
First; z ~ H, for if it is, then, g e: R, a contradiction to the 
choice of g. -- Hence <H·, z> n C ·+ ( 0) - by the cl;loice of H, and so there 
is a nonzero element c e:·C such that c = h + rz. This implies-that 
rz e: R, so r(z +-R) = o. Since z + .R = g + R has'order p in G/R, 
we have pjr; write r =pr'. Finally, then, c = h + rz = h + r'pz = 
h + r'(pg.- psa) = h + r'(ta - h..., ta} ll1 h- r'h e: cnH. Since cf O, 
this contradicts· the fact that. ;.c n H = - (0) ~ Hence G = R. 11 
3 .4. 3. Proposition · [Kaplansky·, 18] Let' G be a. grou,p. Then. 
the f0llowing are equivalent: 
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(1) G. is algebraically compact. 
(2) Suppose B and A are any groups and B is a pure sub.:. 
group of· A. Let f:B + G be any gri6up hom0morphism. Then f can be. 
extended to a homomorphism fr0m A . · to G. Pictorially, 
\ 
0 + B + A 
H~ 
G 
We can fit;i.d a homomorphism g:A + G such that f = gi, where 1:B +A 
is the.usual injection of a subgroup into the containing group. 
Proof.. ( 2) imp Hes ( 1). Assume the conditions of ( 2) and let 
G be a pure subgroup of B. By assumption, there is a homomorphism 
g:B + G such that · 1 · = g'I.. 
G 
Hence G is a direct summand of B, by 
2.5.1. 
(1) impl.ie~ (2). Suppose G is AC, B is a pure· subgroup of A 
and f! B + G. We follow a construction known as a "pushout"; we will 
use it· again in · 5. 2. 4. In this tnethod, we '!push out" . to B @ G and 
e:Ktracta convenient subgroup, which, when factered out, makes every-
thing work! 
Let . · E = { (b, ,..f(b)) I ·b e: B}. Then, E is a subgroup of A @ G. 
Take H.= (A·$ G)/E ·and consider n:G + H defined by n(g) = (O,g)+:t:. 
Now Ker 11 ={g e: GI (O,g) e: E} = {g e: GI g = -f(b) for some be: B 
and b = 0} = ( O). Hence n · is monic' and affords us with an imbedding · 
of G in H. Hence. G may.be'considered a subgroup of H. We wish 
to show that· n(G)··is a pure subgroup of H, and so thereby prove that 
G is a ;pure subgroup of H, 
Suppese (O,g) + E - n(Ca;g 1 ) 1 ·+ E) for n e: z, a e: A, g e: G 
and g' e: G. Then.· (-na, g 
-
ng') e: E, and so there exists b e: B such 
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that b = ... na and g - ng' :z:: -f(b), Since B is a purie subgrioup of 
A, the firist equation ·allows· us to conclude that b = nb'' fori some b" 
in B; Set g" = f(b" ), so g" e: G. Then· b - nb" implies g - ng' = 
-f(b) = -nf(b") = ;-ng". This means that g + n(g" - g') = o. Hence. 
(O,g) + E = n((O,g"'-g') + E)~ and so n(G) is a purie · subgrioup of H. 
By assumption, then, G is adiriect summand of H, a:nd so the map· 
cr( (a,g) + E) =. g is a homomoriphism friom H to G ~ Define ¢:A -+ G · 
by ¢(a)= cr((a,O) + E). Let be: B, so 1(b) =be: A. Then ¢(1(b)) = 
cr((b,O) + E) = cr((O,f(b)) + E} f(b), and so <P is the desiried 
extension of f ~ 11 
3.4~4. Coriohariy Any direct summand of an AC grioup is itself.AC. 
Proof,. Let G be AC and H a direct summand of· G. Suppose B 
is· a pure subgrioup of A. Let 7T :·G -+ H and A: H -+ G be the priojection · 
out of and t~e. injection into·· G, riespectively. Then: 
1 
o--- A 
G 
Here f:B -+ H is an arbitrary homomorphism. By the assumption ·that . G 
is AC, · A.f .can be extended to all of ' A, so there is a hom6moriphism 
¢:A-+ G such that Af = ¢1. Define cp-':A-+ H by V = TI¢. Then 
¢"'1 = f, and so ¢"" ls the desired extension of, f to all of. A. 11 
3.4.5. Coriollary Let {AA}Ae:A be a family of AC groups. 
Then II AA is also algebraically c0mpact; 
A 
Proof. Let TIA and 1A be the injections and projections as we 
previously defined.them, and let f:B.+II AA be an aribitrary homomor,-
A 
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phism. Since each AA. is AC, there are homomorphisms ¢A.:A +AA 
such that· for· all A EA ' ¢ 1 l = 7f f . 
I\ A .. The situation is as follows: 
AA 
We seek ¢:k+ II AA such that f - ¢ l. Set 
A 
¢(a)(A) = ¢A(a) for 
a E A and A E A. Now let b 
¢A(L(b)) =1\(f(b)) = f(b)(>.) •. 
E B and A E A. Then ¢ ( t (b) )(A) = 
Hence ¢Cl (b)) = f(b) for all bs.B.11 
3. 4. 6. Cer·ollary A· direct summand of a direct product of 
cyclic torsicm greups is. algebraieally compact .. 
Proof. Put the four previous results together. 
3.5. Basic Subgroups 
The notion· of a .. "basic" subgroup of a group is due to Kulikov [22] 
who fir.st introduced them· and· proved that· they for;med a fundamental tool 
far the study of p-groi;ips. We will define·basicstibgroups and prove 
that· torsion· groups: indeed .. have basic subgroups; this .is a simpler ver-
sion·ofa moregenE;!ral result du~ to Kulikov [22] and Fuchs [9]. We 
will then use basic·subgroups.to give an·elegq.nt proof for a general-
ization of3.3,5, Basic subgroups will also be used in our character,-
ization of torsion groups (see ·· 8, 2). 
· 3~ 5 ;L · Definit.i;on Let . · G be a, group. We . say B is a basic 
subgroup of G if 
( 1) . B is a ·pure subgroup .of G. 
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(2) B is a direct sum of.cyclic groups. 
(3) G/B is divisible; 
To show that torsion groups have basic .subgroups, we claim that it 
suffices tc;> show that all.p,-groups have basic subgroups. Indeed, 
suppose we have show this to be the case, and· let 'l' be any to.rs ion 
group. Since T ~.LG (3.3.4.), we can construct a basic subgroup of 
p p 
T from those of each G p let BP be a basic subgroup of Gp' and 
take B =LB • Certainly, B is a direct sum.of cyclic ,groups because p p 
each is such a sum. By ·(11) of 3.3,7., we see B is a·pure subgroup 
of T. Finally, T/B ~ l Gp/ l B ~ l(Gp/Bp)' and since each G /B p p p p p p 
is divisil;>le ,, so is the group T/B,. This means B is a basic s,ubgroup 
of T. 
From now on in ~ section, then, every group G wil be assumed 
to be a p-group. Our work will be simplified by recalling that in any 
p-group,divisibility is.equivalent top-divisibility • 
. , 
3.5.2. Lemma. If m and n are relatively prime nonzero 
int.~gers such that mg' = ng for g f 0 in G and g' e: G, then there 
exists·· g". :f 0 in G such that mg" = g. 
Proof. Write 1 = mr + ns for integers r and s. Then g = 
(rm + ns)g = m(rg) + m(sg') = m(rg + sg'). Set g" = rg + sg' :f o~ II 
3.5.3. Definition. Let, G[pn] =, {x e: G I pnx = o}. For a 
p,...group G, G[pn] is called .the En-socle of G. If n =, 1, G[p] 
is called the soc le of G. 
The use.of the word "socJ.e" (base or pe~istal in German) is due to 
Remak. Since every element of G has order a power of p, we have 
00 
G = U G[pn] 
n = 0 
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The remarkable fact is how the behavior of G[p] · can effect all of G. 
This is the content of the next lemma. ·· 
3.5.3. Lemma, If n p. divides every element of G[p] 
every n .::._ o, then G is divisible. 
(in G) for 
Proof It is enough to show th~t' G = pG (3.2,6.). If x E G[p], 
then, by assumption,• pix, so therefore x E pG. Thus G[pJCpG. We 
it:1duct to show G[pn] C pG for all n > 1. Indeed, suppose 
G[pk] CpG for k > 1. Let g E G[pk+1J. Then, pkg E G[p], so, by 
t • . k+11 k 't k k+1 I assump ion, p p g; wri e p g = p g for some. g' E G. Thus 
pk(g - pg') = o, and so g - pg' E G[pk] C pG. Hence g - pg' = pg" 
for some g" E G. But then g = p(g' + g") E pG, and so G[pk+1J CpG, 
00 
Finally, .then, G = p~O G[pn]CpG; i.e~, G ~ pG. 11 
3 . 5 . 4 • Lemma Suppose G is not divisible. Then G contains 
a nonzero pure cyclic subg:r;>oup. 
Proof. Since G is.not divisible, we may concluc:le.the following 
from the previous lemma: there must exist an element a E G[p] and a 
largest integer n > 0 for which pnx = a has a nonzero solution in 
G. Let b ~ 0 be such a solution and set B = <b>. Then remember tha~ 
pnb = a and pn+1b = pa = o. 
If· B is not .a pure subgroup or G, then the:re exist integers m 
and k and an ele!Tleilt g E G · such that pkg= mb but for no. sb EB 
k is it true that p ( sb) = · mb. This forces·. certain restrictions on k 
and m: first, writing m = pjt with (p,t) = 1, we must have k > j. 
For if k ..:_ j, then pk(pj-ktb) = (pjt)b = mb, a contradiction to. the 
choice of m, k and g .. Also j < n + 1; for if j .::._ n t 1, we .have 
mb =.t(pjb) = o, and so pkx = mb has a solution in B (namely O), 
whi<;:h is , .again a contradiction. 
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Thus, let s = n+1-j > o. Then k+s-1 (pnt)b = ta. Since p g = 
(p,t) = 1, 3.5.2. asserts the existence of an element g" e: G such 
that pk+s-1g" = a. Since k + s - 1 = k + n - j > n, this contradicts 
the choice of n. It must be, after all, that B is pure in G. 11 
3.5.5. Definition A set A = { aA.} C G is independent if for all 
, aA. e: A and integers 
k 
n • · • n 
A. ' ' t.: ' 1 k 
implies nA.. = 
1 
A is called pure independent if A · is independent and L: <a > 
>.. A. 
is a 
pure subgroup of G. A is called a maximal independent set if A 
is an independent set and no set properly containing A is independent. 
Note that if B is a direct sum of cyclic groups, B "' I <aA.>' 
A. 
then {a;\} is an independent set, and conversely. 
3.5.6. Lemma Let 
following are equivalent: 
B "' I 
A. 
<a > 
A. 
be a subgroup of 
(1) A = {aA.} is a maximal pure independent set. 
(2) B is a basic subgroup of G. 
G. Then the 
Proof. (1) implies (2). Already, by assumption, B is a pure 
subgroup of G and is a direct sum of cyclic groups. It remains to 
show that G/B is divisible; i.e., p(G/B) = G/B. If this is not the 
case, then, 3.5.4. allows us to assert that G/B contains a nonzero 
pure cyclic subgroup C/B = <x + B> (with x f B). If this cyclic 
subgroup is.finite, then part (12) of 3,3.7. allows us to assume that 
x + B and x have the same order. 
By (9) of 3.3.7., we have that C is pure in G. Also, 
C "' B @ <x>, The directness follows if nx f B for all integers n, 
which is just what will happen if <x + B> above is an infinite cyclic 
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group. If it is a . finite group, set H = <x>, and select t £ H n B. 
Then. t = sx, and so B = t + B = s(x + B). This means that 
slo(x + B) = o(x) 9 and so sx = o. Thus t = O, and the directness of 
the sum follows. 
Thus {a A} U { x} is a pure, independent set: it •generates the 
pure subgroup C, and because B n <x> = ( 0) , we get . the necessary 
independence re.;t.ation. Since, {x} U {aA} properly contains {aA}, 
this contradicts the maximality of {a }. A . Hence G/B is divisible, 
(2) implies (1), Suppose B is a basic subgroup of G. Then B 
is pure in G, so {aA} is a pure independent set. We must show it is 
maximal, Take x ¢ B such that {aA}U{x} is a pure independent set. 
Then <x> 
"' 
[B al <x> ]/B is a pure subgroup of the divisible group 
G/B. By (2) of 3.3.7. <x> is a divisible subgroup of G/B, But 
no. nonzero cyclic gr<;mp i$ divisible! Henc.e {aA} is a maximal pure 
independent set. I I 
3.5,7. Lemma. Every p-group has.a basic subgroup. 
Proof. If G is divisible, then (0) is a basic subgroup of G. 
Otherwise, we proceed via a Zorn's Lemma·argument. Let P = {X C:G X 
is a pure independent set}. By 3~5.4., P :f 0, since G contains a 
nonzero pure cyclic subgroup B = <x>. Then { x} £ P. Let C be any 
chaxn in P, say C = {\}>.sA' Set T = ·~ XA. We must show that• T £ P. 
Select x 1 , · • ·, ~ £ T. Since c is a chain~ there exists x £ c p 
su,ch that all x, £ x 
J. p for i=1,·~·,k. 
any integers whatsoever, 
because of the independence of x . p Hence 
Hence if n1 , ···, nk are 
T is an.independent set. 
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A similar argument shows that T is a pure independent set, By Zorn's. 
Lemma, then, G contains a maximal pure .independent set M = {t }. 
]J 
By 3,5.6, G must contain a basic subgroup, namely I <t > • 11 
. ]J ]J . 
Incidentally, the reader may have notic~d that this proof proceeds 
just like the one used to show that every vector space has a basis. We 
are now in a position to give the promiSed generalization of 3,3.4. 
But first, we prove one more lemma we will use.later on. 
3.5.8. Lemma Let H be a pure subgroup of G such that G/H 
is a direct sum of cyclic groups. Then H is a direct summand of G. 
Proof, Let G/H = L<yA>. There must exist gA e: G such that 
YA = gA + G for each A. Among all YA such that o(yA) = n;\ < 00' 
select gA such that• o(gA) = nA. This is possible by (12) of 3.3. 7. 
Let ·K be the subgroup generated by the {gA} above. We show that 
G "' 'K @ H. 
First, let t e: G· 
' 
as .usual, let t~'~ be the image of t in G/H. 
Then t~'~ = L aiyi, so (t - L a.g.)~·~ = o. Hence t - L aigi .= h for i i J. J. i 
h e: H, so t = h + L aigi. Thus. G is generated by KUH. i 
some 
Now we. show that. Kn H = (0). Let w e: Kn H, so that w = 
L aigi. Since. w e: H, we have 0 = w"~ = L a.y .• Thus a· - 0 for all i i,l.J. J 
indices j such that o(y.) = J .oo, Among the remaining indices i such 
that 
But the g. 
J. 
L 
i 
k.n.g. = J. J. J. 
3. 5. g. 
= n. < 00 , we have 
J. 
have been chosen 
o. II 
n. la·. J. J. 
such that 
Definition A group· G is 
integer n > 0, 
Thus. a. = k.n. 
J. J. J. 
for integers ki. 
nigi = o. Hence w = L aigi = i 
bounded if nG = ( 0) for some 
Obviously, bounded groups are torsion groups, but not conversely. 
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Alsd, every finite group . is bounded. An . infinite .. \ group, can .. be ·bounded 
if the order of its·elernents.has a.finite upper· bound. If G; is any 
group whatEJ'oever ., a homomorphic image of it is : always bounded: G/nG 
is ·bounded for.all n. 
The followi.ng theorem, first prdved by Baer [2] and. PrUfer {3:1,.], 
is perhaps as satisfyi~g 'a genelr'alizC!tion of' 3. 3; 4 •. as we might· expect. 
WitO. basic subgroups ·,Cit hand, the proof· seems trivial. 
3. 5 .• 10. Theorem Every bounded group is a . dire qt sum of cyclics. 
Prpof. Let G .be given. Since . G is ·torsitm, we ma,y assume 
that G is. a P.-gr.0up, by' 3. 3. 4. Hence n (0) for integer p G = ·Some. n •. 
Le't, B be a.basic subgroup of G. Then G/B = pn(G/B) ;: 0 because. 
G/B. is diyisi~le and pnG =O~ Thus G = B. 11 · 
3 ~ 6. The group Z(p00 ) • 
W~ close 'this ·chapter 'Vlith a sho:rot discussi'on of a .very interesting 
infinite Abelian group. This group~ which we denote by Z(p00 ), was 
first' introduced by Priifer.[31], and it has coµie.to be quite important 
in the study of Abelian.groups. 
Let p be a fixed prime; Let P = {r/s E Q I s = pn for some 
n > , 0}. Hence P is a subgroup of Q and. consists of all those 
(reduc13d) fractions.whose. denominators are powe~s of. p. 
We define Z(p00 ) = P/Z, so Z(p00 ) is a subgroup of Q/Z. By the 
way. Z(p00 ). is defined, addition is performed modulo 1; for example, 
let x E P and. x"( denote x + Z E Z(p00 ) •. For conven.ienoe, selec~ 
p = 2. Then (~)"~ + (~)* = o and (:1,./4)* + (7/8))'; = (1/B)*. 
3.6.1. Proposition 
fixed prime •. 
Let Z( 00 ) 
. p be. as defined abo.ve, with · p a 
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( 1) Z(. oo) 
. p is generated by a set of its elements {c1, c2' ... } 
such that c1 f o, pc1 = o, pc2 = c1, and pcn+1 = en for 
all. n > 1. In fact, every x e: Z(poo) is a .multiple of·some 
c . If 0 < i < j ' then pj--ic. = er. Every en has· .the n 
- J 
property that pnc = 0 for n > 1, and <c > "" Z(pn). n 
-
n 
(2) Every nonzero proper subgroup of. Z(p00 ) is isomorphic to 
for some n > 1. Every Z(pn) may be imbedded in 
(3) Z(poo) is;; a p-group. 
(4) Q/Z "" l Z(poo) for various primes. P· 
p 
( 5) Z(poo) is divisible. 
Proof, ( 1) Let, en = ( 1;pn )1: for n = 1 '2' .... Then c1 = 
1/p + z :f 0' but pc1 = 1 + z = o. Clearly~ pcnt1 = C1 for n > 1. 
A straightforward induction on n shows. pncn. = 0 for all n > 1. 
But if o(c ) = pj with 
n 
j 
to the. conclusion that c1 = 0, Hence o(c ) = pn, n so 
is 
x = 
Another induction shows that c. = 
1 
any nonzero eleme.nt of Z(p':°) which 
·r/pn + z, whe~e (r ,p) = 1 and 0 < 
pj-ic. if 
J 
0 < 
is not equal to 
r < pn. Thus; 
< n,. we are led 
<c > "" Z (pn). n 
i < j. If x 
-
any c 
n' 
then. 
x = rcn' 
(2) Let H be a nonzero proper s1,lbgroup of Z(poo). Then H 
does not contain all of the generators en' and so there must exist 
cn+1 with the small~st possible index such that cn+1 t H; Le., cn+1 
is the "first" of th.e en's not in H.. What: we claim is that H 
is isomorphic tq <c >, which· is is also. isomorphic to 
n 
Clearly, 
en e: H by the cnoic~ of cn+1 . But an.y element h of . H can be 
written as h = r(1/pk + Z) for integers r and k, Also (r,p) = 1, 
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so there are integers s and t such that rs + pkt = 1. Then c = k 
rs(1/pk + Z) + tpk(1/pk + Z) = sh E H. Now either k < n or k > n. 
If the latter holds, then k > n+1, and so cn+i = pk-(n+1)ck E H, This 
is a contradiction to the choice of cn+i' Hence k .::_ n, and so 
<c >, 
n 
Thus 
The. only proper subgroups of Z(p00 ) have therefore been shown to 
be the cyclic grO'l,ips Z (pn) for all n = J, 2, · · "; they form a chain 
Thus Z (p ~) is neither finitely generated nor cyclic,. but . every proper 
subgroup is! Thus Z(p00 ) is an example which shows that the converse 
of the well known result "Every subgroup of a cyclic group is cyclic," 
is false (although the Klein Four Group or 83 will also show this),· 
(3) Clear, since n = 0 for all p c n. n 
(4) We know Q/Z is a torsion group. From (3), the groups 
Z(p00 ) for. various primes are precisely its p-primary subgroups. By 
the uniqueness assertion of 3.3,4., we must have Q/Z"' l Z(p00 ). 
p 
(5) Since Q/Z ·is divisible (3.2,3,), we must have that·every 
Z(p00 ) is also divisible, from (4) above and (4) of 3.2.2. I I 
From the above result, we see that any direct sum of various Z(p00 ) 
is a divisible group. It is a remarkable fact that.the only d.ivisible 
groups are essentially Q, Z(p00 ) and their dirept sums. 
3,6,2. Theorem [Fuchs, 8] A divisible group is a direct sum of 
Z(p00 ) for various primes p and gro~ps isomorphic to Q, Any two 
such decompositions are isomorphic. 
3.6.3. Corollary A group G is torsion~free and divisible if 
and only if G is,isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of Q. 
CHAPTER IV 
GROUPS OF HOMOMORPHISMS 
We introduce in this chapter the first of the five derived groups 
we will examine in the homological method: the group of homomorphisms 
from one group tq another. Fundamental in the. method is the :construc-
tion of an induced e~act sequence of these groups given an exact se-
quence of Abelian groups. The difficulties that naturally arise in this 
project will .lead to the important homological concepts of projectivity 
and injectivity of groups. Examples of groups of homomorphisms are 
given along with a characterization of precise1y which groups are 
projective, ' 1 
4 .1. The "functor" Hom 
We.begin with a slight generalization, but later we will .specialize 
only to groups; Let A and B be R-modules, where. R is a fixed 
commutative :ring with unity. We define 
HomR(A,B) = {f:,A-+ B I f is an R-homomorphism}. 
Under the definitions (f + .g)(a) = f(a) + g(a) and r(f(a)) = (rf)(a), 
HomR(A,B) is itself an R-module. Note that when one shows that 
(tf)(ra)= r[(tf)(a}] for all r e: R and t e: R, the commutativity of 
R .. is str.ong:j..y used; When R is a field, HomR(A,B) is the vector 
space of all linear transformations from.the vector space A to the 
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vector space B. We only need A and B · to be groups; i; e ·•, Z-modules. 
We will supress the Z when writing• Homz(A,B). Thus Hom(A,B) is the 
collection of a],.l Abe.Han group homomorphisms from A to B, and is· 
itself an Abelian group when A and· B are· Abelian. groups. 
Now th~t we have the groups· Hom(A,B) the. problem .is how to paste 
them together. The technique that works nicely here is the concept of 
an induced homomorphism. 
Let B and B' be groups. Given a fixed group homomorphism 
S:B + B', S induces a homomorphism S;•::Hom(A,B) + Hom(A,B') defined 
by S;•:(f) = Sf.. This follows immediately from t~e fact that 
(S*(f + g))(a) = (S(f + g))(a) = S(f(a) + g(a)) = S(f(a)) + S(g(a)) = 
(S*(f))(a) + (S*(g))(a) = (S*(f) + S*(g))(a) for all a E A. Note also 
that (1B)1: is equal to the identity homomorphism on Hom(A,B), since 
S;•: (f) = f if S is the identity map on B. 
Now let S':B' + B" be another fixed homomorphism of.groups and 
consider the comi;>osition y = S'S. Then Y;•::Hom(A,B) + Hom(A,B"), 
S';•::Hom(A,B') + Hom(A,B") and S1::I::Iom(A,B) + Hom(A,B' ). We show that, 
Y;•: = (S' )~·:S 1: .. ·Let f E Hom(A,B) and a E .A. Then (y;':(f))(a) = 
(yf)(a) = y(f(a)) = (S'S)(f(a)) = S'(S(f(a))) = S'(S1:(a)) = ((S')1:S;•:Ha). 
Thus (S'S)* = (St)~S*. 
What we have shown can be succinctly stated using category term-
inology: "Hom(A ,B) is a covariant fu11cto:i;' in the category of groups, 
for a fixed A." We will not have.occasion to pursue this idea further, 
but it is hoped that the reader will find it helpful. 
What happens when the second variable.is.fixed? Now everything 
is "turned·around. 11 · If. a.:A +A' is a fixed group homomorphism, then 
a. induces a.;'::Hom(A~,B) + Hom(A,B) for any group B, where a.1: is 
defined by a;''(f) .;:: fa. As befo~e~. a~·, is a homomorphism of groups, 
and. ( 1 )1' A is the identity homomorphism on , Hom(A' ,f3); but now if 
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a':A' +A", then· (a'a)1' = a;''(a 1 )1', The short form for these facts is 
"For a fixed B, Hom(A,B) is a contravariant functor on the categ.ory 
of Abelian groups." 
For reference, we bring this all together in the next proposition. 
4.1.1. Proposition Let A and B be groups. Then Hom(A,B) 
is an Abelian group. If a:A +A' is a fixed group homomorphism, 
define a;'':Hom(A' ,B) + Hom(A,B) by a;''(f) = fo,, and if B:B + B' is a 
fixed homomorphism, define B*:Hom(A,B) + Hom(A,B') by B*(f) =Bf. 
The ma,ps a1' and B1, are homomorphisms and if a' :A' + A" and 
B' : B' + B" are fixed group homomorphisms, . then 
4.2. Examples of Homomorphism Groups 
In this short section, we .list many. examples of general homomor.,-
phism groups. Some proofs are not giv~n, but reference is made for the 
reader. so he may.pursue those facts he finds interesting. 
4, 2, 1. Prqipo5i ti on Let· A, B and G be groups; further, let 
0 denote the trivial .group. 
( 1) Hom(A,O) = Hom(O,A) = 0 for all groups A. 
(2) Hom(Z(n) ,Z) = 0 for all n > 1. 
(3) Hom(A,B) = 0 if A is cyc.+-ic and· B is torsion-free. 
(4) Hom(Z,G) ~ G for all groups G. 
(5) Hom(Z(n),A) ~ A[n]~ 
(6) Hom(Z(p),Z(q)) = o for all distinct primes p and q. 
(7) . Hom(Z(pn),Z(pm)) "' Z(pmin{m,n}) for integers m and n. 
(8) G isreduced if and only if Hom(Q,G) = o. 
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(9) · If G is divisible, then Hom(G,A) is torsion-free for all 
A •. 
(10) G is. torsion iff Hom(G,A) = 0 for all tor,sion,-free A. 
(11) [Harrison, 13] If A is torsion, then. Hom(A,C) is reduced 
a.nd algebraically compact. 
Proof. (1) Trivial 
(2) Let f E: Hom(Z(n) ,z), and let x E: Z(n). Then nx = 0, so 
0 = f(nx) = nf(x) E: z. Hence f(x) = o, since n f O. Thus f = O. 
(3) Exactly the .same proof given for (2) works here also. 
(4) This is an important fact we will use many times. Let· f be 
in Hom(Z~G) and.define ~:Hom(Z,G) + G by ~(f) = f(1). Then ~ is 
a homomorphism; it is also onto, for if g E G is given, the function 
f such that f( 1) = g is completely dete.rmined by this. assignment, it · 
is a homomorp~ism from Z to G and it maps·onto· g under ~. A 
short computation shows th,at Ker ~ = (0). 
(5) The same assignment f + f(1), where now 1 E Z(n),. easily is 
shown to define an isomorphism between. Hom(Z(n),A) and A[n]. 
(6) From (5), Hom(Z(p),Z(q)) "' Z(q)[p] = O. 
(7) Again from (5), Hom(Z(pn),Z(pm)) "' Z(pm)[pn] "' Z(pmin{m,n}). 
(8) Suppose G is reduced and. f E: Hom(Q~G). If ff o, then 
f(Q) is a nonzero di~isible subgroup of G, which is a contradiction. 
Conversely, suppose Hom(Q,G) = o; write G = D @ R, where D is div-
isible and R is reduced (3.2.4.), Since D must be the image of Q 
under the zero homomorphism (we are using the fact that the homomor-
phic image of a divisiple must be divisible), we have D = O, so G·= R. 
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(9) and (10) Consult Fuchs [8]. 11 
4.3. Hom and Direct Sums 
We now investigate the obvious question: does Hom preserve 
direct sums? A partial answer follows. 
4.3.1. Proposition Let A, B and C be groups. Then 
(1) Hom(A @ B, C) ~ Hom(A,C) @ Hom(B,C) 
(2) Hom(A, B @ C) ~ Hom(A,B) @ Hom(A,C) 
Proof. The idea is to somehow use 2.3.5, From the universal 
diagram 
l 1 12 
B -+ B @ C + c + -+ 
TI' 1 'TT2 
we obtain the following diagram, after applying 4.1.1.: 
111, 1 u, 
Hom(A,B) -+ Hom(A, B @ C) + Hom(A,C), + -+ 
TIH, 'TT 21, 
Note that the following hold: 
= (1 ) B ~·, = 1Hom(A,B)' 
Thus, by 2.3.5, Hom(A, B @ C) ~ Hom(A,B) @ Hom(A,C), A similar argu-
ment gives the first assertion, except this time the diagram used is 
A A @ B B. 
We then get the following relations, again using 4.1.1.: 
1 ;'''TT ~" =·(TI 1 );" = (1 );'' = 1 , 
1 1 1 1 A Hom(A,C) 
1 *'Ir * 2 2 = 
= 
1 * B = 1Hom(B,C)' 
1 ' Hom(A,©B,C). 
Thus Hom(A .@ · B,, C) "' Hom(A,C) ED Hom(B,C). 11 : 
4.3.2. Corollary For,any groups A, B and C,.the .following 
sequence is always exact: 
tf~ 7r2'*· 
0 + Hom(A,B) '+ · Hom(A, Bit) + Hom{A,C) + 0 
4. 3. 3. · Prop0si;tion Lei; A1 , 
of group~. Then for all groups B 
An be any finite cqllection 
Proof. 
(1) 
(2) 
n 
Hom ( l A • , B) "' 
i=1 J.. 
n 
Hom( B, l A. ) "' 
i=1 J. 
n l Hom(A. ,B) 
i=i J. 
n l Hom(B,A.) 
i=1 J. 
Induct .on n and use 4.3.1. 11 · 
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We .are now going to extend the ;results e>f the ;previous.propositions 
to the general case ! . 
4.3.4. Pr<;>position Let. {AA}'Ae:A be aI;l a:r>bit:ria.ry·co],,lection of 
groups. Then for all groupe B 
Proof, 
(1) Hom(~ AA, B) 
( 2 ) . Hom ( B , II A ) 
A A 
"' II He>m(AA, B) 
A 
"' II Hom(B~ AA) 
A 
To show· ( 1), we show .that ~the diagram is couni versal: 
1 * A 
+ Hom(A , B). 
A 
To thi~ end, let B be an Abelian:group 
and aA :B ·+ Hom(AA ,B) a family of group homomorphisms. We must define. 
a unique y:B + Hom(~AX ,B) such that 1A*y = aA .for all 
• 
A e: A • 
Diagramatically, the situation Js as. follows:, 
y ~m(A,,Bl 
B 
Note that y (b) · will be an elE;!ment of Hom( EA, , B) and so. A A ' 
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y(b)(f) e: B for al], f e: 2 AA. 
A 
Define y by y(b)(f) ·= Ha~ (b)](f(,A)). 
A 
Since . f(A) ~AA and a.A (b). e:.Hom(Ax.,B), the1;sum ·on.th~ l"ight ,is an 
element of Bi nqte a],so that the sum is finite since· f(A.) f ·o for· 
only finitely many A e: A. Now let A e: A.and be: B. be arbitrary but 
fixed. Then if aA e: AA is given, we have (1A*y(b))(aA) = 
y(bH 1A (aA)) = a.A (b HaA) by the way y i$ defined. Henqe ·we do have 
1A'iiy·= a for all A e: A. 
Now 'if... y has been defined in. some way so that 1 A *y = a.A for all 
A e: A, write f = ~ hA where hA = 1 A (fO.)) (see p~ge 21). Then 
y(b)(f),= y(b)(E hA) = .E y(b)(h,) =,I: y(b)(1,(f(p) =I: [aA(b)](f(A))9 
A A A ' A A A 
a~a·we have the definition of Y• 
The situat;ion ,for (2) is similar, except now the ,diagram is: · 
Hom(B, 
y 
To define y:B -+ Hom(B, II AA), le.t b e: B., b' e: B, and A e: A. Then 
A 
set y(b)(b')(A) = a.A(b)(b'). One easily shews thati:this:is'the only 
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way .that. y' can be defined. so that· 1T y :;: a for all A e: A •. 11 . 
A* A . 
We record one more result in this vein before introduci.ng the 
exact· sequen<;:e fol;' Hotn. Most of the detaili;; are left to ·the reader., 
4,3~5, Proposition For a'Q.y·groups. A, B and C there is an 
isemorphism 1jl:Hem(A,Hem~B,C))--+ H0,m(B,Hom{A,C)>.'defined, for.a given· 
f:A-+ Hom(B,C), by 1jl(f) :;: g, where g(b)(a) = f(a)(b), 
Proof, One easily .shows that all.the functipns involved.make sense 
and are b,omomorphisms. Given· g:B -+ Hom(A,C), ·then when we define ' f 
by f(a~(b) = g(b)(a); we get a homom9rphisrn· fr0m A to· Hom(B,C), A. 
short argument shows that· the kernel of 1jl is tr:ivial, so 1jl is an. 
isoll!orphism. I I 
Remember we mention~d that when U and V a~e vector spaces 
aver a field F, then HomF(U,V) is the Abelian group of all line.ar 
transformations ·from U to, V •• The .above proposition is. a general-:-
ization :of the following result: Hom:F(U, V) "' Ho~(V ,UJ,. where 
" W ·= HomF(W ,F) is ·the dual space of the vector. space· W. 
4,4. Hom and Exact Sequences. 
One of the ,basic questions in . our method is the following: , if · 
A+ B-+ C is exact, is an associated sequence o:f Hom, gr6ups'also 
exact? The answer' is typical: "yes and. no," The .attempts tq resolve , 
the difficulti~s therein give rise to many .imp0rtant related concepts. 
We have already·hinted.at a partial result in 4.~.2. Now we 
record the general result. 
K CJ 
4,4,1. Prepositiqn Let 0 -+ A -+ B -+ c -+ 0 be split + + 
't' w 
exact and D. any grcmp, Then 
K* CJ* 
0 -+ Hem ( D , A ) · -+ Hom ( D , B) . -+ Hem (I'.> , C ) · -+ 0 
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is also split exact. 
Proof. These essence of the proposition is ofte:n express.ed by: 
Hom(D,-) takes splits exact sequences of Abelian .groups to split exact 
sequences of Abelian groups. Fi~st, Ker K* = {f e Hom(D,A) I K*(f) = 
Kf = O} = {f e Hom(D,A) I f = O} since K is manic. Thus K* is 
manic. We ·have n0t used the splitting assumption here, only the fact 
that K is manic. But to show that cr* is epic dqes require the 
splitting hypothesis, 
Let g e Hom(D ,C). Se·t ~ = wg. Then ~:D-+ B. and cr*(~) = 
a~ - .(crw)g = g since aw = 1 • c Thus· a~·; is an epimorphism. 
Thus Iin K~·; <; Ker cr*. 
To show the other containment, and th,us finish the a:t;>gument, let 
f e Ker cr,nHom(D,B). Then crf = o and f:D-+ B. Thus ('.l) of .2.2.5. · 
~: 
applies, and T/i'e cc;m find p : D -+ A such that f = KP; i.e. , f=K(p), 
~~ 
Hence the sequence is exact; that it splits follows from the fact that 
B "' A @ c. Th,en ·apply 4 •. 3.1. to finish the proof. 11 
We .. learned this much from the proof: If 0 -+ A -+ B is exact, 
then so is 0-+ Hom(D,A)-+ Hom(D,B). But we cannot be so lucky for 
exact·sequences A -+ B -+ O. Before trying to remedy the situation, we 
record.what.is true without further.hyp0theses; 
4.4.2. Theorem 
x f; 
[Cartan and Eilenburg, 4] Let 0 -+ A 
and M -+ B -+ C -+ 0 be exact sequences of Abelian groups~ 
any group D, the following are also exact:. 
a· a~,: 
Hom(D,A) i~ Hom(D,B) Hom(D,L) (1) 0 -+ -+ -+ 
c;~': x~'' 
(2) 0 -+ Hom(C,D) -+ Hom(B,D) -+ H6m(M,D) 
a 8 
-+ B-+ L 
Then for 
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Proof. The proof of (1) follows precisely the reasoning of the 
proof of proposition 4.4.1. For (2), note'that Ker s* = {f E Hom(C,D)I 
s;':(f) = O} = {f E Hom(C,D) .fs = O} :J {f I f = o}. But if n; = 0 
for f E Hom(C ,D), then f = o, because s is epic. Hence e:,1~ is· 
manic. As befo:r;ie, x,'( c;,·~ = ( sx )1' is zero, so Im s;': C Ker xi(. Now lei;: 
f E Ker X ;': n Hom ( El , D ) • Then fx = o, and·we have 
x s 
M-+B-+C-+O 
By ( 2) of .2. 2. 5. , there is a homomorphism ¢: C -+ D such that f = ¢ s , 
and so f = ~1: ( ¢) ; i.e. ' f E Im s;':' ,and ( 2) is .therefore exact. 11 
One of the fundamental problems of Homological Algebra is trying 
to restore exactness on the right in. (1) and (2). All of the next 
chapter will be devoted to a construction which restores this exactness. 
But we can give .a partial answer to the problem by.specifying 
K 
certain prop'erties of D. Suppose. O -+ A -+ B is exact. When is 
Hom(B,D) -+ Hom(A,D) -+ 0 als.o exact? Let f:A-+ D. In ·pictures, 
we have: K 
0-+A-+B 
H 
D 
For> K1: to be epic, we neeq ~: B -+ D . such. that f = K;': ( ¢) = ¢K. Thus 
what is needed is an extension of.f, namely· ¢, through K, On the 
cr 
other hand, suppose B-+ C-+ 0 is exact. Then.when is 
cr*:Hom(D~B) -+ Hom(D,C) also epic? Let f:D -+ c. ·We have 
D 
-tf 
cr 
B -+ c -+ 0 
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Thus a* epic means that we can find ¢:D + B such that the diagram 
commutes; i.e. , a¢ = f. We offer the following example to show that 
such a homomorphism ¢ need not exist. 
a n 
4. 4. 3. Example Consider the exact sequence 0 + Z + Z + Z(m) + O 
where a(z) = mz (thus a is multiplication by m), n is the nat-
ural projection and m > 1, Let D = Z(m). We then have 
0 + Hom(Z(m),Z) + Hom(Z(m),Z) + Hom(Z(m),Z(m)) 
as the induced sequence of homomorphism groups. But the first two are 
zero (see (2) of 4.2.1.), while the last is not zero, for it at least 
contains the identity homomorphism. 
Note that the above demands for> homomorphisms which make the 
given diagrams commute are properties of the group D, and we single 
them out with the following definitions, due to Cartan and Eilenburg. 
4.4.4. Definition Let· D be a group. Then D is projective 
a 
if for all exact sequences B + c + 0 and all homomorphisms f:D + c 
there exists a homomorphism ¢:D + B such that f = a¢. Also D is 
K 
injective if for all exact sequences 0 + A + B and all homomorphisms 
f:A + D there exists ~:B + D such that f = ~K. 
One of our major problems will be to characterize these groups in 
terms of their internal structures and to investigate the roles they 
play in the entire theory. For now we content oursevles with a formal 
statement of what we have already said above. 
K 0 
4.4.5. Proposition Let A + B + C be an arbitrary sequence of 
groups which is exact at B. Then 
K* O* (1) · Hom(P,A) + Hom(P,B) + Hom(P,C) is exact at Hom(P,B) 
if P is.projective and a is epiC. 
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a* K* (2) Hom(C,I) + Hom(B,I) + Hom(A,I) is exact at Hom(B,I) 
if I injective and K is manic. 
4.4.6. Corollary No finite cyclic group is projective. 
Proof. Suppose Z(m) is projective; the sequence Z _!; Z(m) + 0 
is exact, where n is the natural projection. Then, by the previous 
result, 0 = Hom(Z(m),Z) + Hom(Z(m),Z(m)) + 0 is also exact, which 
•···I 
'it manifestly is not (see 4.4.3.). Hence Z(m) is not projective. I I 
4.5. Free Groups 
Everything we say in this section can be generalized to arbitrary 
modules over rings. However, we do not need this generality; the notion 
of "free" modules solves our problem of the characterization of pro-
jective groups very nicely, It is due to MacLane [24]. 
4.5.1. Definition A group G is free on a subset T of its 
elements if {µt:Z + G} forms a uni'ii-ersal diagram with ends Z, one 
for each t E T, where µt(n) = nt for all n E Z. This means, simply, 
that G ~ l Z is a direct sum of copies of Z and each element of 
tET 
G can therefore be uniquely represented as a sum l n ( t ) , where 
t t 
are integers that are necessarily zero for all but a finite number of 
t E T. 
How does one construct groups free over given sets? Let T be 
an arbitrary set. Denote by Zt the group induced by Z and t E T; 
i.e., Zt = {nt I n E Z}, where nt +mt means (n + m)t. Then Z is 
isomorphic to Zt. Set G = l Zt. Then G is a free group, free on 
tET 
T, and .T can be thought of as a subset of G by identifying t with 
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the tuple that pas t in the t th coord:i,nate and zeros elsewhere .• 
4. 5. 2. Preposl t:iqn Every group is isemorph.ic , :to a quotient o:f 
a·free·group~ 
Proof. Let· G be the given, group and let 1 F be a,group free on 
G. itse~f (as above). Define· e:F + G using precisely the same homo~ 
morphism that was used.in·the proof of·3.3.8. Just'as.we showed.there, 
e is an epimerphism, an~ so G "' F /Ker e. · 11 
4. 5 • 3. Proposi t,~on · Given any gI'oup G theI?e are free ~roups . 
F 0 and F s,uch that O + F 0 + F + G + o is exact~· 
PI'OOf~ We use the previo~s result, where F = Ket> .. e. 
0 
Then we 
have the exact· sequence, and F0 is free because it is ·a subgroup o:f 
a free group (see Kurds [21], page 143 for a proof of this ''obvious" 
fact). 11 
What :makes free groups so ter:t:'ibly int~res"t.i,.ng .is the following 
fact~ 
4. 5. 4. Prorssi tien Every free group is proj. ecti ve. 
Pr'eof. . Assume , we have · the di.agram . 
·· where F is free and the bottom row is exact~ We define µ: f -+ A as .. 
follows: . let F be ·free on T C F. Fo!I e<;lph t e: T, there exists 
unique manner and set 
(oµ )(x) 
Let, x e: F, so x = l nt(t). in a 
t 
µ(x) = \' n a , l t t. 
t 
Then, µ is•a homomorphism, and 
=·>-<x>. II 
4.5.5, Corollari Given an Abelian group A, there exist 
projective groups P and P0 such that 
. 0 + P + P + A + 0 
0 
is exact. 
4.5.6, Corollary Z is a projective group. 
4,5,7, Proposition [MacLane, 24] An Abelian group G is 
projective .if·and only if G · is a direct summand of a fr>ee group. 
Proof. Suppose F = G @ H, where F is free. Suppose further 
cr 
that A + B + 0 is exact and y:G + B is a homomorphism.· Let' 
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TI:F + G be th~ usual projection, Since F is free, there is a homo-
morphism · S: F + A Sl,lch that crS. = yTI, Let · l: G + F be. the usual in-
jection and set ~ = Sl. Then cr~ = crSi = yTil = y. 
Conversely, s~ppose G is projective,. As before, there is a free 
group F and an epimorphism e such that e:F + G, Since G is pro-
jective, we may"lift" the identity homomorphism on G to F; i.e., 
there is a homomorphism S:G + F such that 1 = es. G By 2. 5 .1. , 
F "' Ker e @ G • I I 
We can now piece together the previous propositions and results 
to give 'the first major theorem of our method. 
4.5.8. Theorem [Cartan and Eilenburg, 4] Let G be an Abelian 
group. Then the following are equivalent. 
(1). G is projective. 
(2) cr:B + C epic implies cr*:Hom(G,B) + Hom(G,C) is also epic. 
(3) O + A + B + C + 0 exact i~plies 
0 + Hom(G~A) + Hom(G,B) + Hom(G,C) + 0. is also exact, 
(4) Every exact sequence 0 +A + B + G + 0 splits. 
Proof. (1) implies (2). This fellows immediately from the 
definition of projective: 
( 2) ·implies ( 3) • From 4. 4. 5. , we know that the sequence in . ( 3) 
is e~act up to Hom(G ,C), Our assumption gives us that a~., is epic, 
artd so (3) is exact at Hom(G,C) alsp. 
(3) implies (4). Let 0 -+A -+ B-+ G -+ 0 be an exact sequence. 
a .•. 
Now Hom(G,B) +" Hom(G,G) is epic, by assumption, and so there is a 
homomorphism $ e: Hom(G,B) such that. cr1,($) ;: ·1G; i.e., 1 = a$ G· 
for some $:G.-+ B. By 2.5,1., the given sequence splits. 
(4) implies (1). Suppose every sequence 0 -+A -+ B-+ G -+ 0 
splits. There is a free group F such that 0 -+ F -+ F -+ G -+ 0 is 0 
exact ( 4 '. 5 . 3 • ) , ·and henc.e F "' G Gl F by the spli tti.ng hypothesis, 
0 
Hence G is projective, by 4.5.7. I I 
We iritend to carry out a similar program for inject.Ive groups; 
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it turns out that they are precisely the torsion-free groups! But the 
way will be muc;::h smooth~r if we wait for the machinery of the next 
chapter. 
CHAPTER V 
EXTEN$ION$ OF GROUP$ 
It is the ,purpose of this chapter to st1,ldy a.method; ultimately 
due.to R. Baer, which restores exactness to the sequences (1) 'and, (2) 
of 4. 4. 2. To ·.do this, we construct new groups, denoted. by Ext (A, B) 
for given groups A and B, and we.identify·certain elements of this 
group as "obstructions" to the possibility of extending group hornomor-
phisms. 
4.1. Definitions 
Let A and C be Abel:i:an groups. By an extension of A by C 
we. mean a short exact sequence 
K (j 
E: 0 + A· + B + C + 0 
of Abelian groups and group.homom0rphisms. It is our objective to make 
the collection of all such extensions into.a group in some.reasonable 
way. It is h0ped that knpwledge of this group (whose general.struc~ 
ture is still being investigated) will reflect upon the structure of 
A and c. 
KI (j I 
Let E': O + A' + B' + C' + 0 be another extension of 
groups. A morphism of extensfons ·~E + E' is a.triple 
··= (a.,S,y) 
of group homomorphisms such that the following diagram coi:nmutes: 
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K er 
E: 0 -+ A -+ B -+ c -+ 0 
a.+ 
K' 
s+ er I +y 
EI: 0 -+ A' -+ B' -+ C' -+ 0 
In particular, if A = A' and c = C' 
' 
we say E and E' are congru-
ent and write E = E' if .and only if there is a morphism cp:E -+ E' 
with <P = (1A,S'1C). When this is the cas~, the Three Lemma (1.2.3.) 
shows that S is an isomorphism~ Thus. - is an equivalence relation 
defined on the class of all extensions of A by c. · We denote this 
collection of equivalence classes by Ext(C,A). It is this collection 
that we will make into a group. 
For exa;m~le, one extension of A by C is always 
E: 0 -+ A -+ A e·c -+ c -+ o. 
Another extension of A by C, E', will be .congruent to E precisely 
when E' splits. One condition which .is equivalent to this splitting 
condition is that fact that c is projective -( 4. 5. 8. ). Thus all ext-
ens ions of A by c, when c is projective, are congruent to E, so 
somehow Ext(C,A) is trivial. Thus we would expect E to be the zero 
element of. E~t(C,A). It will also turn out that'if A is injective, 
. '
then Ext(C,A) is again trivial. 
With.out· further delay, tl:i.en, we define :an addition of homomorphisms 
which will eventually ,lead to the addition in Ext(C,A). 
Let a.: A -+ A' and S: B -+ B' be homomorphisms of groups. Define · 
a.IBS: A 19 B-+ A' e B' by (a.IBS)(a,b) = (a.(a),S(b)). No.te that a.@S is 
epic (monic) if and only if both a. and S are epic (monic). Also if 
c:A' -+A" and y:B' -+ B", then (c@y)(c:x.es) = (ca.)e(yS). Note\ also that 
The diagonal map b.: C -+ C · e C and . the co-diagonal ~ap 'iJ : C .@ C -+ C 
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are.defined by: 
6(c) = · (c,c) and V(b,c) =.b + c, 
Then if· f:C-+ A· and g:C.-+ A are homomorphisms, we have f + g =. 
V (f © g)A . Our final definition of the addition of e~tensiG>n$ wilJ, 
A C 
be reminiscent of .this complicated way·of adding homomorphisms.· 
A preliminary additfon:of extensions.can be put forth immediately. 
K (J KI Q' I 
Let. E: 0-+A-+B-+ c -+ 0 and E': 0-+ A' -+ B' -+ C' -+ 0 be exact 
sequences of groups, Denote. by E © E ,. the following exact sequence . 
E©E': 0-+ A©A' B © B' 
cr©cr' 
-+ C @ CI -+ Q. 
The addition in Ext(C,A) will be defined·in terms of the above 
acj.di tion of. extensions,, but as in al.l arguments involving equivalence 
classes, we ,must·worry about.the uniqueness of the results regardless 
of. the representatives used. The following sections. help clear the way. 
5.2. Compor;;ite Extensions 
K (J 
Let E: 0 -+.A -+ B -+ C -+ 0 be an extension of A. by C, and• 
y: C' -+ C be a gi v.en group homomorphism. We are ·going to construqt ·an 
KI O' I 
extension E': 0-+ A -+ B' -+ C' -+ 0 and a morphism <P = (1A,8,y): 
E'-+ E; i.e., we will construct a homomorphism· 8:Bi-+ B such.that· 
the following diagram commutes: 
K' Q' I 
E'·: 0 -+ A -+ B' -+ C' -+ 0 
1+ 13+ +y (I) 
K (J 
E: 0 -+ A -+ B -+ c -+ 0 
It is understood that we are to construct·a group B' and homo-
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morphisms K' , er' and 13 such that the . top row ·is .exact and both 
sq\)ares ·Commute. The con.struction iS somewhat common; categorica.l;ly, 
it 'is . known as a "pull-back" (a term due to S ~ Lang). · 
To get commutativity ,in the right hand squarE;!, we are tempted to 
define B' as that :subir0up of B al C' whic;::h "forces" comrnut~tivi ty: 
B' = {(b,c') I cr(b) - y(c')L Now B' is ~ndeed a subgroup 0f Bal C' 
since. er and y are homomorphisms •. We define the following hontomor-
phisms:.er'(b,c') = c', S(b,c') = b and K1 (a) = (K(a),O); they are 
merely·the projections onte one of the .coordinates or the injection 
inquced by K, Clearly, K' is a monomorphism because K is monic; 
If c' EC'. is given, then y(c') EC, so er(b) = y(c') for some. 
b EB, since er is epic. Thus (b,c') EB', and so er' is epic. The 
definition of.the maps themselves give the commutativity of the.squa!'es. 
The final thing to show irt the exactness argument is Ker er' -
Im K'. Note that if c' = 0 in C', then any b EB such.that er(b) 
y(c') = 0 is automatically in Kero= Im K. Hence b = K(a) for some 
a EA. Thus ·Ker er' = {(b,c') I 0 = er' (b,c'.) = c') = {(b,c') I b = K(a) 
for some. a EA and c' = O} =Im K1 • 
Hence we do indeed have an extension E' and a morphism of ext-
ensions •. We ·call.the extension· E' a composite extension. Natur~lly, 
we would.like ,to use. the word"the",at least up to congr>uenc;:e; i.e., if· 
E and F are congruent extensions of A by C,.then.any two composite 
extensions E' and F' are congruent. Indeed, suppose E = F. Then 
the following diagram commutes, where p is an isomo:r;>phism. 
K er 
E: 0 + A + B + c + 0 
H ' +p H 
z;; n 
F: 0 + A + D + c + 0 
" 
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We wish to show that the following diagram of composite extensions.also, 
commutes, whe+ie o is some isomorphism: 
K' o' 
E': 0 -+ A -+ B' -+ C' -+ 0 
H i',; I +o n I , +1 
F': 0 -+ A -+ D' -+ C' -+ 0 
We will actually unc;l.ertake to show a' little more. Diagrammatically, 
the situation ·is· as follows: . 
CJ I 
EI :· 0 -+ A -+ B' -+ C' -+ 0 
E: f>A l~ f'{ -+ B -+ C -+ 0 D~t :~t (II) 1 c•l A -+ 0 ~ FI: 0 -+ F: 0 -+ A -+ D -+ c -+ 0 
We are assuming that (1) all rows of the prism are exact, 
(2} (1,p,1):E-+ F. is ·a morphism, (3) the map 8' is that given 
by the pul!...back construction and. (4) F' is a composite extension 
of. F (anc;I. so the bottom face commutes) and (the weaker hypotb,esis) 
E' is any sequence which makes the top face commute (in particular, 
a cemposite extension of E will do the job). The task we have set 
for ourselves is to define : o: B' -+ D' so that the back· face of. the 
prism commutes.. This will show E' _ F' , 
Define o:B'-+ D' by o(b') = (p(8(b')), cr'(b')), Then o i~ a 
group homomorphism; since y(cr'(b')) = cr(8(b')) = n(p(S(b'))), we have 
that o (b') e: D', The desired commutativity relations follow directly: 
and OK 1 = i',; 1 1 . 
A 
We have shown, then, that E - F implies E' - F' ; in pa:rticular,. 
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E = E, and.so·any two composite extensions o:f E are congruent. In 
this sense, then'· E' is .unique; i.e. , E' is unique up to equi va-
lence, and we denote the dependence of E upon y by using the not a-
ti on Ey to, denote the composite extension EI. 
Hence for ea9h extension of A by c and each homomorphism 
y:C' + c there is a well-defined class Ey in Ext(C',A) such that 
(I) holds for any representative of Ey.. If y' : C" + C' , then 
yy':C" + C, so E(yy') is that extension, unique up to equivalence, 
such that the following diagram commutes: 
K" cr" 
E( yy I): 0 + A + B" + C" + 0 
1t H31 +yy' 
K cr 
E: .. 0 + A + B + c + 0 
But in two steps (Ey)y' also has that property: 
K" 0" II 
(Ey)y': 0 + A + B" + C" + 0 
1+ 
K' 
-}$I 
Q" I +Y' 
Ey: 0 + A + B' + C' + 0 
1+ +s +Y 
K a 
E: 0 + A + B + c + 0 
because each sm<;i.11 square commutes. Hence (Ey)y' = E(yy'). 
We ,put a.:j..l of these. facts ·together in . one place for reference., 
5.2.1. Lemma, Let, E: O +A+ B + C + 0 be an extension of A 
by C and y:C' + C a group homomorphism. Then.there is an extension 
E'. of A by C' and a mo~phism (1A,S,y):E' + E such that E' is 
unique with respect' to the property that (I) commutes; i.e. , E - F 
implies E 1 _ F' • Denote the well-defined class determined by E' in 
Ext(C' ,A) by Ey. Then E(1c) = E and E(yy') = (Ey)y', where 
y I : C" + c. 
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K CY 
5,2,2. Corollary 
splits. 
If E: 0 +A+ B ~ C + 0 is exacf,.then Ecr 
1T 
Proof. Let G: O +A+ A E9 B + B + O be the canonical.direct 
sum exact ·sequence~ Now ·. Ecr: 0 + A + B' -+ B + 0, and we .exhibit a 
morphism · ( 1, o ,cr): G + E. By the previous lemma tbis will show G - Ecr. 
Then we only.have to note that·splitting of sequences·is preserved 
between congruent classes in Ext(B,A), Referring to (II), we have 
E·= F in the diagram, E' = Ecr and G plays the .role of F', Define 
S:A E9 B.+ B by S(a,b) = t<:(a) + b, Then S is a group homomorphism, 
and a. short. calculat.ion shows that the diagr>am below commutes: 
1 1T 
G: 0 + A + A E9 B + B + 0 
H +s +cr 
K cr 
E: 0 + A + B + c + 0 
Thus Ecr = G, and so Ecr splits. I I 
The fact that Lemma 5. 2 .1 •. was proven with.out. explicit use of E 
as.in (I) should make us suspect that.it ·is a factorization property 
that really is 'at work here. Thai; is the essence of the next lemma .. 
5.2.3. Lemma (Uniqueness of Factor>ization) Let 
Kl cr 1 K cr 
E1: 0 + Ai. + B1 + C' + 0 and E· .. 0 +A + B + c + o. Given 
K' CY I 
y:C' + c, we have the extension Ey: 0 + A + B' + C' + o. 
Then any morphism (a.1 , s1 ,y):E1 + E can be uniquely factored through 
Ey; i~e,.; there is a unique homomorphism S' :B1 + B'. such that we get' 
the following composition of morphism~: ( a.1 , Si' y) = ( 1, S, y )( a.1 , S' , 1), 
where S is the map of 5. 2 .1. , ( a.1 , S' , 1) : E1 .+ Ey, and ( 1, S, y): Ey + E. 
Pro0f, Our, task is·. to show th9t there is only one way S' can be. 
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defined so that the following diagram commutes: 
Kl a 1 
E1: 0 + A1 + B1 + C' + 0 
al+ K' +s I Q" I H 
Ey: 0 + A + B' + C' + 0 
Let a1 E A1 and b1 E B1 . A short calculation shows that the two 
squares above commute if and·only·if S'(b1 ) = (S1(b1), cr1 (b1 )). Then. 
note also that, SS' = s1 • The cl.aimed composition immediately hol_ds. 11 
The real usefulness of the lemma is:. supp0se we have some morphism 
(1,S1,y):F + E, where F: 0 +A+ B1 + C' + 0 is exact •. Then 
( 1, s1 , y) = ( 1, S' , 1)(1, S, y) , where the first morphism is such that 
(1, S' ,1):F + Ey. This means, then, that F :::: Ey. 
With this behind us, we proceed directly to the solution of a 
similar problem:. if· a:A +A' is a homomorphism of groups, define the 
class aE. · After all, what will hopefully serve as the additive inverse 
of E E Ext(C,A)? A candidate is (-1A)E, where (-1A)(a) = .-a for all 
a E A. All this work is aimed at 5.2.6. and 5.2.7. · 
5.2.4. Lemma For each extension E:. o +A+ B + C + o and 
homomorphism a:A +A' there is an extension E': 0 +A'+ B' + C + 0 
and a morphism (a, S, 1): E ;+ E' , The extension E' is unique up to. 
equivalence, and so depends upon E and a only; the well-defined 
class E'. determines in Ext(C,A') is denoted by aE. Any morphism 
(a,S1 ,y1 ):E + E1 , where E1: 0 + A' + B1 + C1 + 0 is exact, can be 
uniquely factored through aE in this fashion: (a,S1,y1) = 
(1~S' ,y1 )(a~S,1), where (a,S,1):E ,+ aE and (1,S' ~y1 ):aE + E. 1. 
Pr0of, The situation can be pictured. in diagram (III), where K' 
' 
S and cr' are to be constructed along with the group B' so that the 
bottom row is exact and the diagram commutes. 
K (J 
E: 0 -+ A -+ B -+ c -+ 0 
a.+ +s +1 (III) 
K' (JI 
E': 0 -+ A' -+ B' -+ c -+ 0 
The constr1.lction, again, is a standard one; it is called a "push,-out" 
(the same one we used in 3, 4. 3, ) , a term due ,to P, Freyd, 
Let NC A' EB B be that subgroup defined as follows: N = 
{(-a(a),K(a}) I a e: A}. Define B' =(A' EB BJ/N and the following 
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homomorphisms: K1 (a') = (a' ,o) + N for a11 a' e: A', cr' ((a' ,b) + ;r-n = 
cr(b) for all (a' ,p) + N in B', and finally S(b) = (O,b) + N. Then 
all of these maps are group homomorphisms. The proof that cr' is 'well~ 
de.fined shows somewhat the reason for th~ choice :of· N: if · (a' ,b) -
(a1 1 ,b1 ) is an element of N, then (a' - a1 1 ,b,.. b1 ) = (-a.(a),K(a)) 
for some a.e: A. Hence cr(b - b1 ) = cr(K(a)) = .o implies cr(b) = cr(b1 ), 
and so cr'((a' ,b) + N) = cr((a1 1 ,b1 ) + N). 
One easily shows'that·(III) c~mmutes when K' 
' 
cr', and s are 
defined,in the above'manner. Similarly, the exactness of the bottom 
row is easily established.from the exactness of the top row and the 
definitions.of the given homomorphisms. 
Now let 0 A' 0 be an arbitrary ext-
ension of A' and (a.,S1 ,y1 ):E-+ E1 a morphiSm of extensions~ 
K (J 
E: 0 -+ A -+ B -+ c -+ 0 
EI : 0 I\· ., 1\s .. 1\1 
·Tl":· s7 ~: y7 ~1 -+ 0 
E1: 0 -+ A' -+ B1 -+ C1 -+ 0 Kl cr 1 
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Our task is tq show there is only.one way to.define 13':B' + B1 . 
such that .. 131 = 13'13, y1cr 1 = 0 113 1 and. 13 1 K1 ·= K11A,; i..e~, the.lower. 
faces of 'th,e .prism commute~ 
We ·claim tQat all this·is.accomplished,.if·and only if 
13'((a',b) + .N) = K1 (a') + 131 (b), A straightfsrward; but:tedic:ms, com,-
putati9n, shc;>ws t}:lat when 13 1 is defined, in this manner, it is a well-
defined ~omomorphism and the· claimed, squares do c6J!1If1ute~ Conversly, if 
the_ square.s c9mmute ·and 13' is some, homomorphism whicb makes ··them so, 
then we arrive at th~ above formula for. 13 • Exa~ining the diagram, we 
have shown that (a,131 ,y1 ) = (1,13 1 ,y1 )(a,13,1) •. 
We are now ready. to sh<;>w that E' is ·unique . up to. cot1.gruence; 
Let' (a,131 ,.1):E + F' be a m<;:>rphism, where F': 0 +A' + .B' + C + 0 
is any extension of A'. Then (a,131 ,1) = (a,13~1c)(1A' ,13' ,1c), where 
(1,8' 91):E' + F' is a ·morphism; i.e., E' = F'. 11 
The lemma a:i.Iows us to, speak of the well-defined class, a.E, in 
Ext(C,A') determined by E, where a:_A +A' •. · We _have, as in the pre,-
vious. result, (a'a)E = a'(a.E); where a':A' +A"; also 1AE = E~ 
Again, the usefulness, of tl:ie uniqueness assertiEm comes ·to light when we 
have ;a morphism (a,13,1) :E + F, where F: O + A' + B1 + C + O is ·.an 
exact .sequence and· a:A +A'. Then F. = aE, • 
Using a ·slight. modification ·.of· the proof· of 5 ~ 2. 2. , we ha:ve the , 
f~llowing res"Ltlt, 
K' 
5,2.5. Corollary Let E: 0 +A+ B + C + 0 be an, exact 
sequence of groups. Then KE splits .•. 
We are now'able to state what we have been after:all al,ong! 
5.2.o. Lemma Let E: 0 + A + B + C + 0 be an element rep-
r~isenting : a typical class in Ext (C ,A). Let y: C' ·+ C an¢!· a: A.+ A' 
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be .group homomorphisms. Then a.(Ey) = (a.E }y. 
Proof, Note' a.(Ey) and (a.E}y ·are both elements of Ext(A' ,C'). 
We have , by the definitions· of Ey and. a.E, ·morphisms ( 1, s1 , y) : Ey + E 
and (a.,S2 ,1):E + a.E. The ,composite morphism (a.,s 2s1 ,y):Ey + a.E 
factors uniquely through (a.E)y, by 5,2.3., as (a.,s 2s1 ,y) = • 
(1,S~.y)(a.,S' ,1). Now the morphism (a.~S' ,1):Ey + (a.E)y just generated 
is exactly like 'the 0ne used to· define . a.(Ey) from Ey. By the unique"'.' 
ness assertion just above, we must have a.(Ey) = (a.E )y. 11 
5. 2. 7. Lemma Any morphis:m r 1 = (a., S, y): E + E' of extensions 
giVes rise to the congruence a.E = E 'y ~ .. 
Proof. We have. E: 0 +A+ B + C + O;. to use the uniqueness 
assertion o:f 5.2.4., we are required to exhibit'a morphism 
(a.,S,1):E + E'y. By 5.2.3., we may factor r1 :E + E' through 
f:E'y + E'. Wheri we do, we get r1 = rr2, where r2 :E + E'y is a mor,-
phism of the form (a.,S,1L 11 
5.3. The Group Ext(C,A) 
We have already shown tqat the.elements of Ext(C,A) are equiva-
lence classes of e:is:tensions of A by C, where E = F. if and only.if 
t~ere is a morphism (1,S,1):E + F .. It was R. Baer who first noted that 
these classes formed a group, and the addition in this group is named 
for him. 
5. 3 .1. Definition ·. For E and F in Ext ( C ,A), their Baer sum 
is defined by E +'F = VA(E E9 F)Ac· 
Importantly, this definition makes,sense, by 5.2.6. Also, the 
reader may compute .that. E + F e: Ext(C,A), recalling the :definition of. 
E E9 F (see page 73). 
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To clear the way to the proof that Ext(C,A) is a group, we first 
prove the following computation lemma. 
5.3.2. Lemma Let a..:A-+A' 
]. 
and, y.:C'-+C 
]. 
for i = 1,2 be 
group homomorphisms and let. E. e: Ext(C,A) for i = 1,2. Then ]. . 
(3) tiE - (E ED E)ti and EV' - V'(E ED E) for all E e: Ext(C,A). 
Proof, Only ( 1), ( 3) and ( 4) will be proven since th.e approach 
for the others is similar. 
(1) Note that, a.V' = V'(a. @·a.) and tiy = (y .@ y)ti; Then 
(3) One must verify that (tiA~tiB,tiC) is a morphism of extensions 
E and E @ E; where. E is any element of Ext ( C ,A). This .follows 
directly from th~ definitions; of the homomorphisms involved. Then, by 
morphism of extensions, E @ E to E. 
Let E : 
0 
of A by C. 
- (V(a @ a )6)E . 1 2 1 
(by (3)) 
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(see page 73). 11 
0 + A + A @ C + C + 0 denote the split exact extension 
We show that for all E e: Ext{C,A), E + E = E0 + E = E. o, 
Conside~ the following diagram: 
(J 
E~ 0 + A + B + C + 0 
o + +y 
E : 0 + A + A@C + C + 0 
0 
Here 0 denotes the zero homomorphism of A and y(b) = (O,cr(b)) for 
all b e: B. Then y is a homomorphism and the diagram.is easily seen 
to commute. Thus · E 0 = 0 AE, Similarly., E 0 = EOC. 
By the distributive laws just proven, we have: E + E 
0 
By the same token, E + (-1A)E ·:: (1A + (-1)A)E = OAE = E0 and 
(-'lA)E + E = E0 , where (-1A):A +A· is defined by (-1A)(x) = -x for 
all x e: A. Hen9e (-1)E is the additive invers~ of E. 
The only thing remaining to show is the associative and distribu-
tive laws. Let 
Kf (Ji 
E.: 0 + A + B. + C + 0. 
i i 
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phism." Then immediately we have· "A'A =VA artd Ac= 'cAc, and 
drawing the diagrams involved shows that· ('A, 'B ,-i:c) is a morphism of 
This allows us to conclude th.at 
TA(E1@ E2) :: (E2@ E1hc. FinaJ,ly, 
E1 + E2 = V(E1 @ E2)6 :: 'iJ(TA(E1 @ £ 2))6 
:: V(E @ E )6 = E + E . 2 1 2 1 
Thus,addition is.commutative. A similar purely "computational" argument 
can be given. for the associative law, if we note that the diagonal and 
codiagonal·maps·have the following properties: 
'iJ ( 'iJ @ .1) · = 'iJ ( 1 @ 'iJ) and ( 6 @ . 1 )6 = ( 1 @ ·A) 6. 
We must identify (C@ C) @ C with C@ (C @ C), however, through the 
obvia>us isomorphism, to complete the verifications~ 
Then: 
Recall that (a.@S)(E@ F) = a.E@ SF for all groups E and. F. 
(E 1 + E2 ) + E3 = V[(E 1 + E2 ) @ E3]6 
- V[(V(E 1 @ E2 )6) @ E3]6 
_ V[(V @ 1)[((E1 @ E2 )6) @ E3]]6 
- V[(V @ 1)[(E 1 @ E2 ) @ E3](6 @ 1)]6 
_ [V(V @ 1)[E 1 @ (E 2 @ E3)](6 @ 1)]6 
- V(1 @ V)[E 1 @ (E 2 @ E3 )(1 @ 6)6] 
_.'iJ[(1@ V)(E 1 @ (E 2 @ E3))(1@ 6)]6 
_ V[E 1 @ [V(E 2 @ E3 )6]]6 
_ V[E 1 @ [E2 + E3]]6 
= El + (E2 + .E3). 
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This completes the pro9f that Ext(C,A) is .an Abelian group. 
5.3.3. Corollary Ext(G,A) = O for all projectiv~ groups G. 
Proof. Every sequence 0 + A + B + G + 0 splits when G 
is projective (4.5.8. ). 11 
5.4. The .Exact Sequence for Ext 
As we have seen,. the functor Hom does not preserve exact 
sequences of·groups, because, for one thing, a'homomorphism a.:A + G. 
defined.on a subgroup A of a group B may not, in general; extend to 
the entire .group. It is fundamental in our method. that Ext · comes. to 
the rescue to. restore the exactness of the Hom. sequence. 
Before examining this prospect, we characterize those group homo-
morphism which do extend in terms of a split exact sequence, 
5 • 4 • 1. Lemma Let A be a subgroup o~ B and 
E: 0 + A + B + B/A + 0 the corresponding exact sequence, Then.a 
hom9morphism a.:A + G. can be extended to a11·of B if and·only if 
a.E splits, 
Pro0.f. Suppose we have a homomorphism & : B .+ G such that & I A = a. 
Let E: 0 + G + G$C + C + 0 be the usual split ,exact sequence, where 
c = B/A, Define a hom0morphism (3:B + G !il c by f3(b) = (a(b),n(b)). 
Then the following diagram commutes.: · 
E: 
E': 
0 + A 
Cl..j. 
0 + G 
n 
+ B + C + 
+ (3 + 1 
+ G@C + C + 
By 5. 2. 4. , E' :: a.E; i.e .. , ci.E splits. 
0 
0 
Conversely, suppose a.E splits •. Then.the situation·is as.follows, 
where w:B' + G is a splitting homomorphism, so· wr; = 1G. 
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t a 
E: 0 -+ A -+ B -+ c· -+ 0 
a-i. r,; 4' 13 H 
a.E: 0 -+ G .+ B' -+ c -+ 0 + 
w 
Set a·= wl3:B-+ G. Then for all a EA~ ~(a)= ~(a); i~e·t ~[A~ a. I I 
A more general result whose proof can be modeled on the one above 
is the following. 
5,4,2. Proposition If K:A -+ B is a monomorphism; any homo-
morphism a:A -+ G can be extended through K to all of G (that is, 
there exists 13: B -+ G . such that 13K = a) if and only if a.B. splits~ 
where E: 0 -+ A -+ B -+ c -+ 0 and c = B/K(A). 
The ext eris ion a.E is called the obstrt,lction of .each a:A -+ G, 
because if a.E 
-
0 (so there is "no" obstruction) , then a can be 
extended to all of B. 
Viewed in another way, the problem of extertding a to B is re-
fleeted in.the splitting of a.E. If ·we define a map 
E1':Hom(A,G) -+ Ext(C,G) by E~''(a) = a.E, then E~'' is a homomorphism of 
groups by 5.3.2., and the problem of extending a to.all of B. is 
reflected in wheth.er or not a E Ker E~'~ . We call such a homomorphism 
E1' a connecting h0momorphism •. 
The following is one of the major results of entire program. 
5~4.3. Theorem [Cartan and Eileriburg, 4] Let 
K CJ 
E: 0 -+ A -+ B -+ C -+ 0 be an exact sequence .of Abelian gr0ups. Then . 
the following sequences are also exact for all Abelian groups. G: 
cr"J'c K"''c E~'' 
(1) 0 -+ Hom(C,G) -+ Hom(B,G) -+ Hom(A,G) -+ 
cro Ko 
Ext(C,G) -+ Ext(B,G) -+ Ext(A,G) -+ 0 
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K.l: a~': E~·: (2) 0 -+ Hom(G,A) -+ Hom(G,B) -+ Hom(G ,C) -+ 
Ext(G,A) Ko Ext(G,B) ero Ext(G,C) -+ -+ . -+ 0 
The maps er1:, K1:, · er1:, and K1: are those. defined, in 4. 4 .1. 
The other maps used above are defined in the following manner: 
E~': (a.) = a.E' where a. :A -+ G· 
' 
E~·:(y) = Ey, where y:G -+ C· ~ 
er0 (F) = Fer for F e: Ext(C ,G); 
Ko (F) 
-
FK for F e: E~t(B,G); 
er 0 (F) = erF for F e: Ext ( G , B ) ; 
K (F) = KF for F e: Ext(G,A), 0 
Proof. The six new maps above are all homomorphisms by 5.3.2. 
There is nothing new to show up to Hom(B,G): see 4,4.2, We show 
Ker E1: = Im 1: By the previous· result, we have: a. e: Ker E~': iff 
a.E splits iff any homomorphism from A to G can.be extended to 
all of B iff for all a.:A -+ G there exists S:B -+ G such that 
S(K(a)) - a.(a) for all. a e: A iff a. e: Im K*. 
To show exactness at Ext(C,G), we must show Ker er 0 = Im E*. As 
in most arguments· of .this nature, it is usually easy to verify a zero 
sequence. Let a. e: Hom(A,G). Now er 0 (E~':(a.)) = (a.E)er, which splits in 
Ext(B,G): see 5.2.2. Thus Im E~': C Ker er0 • 
For the reverse inclusion, let F e: Ext{C,G) such that Fa 
splits. We must find a homomorphism a 1:A-+ G such that F is an ob-
Our assumptions yield the f0llow-
ing commutative diagram (see following page), Let S1 = Sµ:B-+ B1, so 
that a1S1 =a. Then er 1S1K = erK = o, and so, applying 2.2,5. to the 
sequence G -+ B 1 -+ C (the role of G in 2. 2, 5, is play.ed by A, and 
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that of p by S1K), we have SlK = K Ct for some .. a 1 :A -+ G' 1 1 
A 
p +i<:· 
Fa: 0 -+ G -+ G al B °! B -+ 0 
l+ s+){"+o 
Kl cr 1 
F: 0 -+ G -+ B1 -+ C -+ 0 
Hence the following is also a commutative diagram: 
K cr 
E: 0 -+ A -+ B -+ c -+ 0 
Ctl + S1+ u 
Kl cr 1 
E : 0 -+ G -+ B -+ c -+ 0 1 1 
By the uniqueness assertion G>f 5.2.4., we have F - a 1E. This 
verifies exactness at Ext(C,G), 
Exactness at Ext(B,G). Since K0 cr 0 = (crK) 0 = o, we have 
immediately that Im cr 0 CS: Ker Ko, 
Now let F e: Ext(B,G) n Ker then FK splits. We must show 
F _ rcr for some r e: Ext{C,G). We set up a diagram like the one above: 
t; 
FK: 0 -+ G -+ 
'[ 
F: 0 -+ G -+ 
z;; 
r: 0 -+ G -+ 
G al A 
s+ 
B1 
n+ 
B/ImS1 
\) 
+ A -+ 0 + 
).1 
-1-K 
ljJ 
-+ B -+ 0 
+cr 
p 
-+ c -+ 0 
We are going to show that r ·as we have drawn it·here does the 
job. By assumption, we have a splitting homomorphism ).l:A -+ G al A. 
As before, define s1 = SlJ :A -+ B1 , so, in particular, K = iJ!S1 . The 
map n is the usual projection. Define · z;;:G -+ B1/Im S1 by 
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r;;(g) = n('r(g)) and p:B1/ Im 81 + C by p(b1 +Im 81 ) = cr(ijJ(b1 )), 
The . idea .. is t0 show that .. r is exact and· ( 1, n ,a): F + r is a .morphism. 
This much is easily verified: p and· r;; are \ell-defined, · p 
is onto,, and. the tw0 · 1ower squat>es ·commute with thef!e defini tionf:! of the 
maps involved. We. show r;;. is a mol'loI11oi>phism: if n(•(g)) = n(-r(g')), 
then . -r(g - g') = 81 (a) for some a e: A. SinCE:I 8~ = · r1G, and 
81 = 8JJ, we have that 8~(g - g') = .T(g - g') = 81 (a) = ,8JJ(a). Now 8 
is a monomo:rphism because 1 and K are monic {see 1.2.3,) and so 
~(g ,.. g') =,JJ(a); i.e.' a'= V(JJ(a}) = v(~(g - g')) = o. Thus,. T ( g-:g ';) 
f31(a) = 0 and· so g - g' e: Ker T! Sine~ T is monic, we finally have 
that g = :g'' and· so r;; is monic. ' 
The l~st thing to show is exactness at B1/ Im 81~ We have 
Im r;; CKer p because. ljJ-r · = · o. 
crljJ(b ) = o 1 This immediately gives ljJ(b1 ) e: Ker a = 
Im K, and so for some a e: A. But K(a) = ,ljJ(8i (a)), a11d 
so ljJ(81 (a)) = ljJ(b1 ); i.e., 81 (a) =·b1 - r, wherie. re: Ker.ljJ =Im -r. 
Thus, r = -r(g1 ) for some g1 e: G, and fina];ly, 81 (a) = b1 - -r(g1 ). 
This in tl.].rn implies,~hat· b1 - -rCg1 ) e: Im 81 , and so r;;(g1 ) = 
b1 +.Im 81 ;.i.eq Ker.p Cim r;;. 
The.last fact to show is that 0 K is an epimorphism; i.e. , 
1<::.I\ + B · .monic implie~ ·. K0 :Ext(B;G) + Ext(A,G) is epic, 
= 
To . this ,end, there is a ·free . Abelian group F and an epimorphism. 
8:F· + B. (4.5.2. ), Let K =·Ker e and. L = e- 1 (1<:(A)), Now· 8:1 + K(A) 
is a~ epimorphism·with kernel K (for e(f)'= 0 = K(O). implies that 
{f .e: F I 8(f) = O}. C {f e: F I 8(f) = K(a) for some a e: A}), We 
have, then, the following commutatiye~diagram (see following page), 
where, all. the maps. t are· the usui;i.l ·injections, 
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1. p 
E1: 0 -+ K -+ L -+ A -+ 0 
H h 4-K 
l e 
E2: 0 -+ K -+ F -+ B -+ 0 
Define p by: let. t ~ L and take for p(t) an element'of A such 
that K(a) = G(t). Then p is a well-defined homomorphism (see the 
proof of 2.2.5.). Since e is epic, so is p. Finally, Ker p = 
Im 11 1 . · This follows because if p (t) = 0, th.en G( t) = K(a) = O, and 
so a = 0 because. K is manic. All this shows that E1 is exact, 
and. so E1 = E2K by 5. 2. 4.. Hence the following diagram commutes: 
E/' 
Hom(K,G) -+ Ext(B,G) 
H E ·'· 1" -!-KO Po 
Hom(K,G) -+ Ext(A,G) -+ Ext(L ,G); 
we :have already shown that·the bottom row is exact:. But L is free, 
and hence projective ·(4.5.4.); thus 
is epic, and so, therefore, is 0 K ' 
Ext(L,G) = 0 (5~3,3.}, Thus, E ~'c 
1 
This.completes the proof of the exactness of (1). The arguments 
given fo~ the .proof of the exactness of (1) are easily modified to give 
exactness of (2), The only real difficulty is trying to show that if 
cr 
E: 0 -+ A -+ B -+ C -+ 0 is exact, then cr :Ext(G,B) -+ Ext(G,C) is epic, 
0 
1.1 I. 
Let S: 0-+ C-+ D-+ G-+ 0 be an arbitrary element of Ext(G,C). 
S,ince 1.1: C -+ D is manic, the result· proven just above says that 
1.1°:Ext(D,A)-+ Ext(C,A) is epic; i.e., there is a .sequence E': 
0 w O-+ A-+ M-+ D-+ 0 such that 1.1°(E') = E. This gives rise to the 
following commutative diagram: 
E: 0 -+ A -+ B . -+ C -+ 0 
1 + H3 +1.1 
EI : 0 -+ A -+ ' M -+ D -+ 0 
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This can be extended. to the following commutative diagram: 
0 0 
+ + 
(J 
E: 0 -+ A -+ B -+ c -+ 0 
H 0 +s 
{-µ 
w 
E': 0 -+ A -+ M -+ D -+ 0 
T{- +t. 
1 
G -+ G 
+ + 
0 0 
Now S is monic because 1 and µ are monic, and T, by a chase 
argument, can be defined so that the bottom square commutes and T is 
epic. Thu~ we have the morphism (o,w,1):E" -+ s, where E" is the 
exa~t sequence in the middle·column, Thus S = aE", and the .proof of 
the theorem is complete. 11 · 
Sequences (1) and (2) are the key to the homological method. We· 
will use them to characterize injective groups, But first~ we give some 
calculations for certain examples of Ext(C,A), 
5.4,4. Corollary Let C and G be given Abelian groups and 
K 0 
F: 0 -+ K -+ P -+ C -+ 0 an exact sequence with P projective (see 
4.5.5,) Then 
Ext(C,G) ~ Hom(K,G)/K*Hom(P,G), 
Proof. Note that Ext(P,G) = 0 since P is projective. By 
5,4,3., we have the exact sequence 
K·lc 
Hom(P,G) -+ Hom(K~G) -+ Ext(C,G) -+ Ext(P,G) = 0, 
· Hence E;~ is epic', By the Fundamental The0r'em of Homomorphisms. and 
the fact· that Ker E;~ = Im K;~, we have·· the desired result. 11 
5.4,5, Corollal'.ly Let' G be a given group and Z(m) the cyclic 
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group of order m > 1. Then Ext(Z(m),G) "' G/mG. 
Proof. We can use the previous corollary with the exact sequence 
K n 
0 + Z + Z + Z(m) + o, where K is multiplication by m > 1 and n is 
the natural projection. Since Z is projective, we have Ext(Z(m),G) "' 
Hom(Z,G)/K*Hom(Z,G). Refer to the proof that Hom(Z,G) "'G (4.2.1.), 
The isomorphism involved takes K*Hom(Z,G) isomorphically onto mG, 
Thus Ext(Z(m) ,G) "' G/mG. 11 
5.4.6, Proposition Ext(Z(m),Z) "' Z/mZ "' Z(m). 
5.4.7, Proposition Z(m)/nZ(m) "' Z(m,n) for all positive 
integers m and n. 
Proof. Let 1m and 1(m,n) denote the classes represented by 1 
in Z(m) and Z(m,n) respectively. These groups are generated as 
additive Abelian groups by these classes. The assignment lj;(1m) = 1(m,n) 
defines a well-defined epimorphism from Z(m) to Z(m,n). We 
investigate the kernei of lj;. The claim is .that Ker lj; = nZ(m). It is 
clear that nZ(m) C Ker ij;, Let - lj; nz(m). Then 0 = lj;(s) s E Ker = 
s lj;( 1 ) = s1 ( ) ; hence (m,n)ls, Write (m,n) = am + bn for some m m,n 
integers a and b. Then s = k(am + bn) = (ka)m + (kb)n, This means 
that s = n(k b), so s E nZ(m), We have verified our claim, and so 
Z(m,n) "' Z(m)/nZ(m). 11 
5.4.B. Corollary Ext(Z(m),Z(n)) "' Z(m,n). 
Proof. Ext(Z(m),Z(n)) "' Z(n)/mZ(n) "' Z(m,n). 11 
5,4.9. Corollary Ext(Z(p),Z(q)) = 0 for all primes p ~ q. 
Proof, Ext(Z(p),Z(q)) "' Z(p,q) "' Z(1) = O, since Z(1) "' 
Z/ (.1) = 0 • 11 
What we really used here was the fact that (p,q) = 1. We get the 
following corollary just as readily. 
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5,4,10. Proposition (Shur-Zassenhaus) Let. Z(m) and Z(n) be 
given: cyclic groups whose orders are relatively prime, Then any 
extension O -+ Z(m) -+ G -+ Z(n) -+ 0 must split. 
Proof, Ext(Z(m),Z(n))"' Z(m,n) = O. 11 
We close this section with a statement of how Ext operates through 
direct sµms,. The proof proceeds precisely along the lines.of 4,3,4, 
To get the induced homomorphisms needed in the proof, refer to those 
defined in 5.4.3. 
Then: 
5.4.11. P~oposition Let {GA}Ae:il. be a given family of groups. 
(1) 
(2) Ext(H, IIGA) "' 
A 
II Ext(GA,H) 
A 
II E?Ct(H,GA). 
A 
Remember that when JI. is a finite index set, the .direct product in the 
answer will be a direct sum. Orie may therefore compute the groups 
Ext(G,H) completely using these propositions when G and H are 
finitely generated, and thus are direct sums of a·finite.number of 
cyclic groups, 
5. 5, Injec.ti ve Groups 
As innocent as th,is section might appear, it forms a keystone in 
our theory. We prove here the equivalence of injectivity and divisib-
ility for Abelian groups and finish our development of divisible groups. 
With the group Ext(C,A) we can give an elegant characterization of 
injective groups, again due to R. Baer [1]. 
Recall again that G is.injective if fqr all exact sequences of 
K 
gt>oups O -+ A -+ B with AC B and all homomorphisms f3: A -+ G · there is 
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a homomorphism a: B + G such that i3K = a. Our assumption that AC B 
is not a serious drawback, sine~ in any cas.e K(A) "' A because. K is 
a monomorphism, It really is a simplification of .the general case. 
5 . 5. 1o Theorem The following statements are equivalent for any 
grcup G: 
(1) G is injective. 
(2) For all monomorphisms K:A + B. with AC B, 
K1':Hom(B,G) + Hom(A,G) is ,an epimorphism~ 
(3) Every exe!.ct sequence 0 + G +A+ B + 0 of Abelian 
groups splits (i.e., Ext(B,G) = 0 for all ~cups B). 
(4) Ext(Z(m),G) = 0 for all finite cyclic groups Z(m). 
Pro0f. (1) implies (2). Let K:A + B be the prescribed mono-
' 
morphism. Let p:A + G be any homomo:t>phism~ From the definition of 
,i.njectivi ty, there exists T: B + G such that TK = p: i.e., p = K1'( T), 
and so K~·, is an epimorphism. 
K O" (2) implies (3). Let 0 + G +A+ B + 0 be an exact sequence of 
Abelian groups. Then, K*:Hom(A,G) + Hom(G,G) is an epimorphism, so 
1G = pK for some p:A + G. The sequence therefore splits (2,5,7,). 
(3) implies (4), Trivial 
(4) implies (1). Suppose every exact sequence 0 + G + D + Z(m) + O 
splits, Let o + A : B be exact (with A C B) and a:A + G a homo-· 
morphism. We must show there exists i3:G + B such that i3K = a, The 
proof proceeds by a Zarin' s Lemma. argument. Let : . P = { ( S, y) I A<;; S <;: B. 
and y:S + G extends a}. Now P ¢ 0 ·because (A,a) e: P, Let 
{(SA, yA)} CP be a chain. Let T be the union of the subgroups SA 
(and so T' is a subgroup of B containing A) and let • A be that 
well-defined holl)omorphism A(t) = yA (t) when t e: SA, Thus (T ,A.) is 
an upper bound of {(SA ,y>.)} in P. By Zorn's Lemma, there is a 
maximal pair (T, S) in P; we .must show that B = T. Surely TC B. 
If·the containment is proper, select b E B - T and consider H = 
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<T ,b> '. Define \J ( z) = zb + T for z E z. Then \J is an epimorphism . 
from z to HIT and the kernel of \J is an ideq.l of z. Since z 
is a principal ideal domain, we may denote Ker.µ = (m); assume that 
m > 1. Then H/T "' Z/(m) "" Z(m), Now 0 + T + H.+ H/T + 0 is exact, 
and so is, therefore, 
Hom(H~G) + Hom(T;G) + Ext(H/T,G), 
But Ext(H/T,G) = Ext(Z(m),G) = O by hypothesis, .and so Hom(H,G) + 
Hom(T,G) is an epimorpbism. · This means that each homomorphism T + G 
can be extended to a map H :+ G; in particular, S can be so extended, 
which cont:r.adicts the maximality of (T,S). · 
If m = 1 above, we then have H/T = O, and so Hom(H~G) = 
Hom(T,G)~ This certainly implies that every homomorphism T + G can 
be extended to a map from H to G, .and the proof is. complete. 11 
5 .. 5 • 2 . Corollary 
if G · is divisible. · 
An Abel'ian group G is injective .if and only 
Proof. 0 = ·.Ext(Z(m),G) "" G/mG if and only if. G is divisible. 
This extremely'important cornerstone in the theory has been.gen,. 
eralized to modules.. Kaplansky [18] proved that divisibility implies · 
injectivity for·modules over Dedekind rings, and it'was Cartan and 
Ei;Lenburg [ 4 J who pr,oved that this characterized the Dedekind rings; 
For us, however, the.following result is the .most useful, 
5 .5. 3; Proposition · An Abelian gr0up G is injective if and 
only if Ext(Q/Z,G) = o. 
Proof. If G is injective; then every extension of G splits, 
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In particular,. Ext(Q/Z,G) = o. Conversely, suppose that· Ext(Q/Z,G) = 
o. We :build up in piece~ in the following way: every Z(pn) can.be· 
imbedded in. Z(p00 ). For each integer n, Z(n) is a dit>ect sum of 
cyclic groups 
ni 
Z(p. ) 
l. 
for various.primes 
Z(n) can be. imbedded in a ,dit>ect ·sum of 
p. 
l. 
and integers n •• · Thus 
l. 
Filling out the 
dipect sum with all the primes p, we have that each Z(n) cq.n be 
imbedded in I: Z(p00 ) = Q/z; By 5.4.3., Ext(Q/Z,G)-+ Ext(Z(n),G)-+ 0 
p 
is .. exact. · But the ,group on the left is .zero. Hence Ext(Z(n),G) = o, 
and so. G is. ,injective., by 5. 5 .1. 11 
5.5.4. Profosition. Every Abelian·group can be·imbedded as a 
subgroup in scime inj·e.ct,i ve 'group. 
Propf .. We have just outlined above how each finite cyclic group 
can be· imbedded in Q/Z, which is .divisible, and hence· injective. Also 
Z can be imbedded in Q which is also injective. Now any free group 
F is a dit'eCt sum of Z's; and so can.be imbedded in that many copies 
of Q; tbis di.re ct sum is· divisible, and hence inje9tive '. · Now let . A 
be an arbitrary Abelian group. Then A"' f'/F where F is.free. 
. 0 
Imbed ' F in a divisible group D, so ·then A is imbedded. in 
This .. last group is a ,quotient, of a divisible, group, and is tqus 
di visi.ble, and. se ·finally inj e.cti ve ,' 11 
D/F , 
0 
5. 5. 5 Co·rollary · For any Abelian group A, there, are injective 
groups · I and I 0 such that, .the f0llow:ing is· exact: 
0 -+ A -+ I -+ I -+ 0, 
0 
Proof. The:re is an injective group I. in which A can be.imbeq-
ded,, by .the above :result~ Take I 0 = I/A,· As.was point~d out~ I/A 
is d~visible' and. so injective •. 11 . 
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We are now in a position to continue the study of divisible groups 
begun in Chapter III. 
5.5.6~, Corollary Every group can be imbedded as a subgroup in 
some divisible group. 
5.5,7, Proposition Let D be a group. Then the following are 
equi valen,t. 
(1) D is, a diyisi~le group. 
(2) Let G, be any group and H a subg~oup o~ G. Let f be 
a homomorphism of .. H intq a group D. Then f can be ·extended to 
all.of G. 
(3) D is a ,direct St+mmand of every group which contains it as 
a. subgroup., 
Proof. (1) implies (2). We are given f; let t:H + G be the 
identity map on H. We must find g:G + D such that f =gt. This 
means that t*:Hom(G,D) + Hom(H,D) is an epimorphism, whiqh by 5,5,1, 
is equivalent to the fact that D is injective. Since D is divis-
ible, we have the desired.result~ 
(2) implie~ (3). Suppose. D is given and H is a group .such 
that, H coni;:ains D as , .a subgroup. Th~ assumption allows us to assert 
the existence of a homornorphism g:H + D such that 1D =gt, By 2.5.1. 
H ·"' D Ell .Ker g, and so D is,a direct summand of H. 
(3) implies ( 1). Let D be the grol,lp in question. By 5.5.6. 
there is a divisible group H such that D CH. By assumption, then, 
H.= D Ell R. But this implies ithat, D is divisible. I I 
5,5,8. Corollary. If G is a group and H is a divisible· sub~ 
group of G, then G "' H Ell M for some subgroup, M of G. 
5~5,9, Corollary Let G be a group. Then G contains a unique 
maximal divisible.subgroup. D such that G = D @ G , whel;'e G 
0 0 
reduced; i.e., the only divisible subgroup of G 
0 
is ( 0). 
is 
Pro.of. Let D be the group generated by the .family S of all 
di visible subgroups 'of G; S :f. .0 because ( O) e: S, We show that D 
is.divisible. Let x e: D ·, then , x = x + · · · + x · where each 1 k' x. l. 
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lies in a divisible subgroup D. 
l. 
of G, Select. . n e: Z; then xi = ny i 
for Yi e: D1 , i = 1, 00 -',k. ·Hence 
k 
x=n(Iy.) 
i=1 l. 
with the. summation 
lying in D. Hence D is divisible, and py the above corolla,ry, G = 
D @ G , 
0 
By the. very definition of D, 
subgroups. I ~I . 
G has.no nonzero divisible 
0 
5.6. Injective Envelope~ 
We know that every group ha,s a.unique.maximal divisible.direct 
summand: that,is the essence of 5.5.9, Now that we have the equiv-
alence i;Jf injectivi ty and divisibility for groups, we start to work on. 
the problem from the other direction: we ·show that given any group G. 
there is a:mirti~al divisible:group D which contains it; D is unique 
in a very natural way. Such a group D is called the injective 
envelope of G, or the divisible hull of G; 
As we mentioned, Kulikov·[22] and Baer [1] showed the existenqe 'of 
injective envelopes. Our presentation, however, is based on the work 
0f Eckmann and Schopf [7] wh0 generalized the concept to.modules. 
To this end, we mi=ike the following definition. 
5.6.1. Definition Let G and H be groups with· G a·subgroup 
of. H. We say G is an essential subgroup of H (or, H is an 
essential e~tension of. G) if every nonzero subg:i;>oup.of H has nonzero 
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intersection with G •. 
Immediately, any group is an essenti!l subgr0 up of itself. The 
value of the,concept seems to·lie in tqe fact that if G is an ess~n-
tial ,subgroup· of H and H' is some subgpoup of H,. such that. 
H' n G = (0),. then. H' = (0), Note also ,that 1 if G is an essential• 
extension of H and H is an.essential extension of K, thep G i$ 
an essential :extension of K. Similarly, if G ~ H :J K and G i$ an 
e$,sen1;:ial .extension of K, the-q it is. an essential ex.tension of H. 
5. 6·. 2. Proposi:tio-q Let G be an essential subgreup 0f. H and 
I an injective 'gr0up such that G CI (see 5.5.4.) Then the identity 
map.of G can be .extended to a monomorphism of H into I, 
Proef. Since I is inj ect.i ve, the : identity .map t : G + H · induces 
an epimorphism t*: Horn(l'.f, I) + Hom(G, I) (see. 5. 5 .1.) ~ One· of the homo-:-
morphism,s in. Hom(G, I) is the identity map. 1G, since G CI. Hence 
1G = ~t fer s<:>me ~ e: Hom(H,I). Consider the subgroup Ker ~CH, and 
let x. e: Ker ~ n G. Then 
Ke:r;> ~ n G = ( 0) • . Since . 
5. 5·. 3. Proposition 
G 
x = 
is 
Let 
1G(x) = ~(t(x)) = ~ (x) = 
an essential subgroup of 
G be a group. Then G 
if and only·if, G has.no proper essential ext~nsi0ns. 
o, and.so 
H, Ker ~ = o. 11 
is.injective 
Proof. Suppose G is inject:ive and H is. a group such that· H 
is an essential · ext~nsion of . G. Since G . is di visib.le, we have · H = 
G @ R, with , G n R = ( 0). Thus R = ( 0), since H is an essential · 
extension of G,. This means ·that· H = G, and we do not have a proper 
essential e~ten~i0n :of G. 
Conversely, assume G has no proper essential ex.ten~ion~. Let 
I.::> G be an .. inj ec:ti ve group and select a subgroup I' of I which is , 
maXi!Tlal with respect to . the property that I I n G = ( 0). We, show I /I I 
ia an essential extension of (G@ I')/I' = G. 
To this end, let I' CK CI and assume that · K/I' has zero 
int~rsection with, (G @ J' )/I'; i.e., Kn (G @ I') CI'. Thus 
Kn G c I I n G = ( 0)' and so K = I I by the ,maximality of I I • 
Hence, I/I' is an essential extension of. G; since G has no 
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proper essential extension, I/I' = G, and so I = G @ I'. Since I is 
divisible, so is G, and hence G is injective. I I 
5,6,4, Theorem Every group G has a maximal essential extension . 
H which is i.miql,le in. the follewirtg sense: if H' is ,any ether maximal 
es.sential .extension of G, then the identity map of G can be ·extended 
to an isomorphism of, H onto H1 , . In •other 'i;'l'ords, there is an isomer.,. 
phism from. H ento H' leaving all the elements of G fixed. 
Proef. Let I. be an injective group centaining. G. Using a. 
Zern's Lemma al;'gument, there is a maximal essential extension H of G 
ins.i;de of r; Ones uses p = {T I GCTCI and· T is· an essential 
- -
extensien of G} for the partially ordered set in th,e proof. Then~ 
p ~ 0 since, G E P. The union of any chain of p . is a group contain-
ing G as an essential subgroup. We must show that the maximality of 
H'is independent of any I chosen. 
Let· H' '.:) H ~ G and H' be the supposed essential extension of G, 
where now H' may or. may not be contained in I. Then H' is an 
essential extension of . H, an~ so by 5. 6. 2. th.ere is a monomorphism 
cp:H' + I such that cp(H) = H. Hence H' = cp(H') CI is an essential 
extensien ,of· G in I. By the ;maximality of H, we have H = cp(H'). 
Finally, then, H = ¢- 1 (H) = H', and so H is a maximal essential ext"" 
ension of G, not.just in I, but absolutely. 
Now any essential extension of, H is an essential of G. This 
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cannot happen, since H is maximal with respect to this.property, s0 
H has no proper essential extensions~ and so by 5.6 .• 3., is injective 
(and hence divisible). 
If H' is any .essential extension of G, the identity map. of G 
can be extended to a monomorphism <P of H' into H, If H ', itself 
is maximal,. then H:) ¢(H') "' H', and: so H = ¢(H'); i.e., ¢ is an 
isomorphism. 11 
5.6.5, Theorem Let G and H be groups with G a subgroup of 
H. Then the following are equiv~lenti 
(1) H is a maxima1 essential extension of G. (every group has, 
one of the~e by the previous result). 
(2) H is. an essential extension of G and H is injective. 
(3) H is a minimal,injec;::tive extension of G. 
Proof. ( 1) implies ( 2) . If ( 1) holds, then H has no proper 
essential extensions, and so H is injective (5.6,3,}. 
( 2) implies ( 3). SuI'pose G CI CH with · I an inj ect.i ve group. 
Then H = I ~ R, where R is a subgroup of H, since I is injective, 
4' 
and so divisible~ But. H is an essential extension of I; since 
I n R = ( 0 ) , we have R = ( 0 ) . Thus I = H. 
( 3) imP,lies ( 1).. Assume H is a minimal inj.ecti ve ext ens ion .of 
G. Let G CH' CH, where H' is a maximal essential extension of G. 
Such an extension,has no proper essential extension, and so·. H' is 
. ;-.. "•i 
inject.ive •' Thus H · = H'. 11 
One should note that nowhere.did we use any particular inforimation 
peculiar to groups. Hence the notion -of minimal inject,ive ·extension 
generalizes immediately to modules ·.over commutative rings with unity. 
5. 6. 7. Examples. 
(1) Considering Z(p) as a subg:rG>up of Z(p00 ), we have that 
Z(p 00 ) is .the injective envelope. of Z(p). Fo.r Z(p 00 ) is .injective 
. •'"• 
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since it is divisible; we need only show that Z(p00 ) · is an essential 
extension of Z(p). If H is any nonzero proper subgroup of Z(p 00 ), 
then H = Z(pn) for some n > 1. Thus H n Z(p) 'f 0, and so Z(p00 ) 
is an essential extension of Z(p). In fact Z(p00 ) is an essential 
extension of any Z(pn) for all n > 1 .. 
(2) We now prove the fG>llowing somewhat.involved fact which needs· 
the injective envelope for the proof. 
5.6.B, Proposition Every group G can be imbedded as a pure 
subgroup in.a direct sµm A@ D, wnere D is a divisible group and A 
is a direct product of eye:: lie tqrsion groups •. 
00 
Proof, Let G' = nnG ai:id set D equal to. the injective 
n=1 
envelope of G'. Denote the imbedding of G' in D by G' + D and 
let i:G' + G be the usual injection of a subgroup in the entire group. 
Sine~ D is.injective, let ~ be the homomorphism which makes the 
following diagram commute: 
\ . 
0 ~)7G 
D 
00 
Set A = IT G/nG. Then A is a direct product'of cyclic torsion 
n=1 
groups: each G/nG is a boµnded · (and hence torsion) gl;"oup, By 3. 5, 11. 
each ' G/nG is a direct sum of cyclic groups. 
Define n:G +A· by n(g) = <g + nG~~ an~ 8:G +A@ D by 8(g) = 
n(g) + ~(g). The·n 8 is moni6 (and so affords the desired imbedding), 
and Im 8 is.pure in A @.D; the details are'left ·to.the reader. I I 
CHAPTER VI 
TENSOR AND TORSION PRODUCTS OF GROUPS 
It is the intent of this chapter to construct the second major 
exact sequence of our homological method. The program involves the 
tensor product G ® H of two Abelian groups and the corresponding study 
of the effect of "tensoring" through an exact sequence. Tensor products 
have been with us for some time, but mostly in analysis, where people 
were interested in the tensor product of vector spaces, The central 
role of the tensor pro~uct in multilinear algebra was highlighted in 
Bourbaki's ·. [ 3] treatise on this subject. However, the tensor product 
for Abelian groups was first defined by Whitney [33] in 1939, Our 
presentation follows that of .MacLane and Cartan-Ellenburg. 
6.1. Tensor Products 
Let. G and H be Abelian groups. We are going to define an 
Abelian group based on G x H, and in a very natural way, this group 
will be unique. 
6.1.1. Definition Let f:G x H + J be an arbitrary function 
from the cross product of two groups G and H to a third group J, 
We say f is bi-additive if f(g + g' ,h) = f(g,h) + f(g' ,h) and 
f(g,h + h') = f(g,h) + f(g,h') for all elements g and g' in G 
and h and h' in H. We say f is balanced if f is bi-additive 
and f(ng,h) = f(g,nh) for all integers n and elements g s G and 
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h e: H. 
6.1.2. Definition Let J and J' be groups and ¢:G x H + J' 
any balanced map. Let f:G x H + J be a function. We say ¢ can be 
factored through f if there is an Abelian group homomorphism ~:J + J' 
s~ch that ~f =¢;i.e., the following diagram can be made to commute 
for some ~: 
6.1.3. Theorem Let G and H be Abelian groups. Then there 
is an Abelian group T and a balanced map t:G x H + T such that 
(1) t(G x H) generates T' 
' 
i.e., every element of T has the 
form l n, t(g,,h.), where n. e: z' g, e: G' h. e: H and i runs over 
i 1 1 1 1 1 1 
some finite indexing set. 
( 2) Every balanced map from G x H into an Abelian group can be 
uniquely factored through t. 
(3) is another Abelian group as in (1) and t :G x H + T 1 1 
is some balanced map with property (2), then T and T1 are isomorphic, 
Proof. (1) Let F be the free Abelian group generated by G x H 
and S the subgroup of F generated by the collection of all elements 
of th.e following form: 
(g' + g",h) - (g' ,h) - (g",h), 
(g,h' + h") - (g,h') - (g,h"), 
and (ng,h) - (g,nh) for n Z. 
Take T = F/S and define t:G x H + T by t(g,h) = (g,h) + S. Then 
by the way we sneaked up on T, the map t is automatically balanced, 
and ev(!;ry element of T is of the form 
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'"-...,, .. 
(g. ,h. ) J + s ]_ ]_ = \' n.[(g. ,h.) + S)] = \' n°t(g. ,h 0 ), li ]_]_ ~]_ ].]_ 
i ]_ 
(2) Now let J' be any Abelian group and cjl:G x H-+ J' a 
balanced map. Define 1jJ I :F -+ J' by 1/J'(l n.(g.,h.)) = l n.cjl(g.,h.). 
. ]_ ]_ ]_ . ]_ ]_ ]_ 
]_ ]_ 
Since cjl is balanced, we see that 1jJ' ( S) is zero, Thus 1jJ' induces 
a well-defined homomorphism 1jJ on T, given by ljJ((g,h) + S) = 1/J'(g,h), 
Then ljJ(t(g,h)) = ljJ((g,h) + S) = ljJ'(g,h) = cjl(g,h); i.e., ljJt = cjl for 
all (g,h) e G x H. Thus the following diag~am commutes: 
t 
G x H -+ T 
~f 
J' 
Now suppose p:T-+ J' also factors through t; i.e., pt= cjl. 
Then p((g,h) + S) = p(t(g,h)) = .cjl(g,h) = 1/J(t(g,h)) = ljJ((g,h) + S), 
This means that since p and 1jJ are homomorphisms, that 1jJ = p; i.e., 
1jJ is unique with respect to this property. 
We have the following special case: J' = T. Then there exits a 
unique homomorphism ljJ:T -+ T such that ljJt = t. This means that 
1jJ = 1T' by the uniqueness of the map ljJ. 
(3) The situation is now 
There is a homomorphism ljJ:T-+ T1 such that ljJt = t 1 , and there is a 
homomorphism ljJ1 :T1 -+ T such that 1/J1t 1 = t. Thus (1/J1/J1 )t1 = t 1 
and (ljJ11jJ)t = t. By the uniqueness assertion .of (2), we have 1/J1/J1 = 
1T and 1/Ji1/J = 1T. This means that 1jJ and 1/J 1 are isomorphisms. J J 1 
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The theorem says many important things. The group T exists (1) 
and is unique up to isomorphism (3), In fact, (3) contains a method of 
showing how groups are isomorphic to T, as we show in the examples. 
Since T is unique with respect to these properties, we may 
give it a name. 
6 .1. 4. Notation The group T of the theorem will be denoted by 
G ® H, the tensor product of G and H. The image of (g,h) under 
t will be denoted by g ® h; this is an element of the generating set 
of T, and is .called a simple tensor. 
By the balanced. property of t, simple tensors have the following 
properties: 
(1) (g I + g") 3 h = g' 3 h + g" 3 h 
(2) g 3 (h' + h") = g ® h' + g 3 h" 
(3) g 3 nh = ng 3 h = n(g 3 h) 
Note that (3) follows from the fact that (g ® h) + (g 3 h) = g 3 (h+h) 
= (g + g) 3 h. Thus a typical element of G 3 H is of the form 
The zero element of G 3 H is 0 ® O, since (g ® h) + (0 ® 0) = 
(g 3 h) + (0 3 h) = (g + 0) 3 h = g ® h. Here we have used the fact 
that zero comes in many guises: (let O denote the identity of Z) 
0 ® h = o•O 3 h = 0 ® h•O = 0 3 0 = h•O 3 0 = h ~ O•O = h ® 0, The 
additive inverse of g ® h is (-g) 3 h = g ® (-h). 
An important faqt that we will often use is that many algebraic 
properties of G 3 H need only be checked on the generating set, 
namely the set of simple tensors. Sometimes the entir.e structure of 
G 8 H is revealed by examining these simple tensors. 
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6.1.5. Proposition Let T be any torsion group. Then 
T ® D = 0 for any divisible group D. 
Proof. Let t ® d E T ® D. There is an integer m such that 
mt = o, and since D is divisible, d = md' for s0me d' E D. Thus 
t ® d = t ® md' = mt ® d' = 0 ® d' = 0. II 
6.1.6. Corollary Z(m) ® Q = 0 for all m > 1, 
The fact that zero comes in so many disguised forms makes the 
ten~or product of groups a nonintuitive beast. For example, consider. 
Z(2) ® Z(3), where we consider both generated as Abelian ·groups by 1, 
Certainly 0 ® x is zero for all x c: Z(3), The only other simple 
tensors left to worry about are of the form 1 ® x. Now 1 ® 0 is 
zero. What about 1 ® 1? Certainly not zero, you say? Well, 1 ® 1 = 
1 ® 4 = 1 ® 2~2 = 2 ® 2 = 0 ® 2 = 0 and 1 ® 2 is immediately zero 
by the same argument. Hence: Z(2) ® Z(3) = O. The trouble lies in 
the torsion proper-t;:y of Z(2) and Z(3), 
The tens9r product is better behaved if w~ give it more structure. 
Ther.e is a way of making V ® W into a vector space over a field F 
if both V and W are vector spaces over F. Then dim(V ® W) = 
(dim V)(dim W), just what we would expect, and so V ® W does not 
suddenly become zero when neither component is zero. 
6.1.7. Proposition For all groups G and H, G ® H ~ H ® G. 
Proof. Conside~ the following diagram: 
G x H 
d 
H x G 
G 0 H 
t 2 
+ H ® G 
Here i(g,h) = (h,g) is a one-to-one function. The maps t 1 and t 2 
are those of 6, 1, 3. · The symmetric nature of the definition of balanced 
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map makes t 2 i · balanced from G x H to H 0 G; thus there is a unique 
homomorphism $:G ® H + H ® G such that wt1 = t 2i. Similarly, t i- 1 1 
is a balanced map from H x G to G 0 H, and so factors uniquely as 
~t2 = t i- 1 1 for some homomorphism ~:H ® G + G ® H. Then ( $~ h2 = t2 
and (~$)t1 = t 1 , which as before implies that ~ is an isomorphism. 11 
6.1.8. Proposition G ® (H ® K) ~ (G 0 H) ® K for all G, H, and K, 
Proof. We must pick our way carefully in stages. For each fixed 
k s K, define $'k(g,h) = g ® (h ® k); then $'k:G x H + G 0 (H ® K). 
One easily shows that $'k is bi-additive. Also $'k(ng,h) = 
ng 0 (h ® k) = g 0 n(h 0 k) = g ® ((nh) ® k) = w'k(g,nh). Hence $' k 
is balanced, and so induces a unique homomorphism $k:G ® H + G ® (H 0 K) 
such that $k(g ® h) = g ® (h ® k). Now define ~':(G ® H) x K + 
G 0 (H ® K) by ~'((g ® h~,k) = $k(g ® h)~ 
Again, ~' is bi-additive. Also ~'(n(g ® h),k) = $k(n(g 8 h)) = 
wk ( g 0 nh) = g 0 ( nh ® k ) = g ® ( h ® nk ) = Wnk ( g ® h ) = ~ I ( g ® h ' nk ) . 
Then ~' is balanced, and so induces a homomorphism ~:(G ® H) ® K + 
G 0 (H ® K) such that ~((g ® h) ® k) = g ® (h 0 k). Now if we repeat 
the process over again in the opposite order, i.e., for all fixed gs G 
define $" (h,k) = (g ® h) 0 k, etc., we will eventually produce a g . 
homomorphism p:G ® (H ® K) + (G 0 H) ® K such that p(g ® (h ® k)) -
(g ® h) ® k, Then p and ~ are, as before, isomorphisms. JI 
6.2. Examples 
We give now various examples of tensor products, along with how 
the tensor product behaves with direct sums and homomorphism groups. 
6.2.1. Proposition Z ® G ~ G for all groups G. 
Proof. Define $'(n,g) = ng from Z x G to G. Then $ 1 is 
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balanced I and so it> I induces a homomorphism· 1jJ: z ® G -+ G such that 
lji(n ® g) = ng. Define $:G -+ Z ® G by $(g) ·= 1 ® g. Then $ is an 
Abelian 'gr9up homemorphisni, and $1ji and lji$ are the ident,i ties ·on_, the 
respective 'groups., 11 
6. 2. 2 , Corpllariy · ( 1 ) · Z ® .·Z "' Z and Z ® Q - Q 
(2). z ® <I GA) "' 
X 
6,2.3, Proposition Let Z(m) have order m > 1 and generator 
c. If A is any Abelian group, then., Z(ni) .® A "' A/Tfl/'i.. 
Proof. Any z e: Z (m) · can be' e~pressed as' z = kc with k e: Z, 
Define ~':Z(m) x A-+ A/rnA by lji'(z,a) =)<a.+ mA. Th'en lji' · is .. well-
defined and balanc.ed. Hence it induces a homomorpnism. lji:Z(m) ® A -+ 
A/mA such that lji(z ®a)= ka +.mA, where z =kc. Now·de:fine 
p:A/rnA-+ Z(m) ®·A by p(a + mA) = c ®a. We show that. p iswe11.:.. 
defined: if . a - a'. e: rnA, then. a - a' = ma"·· for soµie a'.' e: A. Thus 
0 =me® a"= ,c ®ma!', =·(c ®a) - (c ®a~)= p(a + rnA) - p(a' + mA). 
Thus· p is a well,-defined group homombrphism. Now ljip(a + mA).= 
lji(c ® a) = a~+ mA and· plji((kc) ® A) = p(ka + mA) = c ® ka =·(kc) ® a. 
Thu~ 1jJ is an isemorphism •: 11 
6, 2. 4. · CorollCJ.l:"Y Z (m) .® Z (n) "' Z (m ,n) f0r all integers 
m > .1 and n > 1. 
Proof, Z(m) ® Z(n) "'Z(n)/mZ(n) "'Z(m,n) by· 5,4.7. 11 
6.2.5. C6rellary Z(m) ® Z(n) = ,0 f0r all relatively prime 
int.~gers m and n, 
We have al,ready·met. a special case of t~is resti11= on page 107. 
6. 2: 6, Proposition : For any groups A, B and C, we have the : 
following isomorphism: Hom(A,Hom(B,.c)) "' Hom(A ® B, C). The 'isomer.,, 
phism is .defined by r;:Hom(A ® B,C) -+ Hom(A,Hom(B,C)), where r;(f) = g, 
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g(a)(b) = f(a ® b). 
Proof. It ·is an easy·exercise to see that g as we have defined 
it is indeed. an element of Hom(A,Hom'B,C)) when f e Hom(A ® B,C), 
and conversely, We leave.~t to the reader to show I:; is a homomorphism. 
Now let g e Hom(A,Hom(B,C)) be given and define· f' :A x B-+ C 
by f'(a,b) = [g(a)](b), We show that. f' is .balanced, Clearly, the 
bi-'additivity is no problem. Let: n e z. Then f' (na,b) = [g(na)](b) = 
[n(g(a))](b) = [g(a)](nb) = f'(a~nb); recall that. g itself is a homo-
morphism, so' g(na) = ng(a), but· g(a) ·.is ·also a homomorphism~ so that!. 
n(g(a))(b) = g(a)(nb). Hence ~y 6.1.3. there is a unique f:A x B-+ C 
such that f(a ® b) = g(a)(b). This means that 1:; is an isomorphism. I I 
6.2.7. Proposition A® .B is divisible when either A or B 
is divisible, 
Proof. A = nA irpplies A ® B = (nA) ® B ,= n(A ® B)'. 11 
6.2.8. Prop.esition 
is A ® B. 
If A and B are .torsion,-free, then so 
Proof, We do not give ,the entire proof ·of this fact, but is ·rests 
upon T(A ® B) "' <T(A) ® B, A ® T(B)>. Then T(A) = T(B) = 0 implies 
that T(A ® B) = o. See Griffith [10] for·.a.nice 1proof using only. 
homoiogical techniques. I I 
6.3. Induced. Homomorphisms and Exac:t Sequences 
Let ' ¢: G -+ G' and 1jJ: H -+ H ': be group. homomorphisms. Define , 
-r:G x H-+ G' ® H' by -r(g,h) = .¢(g) ® ijJ(h) .. Then.immediately T is 
balanced., and so T induces a unique homomorphism, which we will deno.te 
by ¢ ® ip, from G ®.H to G' ® H'. For all g ® h e G ® H we have 
that (¢ ® ip)(g ® h) = ¢(g) ® ijJ(h), and we call ¢ ® 1jJ the induced 
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homomorphism of ~ and ip, The problem is when iS it that ~ ® ip 
is. epic and monic? 
6 . 3 . 1. Lemma Let. f':G + G', f":G' + G", g':H + H' and 
g"!H 1 + H" by group homomorphisms •. Then. 
(1) (f" ® g")(f' ® g') = (f"f') ® (g"g' ). 
(2) f' ® g' is zero if either f' or g' is zero. 
( 3) = 
Proof; The proof.is immediate, since it suffices to check.the 
formulas. on the simple tensors only. 
Using these induced homomorphisms,.we can prove the following. 
groups. Then G ® n: HA) "' l (G .® HA) 
A A 
and l (GA ® H) "' (lGA)® H. 
A A 
Proof. We need prove only the first assertion, since the. second 
is similarly proved. The diagram 
gives rise to 
We .show that the assumptions of 2.3.11. are satisfied. First, 
if µ = A 
otherwise 
using the .above facts·and those of.2,3.7. Let g ® f be a simple 
tensor in G ® l HA. Then (1 ® 7TA)(g ® f) = g ® f(A). Since f(A) 
is nonzero for only finitely many A, we have that (1 ® 7TA)(h) is 
nonzero for only finitely many A for each fixed h € G ® l: HA. 
Finally, let f El HA'. 
A 
l (1 ® 1A)(g ® f(A)) = 
A 
Then I '(1 Q 1A)(1 ®· rrA)(g ® f) = 
A 
~ (1 ® 1A)(1 .® rrA) = 180 l:H~ and so by 2.3.11. we have the desired 
isomorphism. I I 
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Hence 
6, 3. 3. Theor.em [Cartan and Eilenburg ~ 4] Let G be any group . 
K (J 
and 0-+ A-+ B-+ C-+ 0 an exact se~uence of groups. Then.the following 
are exact sequence of Abelian groups: 
(1) G ® A ---+ G ® B ---+ G ® C --+ 0 
,K®1 cr®1 
(2) A ® G _._.. B ® G ___. C 0 G --+ 0 
Proof. We prove the exactness of (1) only; the proof for (2) is 
exactly the same. First, (:1, ® cr)(1 ® K) = .1 ® (crK) = 0 since crK = 0, 
Hence Im(i®K) CKer(18cr). Also, cr epic implies that· i®o: is also 
epic, for·if g ®cs G ® C is.given, select b s B such that 
cr(b) = c; th.en. (1 ® cr)(g ® b) = g ® c, Since every simple tensor in 
G ® C has a preimage in G ® B, then so does. every arbitrary element 
in G ® C. 
We must now show that Ker ( i®cr) C Im ( t®K). We ·have ·a homomorphism 
p:(G ® B)/Im(1®K)-+ G_® C such that 1®cr = pn, where n:G ® B -+ 
(G ® B)/Im(i®K) is the usual natural projection. We ·are using 2.2,6. 
Diagrammatically, we have: 
i®cr 
G®A -+ G®B -+ G®C - 0 
n+ 
G ® B 
Im(1 ® K) 
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Define ~':G x C + (G ® B)/Im(1®K) by ~'(g,c) = (g 8 b) t Im(18K), 
wh.ere cr(b) = c fer some b e: B. Since.the given. sequence.is exact, 
a short·argument ·shows that ~· is 'independent of the choice of b. 
Since ~· is aJ;so balanced, ~· induces a un:\'..que hemomorphism 
~:G ® ·c + (G ® B)/Ini(i®K). From.their. definittons, p~ and ~P · are 
the identity maps·on the respective groups, and s6 both are isomor-
phism,s. Hence. Ker(1Scr) = Ker(pn) = Ker n = · Im(18K). 11 
Hence the inducep. sequence of tensor p:reduct;s is "almost" exact. 
But the ,kernel of 1 ® K · is ,quite a bottleneck. It can 'be very much. 
nenzero even when K:A + B · is monic. For example, in 6,2.2. we 
showed that for n > 1, Q 8 Z(n) = 0 and Z 8 Z(n) ~ Z(n). Now the 
injection ef z into Q is manic, but·the indu.ced injectio-q of 
z ® Z(n) intQ Q ® Z(n) is very much .ndt manic~ because a nonzero 
group is. being mapped to a zero group •. 
Another way of viewing this·pr0blem is that although A may be a 
subgroup o:f B, it does not. ,follow that · G 8 A will, be a, subgroup. of 
G 8 B, since some nc;mzero g 8 a in G . 8 A may be zero in G 8 B, · 
We can set out now ·in one of two . paths: ( 1) decl.are . that ·.if 
K:A + B is any·monom0:rphism and G· is.a grt::>up such'that· K®1:A®G + 
B 8 G is also menic, then· G is, by defini ti0n, a . flat ,group: · dis-
c0yer the.structl,lre of all flat groups; (2) att'empt to remedy the 
inexactitude in 6.3.3. ·in some manner similar to that of the last 
chapter. 
Method ( 1) bear. fruit~ in fact, every free ( c;1.nd hence every pro-
j ec~i ve) group is flat. But by taldng meth0¢l (2) we produce the 
secend exact seqU'ence of our method. We will .see. that K :A + B · manic 
implie,s Hk: G ® A + G 8 B manic. is tantameunt. to the fact that G · is· 
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torsion-free. 
As a first step in trying to remedy the situation, we ,now examine 
a typical tensor of Ker(1 ® K). Let g e: G be fixed. A tensor 
g ® a e: G ® A arises in Ker(1 ® K) whenever there is some integer m 
such that mg = 0 and mb = K(a) for some b e: B. Note that g ® a 
is trivially in Ker(1 ® K) if m = 0 or a e: Ker K, When the above 
holds, we have (1 ® K)(g ® a} = g ® K(a) = mg ® b = o, and so 
g ®a e: Ker(1 ® K). Certainly, g ®a depends upon m e: Z and g e: G. 
We show that g ® a depends upon c = cr(b) e: C. For suppose g ® a 
and g ® a' have the properties that mg = O, mb = K(a) and mb' -
K(a'). If cr(b) = cr(b'), then b' = b + K(a ) 
0 
for some a0 e: A. Thus 
mb' = mb + K(ma0 ), and so K(a) = K(a') + K(ma ). 0 This means that 
a - a' = ma since K is manic. 
o' 
thus g ® a = g ® a'. I I 
Thus g ®(a - a')= mg® a 0 = o, and 
Let us denote this dependency by writing [g,m,c] = g ® a for 
those tensors in Ker(1 ® K). Then, [g,m,c] denotes an element of 
G ® A such that (1) mg = 0 and K(a) = mb for a e: A and b e: B, 
(2) cr(b) =·c, so that me= O, and (3) (1 ® K)([g,m,c]) = o. 
Note that the following properties hold, whenever both sides 
are defined: 
(1) [g,m,c + c'] = [g,m,c] + [g,m,c'] (me =me' = O, mg = 0) 
(2) [g + g' ,m,c] = [g,m,c] + [g' ,m,c] (mg =mg' = o, me = 0) 
(3) [g,mn,c] = [g,m,nc} (mg = O and mnc = 0). 
These properties follow directly from the definitions involved and the 
properties of the tensor product. For example, [~ ,mn ,c] = g ® a with · 
mng = 0 in G 
' 
(mn)c = 0 in c, K(a) = mnb and cr(b) = c. Likewise 
[g,m,nc] = g ®a' with mg= O in G, m(nc) = 0 in c, K(a') = mb' 
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and cr(b') = nc. We see that these conditions. are. compatible, and 
guarantee the existence of the .tensors involved when we assume at the 
outset that mg = 0 in G, (mn)c = 0 in G and t~ke b' = nb e: B. 
6.4. Torsion Produ9ts of Groups 
With the discussion just ended. for guid~nce, we may generate a 
group whose elements have the properties of those in Ker(1 ® K), 
Our method is. modeled on that of .MacLane [25], 
6.4.1. Definition Let G and H be group~ Let Tor(G,H) 
denote the free Abe1ian group generated by all symbols <g,m,h> with 
me: Z, g e: G, he: H, mg= 0 in G, mh = O in H and subject.to 
the following conditions: 
(1) <g + g',m,h> = ·<g ,m,h> + <g' ,m,h> (mgi·= 0 = mh) 
(2) <g,m,h + h'> = <g,m,h> + <g,m,h'> (mg = .o = mh.) 
.J. 
(3) <g,mn,h> = <mg,n,h> (mng = 0 = nh) 
(4) <g,mn,h> 
-
<g,m,nh> (mg =O = mnh), 
6.4.2. Proposition Let G and H be groups. 
(1) <O,m,h> and <g,m,O> are zero in Tor(G,H). 
(2) If H or G is torsion~free, then Tor(G,H) - 0, 
(3) Tor(G,H) "'Tor(H,G). 
(4) <g,m+n,h> = <g,m,h> + <g,n,h> when both sides.are 
defined; 
(5) Tor(G,H) is a torsion group. 
Proof. (1) Consider <O,m,h> in Tor(G,H), and so mh = O. 
As in the tensor case, this element comes in many forms; in fact, let 
n e: Z and h' e: H be given.such that nh' = o. Then <O,m,h> = 
<0,1,mh> = <0,1,0> = <0,1,nh'> = <O,n 9h'>, where we have used (4) of· 
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the definition. Let <g,n,h'> be an arbitrary basis element of 
Tor(G,H). Then nh' = o, and so <g,n,h'> + <O,m,h> = <g,n,h'> + 
<O,n,h'>= <g+O,h,h'> = <g,n,h'>. Since <O,m,h> acts as a zero on 
each element of the generating set of Tor(G,H), it is zero on all of 
Tor(G ,H), 
(2) Let H be torsion-free and <g,m,h> an arbitrary element 
of Tor(G,H), Then mh = .0 in H, and so h = 0, By (1), <g,m,h> 
is zero, and so Tor(G,H) = O. 
(3) Tor(G,H) ~ Tor(H,G) is clear from the symmetric nature of 
the defining relations. 
(4) Let g e G, h e H and choose integers m and n such that 
<g,m,h> and <g,n,h> are defined. Then mg = o, mg = O, mh = O and 
nh = O. Therefore, mJo(g) and nloCg). Write o(g)m' = m and 
o(g)n' = n. Then <g,m+n,h> = <g,o(g)(m' + n' ),h> = <g,o(g),(m'+n')h> = 
<g,o(g),m'h> + <g,o(g),n'h> = <g,d(g)m',h> + <g,o(g)n',h>, 
(4), 
(5) Let <g,m,h> e Tor(G,H). Then mg = 0 and mh = o. By 
2 
m<g,m,h> = <g,m ,h> = <mg,m,h> = O; these elements make sense 
since mg =.0 implies m(mg) = o. If t = l nA.<gA.,mA.,hA.>' where A. 
A. 
runs .over a finite index set, then mA.<gA.,mA.,hA.> = O. Set s equal 
to the product of all the mt... Then st= O, and so Tor(G,H) is a 
torsion group. 11 
As we have done so many times before, we need induced homomor-
phisms between torsion products so we induce ar:i. exact sequenQe between 
them, 
6.4.3, Definition Let p:A +A' and a:G + G' be homomorphisms 
of groups. Define· p#:Tor(G,A) + Tor(G,A') by p#<g,m,a> = <g,m,p(a)> 
on the generating set of Tor(G,A). Similarly, define· 
cr#:Tor(G,A) -+ Tor(G' ,A) by # cr <g,n,a> = < cr ( g) , n, a:;. • 
a# to all of Tor(G,A) by linearity; i.e., 
l: mAp#<gA,nA,aA>, .and.similarly for cr#. 
A 
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Extend and 
6.4.4. Proposition· Let and cr# be as we have defined them 
above. 
( 1) If p: A -+ A' and p' : A' -+ A" are group hqmomorphisms, then 
(p 'p )# = p '# p#, Similarly, if cr:G -+ G '· and cr' :G' -+ G", then 
(cr'cr)# = (cr')#cr#, 
(2) (1G)# = (1A)# = 1Tor(G,A) and (OG)# = {OA)# = O. 
(3) If p. :A -+ A I 
l. 
for i = 1,2, then 
Similarly, if cr. : G -+ G ' · for 
l. 
Pt>oof. .It suffices to check the ,relation ·on the gen~rating set· 
of Tor(G,A). We have (p'p)#(<g,m,a>) = <g,m,(p'p)(a)> = 
<g,m,p'(p(a))> = p'#(p#(<g,m,a>)), On:e checks 'the remaining assertion 
in the.same way. 
(2) Clear. 
(3) On each generating el.ement, the additivity _relationS, clec;i.rly 
hold .. Extending by linearity gives'the assertion for every element in 
Tor(G ,A), . 11 
The following proposition describes how Tor acts with direct 
sums'of groups. The proof uses the same approach·as. 6,3,2, 
6,4,5. ""l Tor(G, AA) and Tor(l AA, G) ""l Tor(AA,G). 
A A A 
Proof, . The diagram. 
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induces the following diagram, using the homomorphisms from 6.4.3.: 
7T # A. 
Now ftnish the proof precisely the way.6.3.2. is done. I I 
Thus'to calculate Tor(G,A) for any finitely generated group G, 
it suffices to compute Tor(G,A) for finite cyclic groups G. This 
is accomplished in the following proposi t.ion. 
6.4.6. Let G = Z(m) be a given cyclic group of finite order m. 
Let A[m] = {as A I ma= O}. Then Tor(G,A) ~ A[m]. 
Proof, Define l';:A[m]-+ Tor(G,A) by l;(a) = <g,m,a:>. This is a 
well-defined homomorphism, since mg = 0 in G9 and ma = 0 by the 
choice of a. Clearly, 1';(a+a')=1';(a)+1';(a'). Nowlet 
~:Tor(G,A) -+ A[m] be defined as follows: let <kg,n,a> s Tor(G,A) 
be an arbitrary basis element; then na = 0 and (nk)g = O. Thus 
mjnk; set t = (nk)/m, and define' ~<kg,n,a> = ta, Now ta s A[m], 
since m(ta) = (mt)a = k(na) = O. Note also that <kg,n,a> = <g,kn,a> = 
<g,m,ta>, and that·all the symbols are defined. A straightforward, but 
tedious, coml"utation shows'that· ~ preserves (1)..:(4) of definition 
6,4.L For example, let rg and· sg be elements of G. Then consider 
the elements <rg,n,a> and <sg,n,a> in Tor(G,A); we have na = 0 in 
A and· (nr)g = (ns)g = 0 in G. This means <rg + sg,n,a> s Tor(G,A). 
Let t 1 = nr/m. and t 2 = ns/m; then t 1 + t 2 = (nr + ns)/m and so 
~<(r+s)g,n,a> - t 1 + t 2 ·- ~<rg,n,a> + ,~<sg,n;a>. One easily calculates 
that ~1'; = 1 on A[m] and 1';~ = 1 on Tor(G,A). I I 
We are now ready to give ·the se.cond maj0r exact sequence of our 
method. 
6.5, The Exact Sequence for G 0 A 
6. 5 .• 1. Theorem [Cartan and Eilenb,urg, 4] Let 
K (J 
O +A + B + C + 0 be an exact sequence of Abelian groups. Then for 
all group$ G, we have the following exact sequences: 
K# a# E# 
(1) 0 + Tor(A,G) + Tor(B,G) + Tor,(C ,G) + 
K®1 
A ® G + B ® G + c ® G + 0 
(2) Tor(G ,A) 
K# 
Tor(G,B) 
(J# E# 
0 + + + Tor(G,C) + 
i®K 
G ® A + G ® B + G ® C + 0 
The maps K# K#, a#, and cr# are those of 6. 4, 3,, ; the map E# 
is called a connecting homomorphism and is defined by E#<g,m,c> = · 
[g,m,c], where [g,m,c] appe~rs in 6 •. 3. 
Proof, As we will ·mention at the end of the proof, it is 
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suff'icient to show that (2) is e~act. That ·E# ·is a homomorphism 
follows because E# is defined on a generating set of To:r:>(G,C') whose 
defining relations match those shared by the tensors [g,m,c] in G ® A 
(see the diScussion at.the end of 6.3.), Since each [g,m,cl lies in 
Ker(1 ®·id, we have that (1 ® K)E# = o. Since cr#K# = .{crK)#, we also 
h '.)_ 0 . ave cr#.K# 1 , si:nce (JK = 0, To show E#cr# = 0, let . <g ,m,b> be an 
element in Tor(G,B). Then mb = 0 in B. Now E#cr#<g,m,b> = 
E#<g,m,cr(b)=c> = g ® a, where a E A is any element such that K(a) = 
mb, But then K(a) = O ,. and so a = · 0, since K is monic, Hence 
g ® ·a is also ze.ro, and th~ result follows~ 
We have shown above'that we .have a zero sequence at Tor(G,B), 
Tor(G,C) and G ® A. We have already es.tablished exactness of the 
sequence at G ® B and G ® C, The only thing left to show is exact-
ness at. Tor(G,A), Tor(G,B), Tor(G,C) and. G ®A by showing each 
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kernel is in the respective image. 
We are going to. eventually reduce the problem by showing·it is 
sufficient.to prove the.theorem for finite .cyclic groups G. Let us 
accept this for the moment. · Then· usi:ng th.e isomorphisms of 6. 2, 3. and 
6. I+. 6. we can replace ( 2) with another sequence whese exactness is. 
easier to establ~sh, Let T = Z (m) be the cyclic group of order · m 
and with ·generator> g. We then have the.foll9wing diagram: 
0-+ Tor(T,A) 
l;t 
0 -+ A[m] 
K# 
-+ Tor(T,B) 
K 
-+ B[m] 
(J# 
-+ Tor(T ,C) 
pt pt 
-(J E K 
-+ C[m] -+ A/mA -+ B/mB 
Define E(c) = a+ mA for c E C[m], where a EA is.~uch that 
K(a) = mb and cr(b) = c for b E B. Notice that me = 0 implies 
cr(mb) · = O, so there exists · a E A such, that. i<:(a) = mb. Since. cr and 
K are homomorphisms, theri. so is E. This de,fini ti on makes the third 
sq\lare commute: . when c E C[m],. p(E(c)) = p(a + mA) = go ® a~ where 
K(a) = 111b' cr(b) = c and me = 0, But E(l;(c)) = E(<g0 ,m,c>) = 
go ® a'.,· where me = o, mgo = o, and a' E A is ·any element such that 
K(a') = mb' and cr(b') = c, But then cr(b) cr(b'), and as we have 
pointed ·OUt cm page 114, go ® a =·go ® a'. thus, pE# = Er,;. The 
mappings (J . and K are the restrictions of (J and. K to the sub-:-
groups A[m] and B[m] respectively; likewise, = K(a) '+ K(a + mA) = mB; 
i ,e., K is induced by· I<:· A merry chase shows that all·the other 
squares commute~ too. Hence.the exactness of the top row reduces to 
the exactness of the bottom row. From.our previous work, it ,is only 
necessary to exaridne kerneli:;; contained in respective images. 
Examine .the fq,.llowing (to be showi:i exact) sequence:. 
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K cr E K cr 
0 + A[m] + B[m] + C[m] + A/mA + B/mB + C/mC 
We get exactness at A[m] and B[m] because the original se,- ', 
quence is exact. Certainly K is monic, because K is monic, If b · 
is.chosen in B[m] and Ker cr, then mb =.O and cr(b) =,O, so there 
is a e: A such that K(a) = b. But K(ma) = mb = 0 implies ma =O, 
and e: A[m]; thus. -so a b e: Im K, 
Now let c e: C[m] and suppose E(c) = 0 in A/mA. Recall that 
E(c) = a + mA where cr(b) = c· and. K(a) = mb for some b e: B, Thus, 
a+ mA = 0 implies a e: mA, and.so a= ma'; let b' = K(a') and 
b" = b b'. Then mb" = mb - mb' = K(a) - K(mb') = O, and so 
b" e: B[m]. Likewise, cr(b") = cr(b) - cr(K(a')) = c, and so c = o(b"); 
i. e ·•, the sequence is exact at C[m]. 
If a+ mA is in the kernel of K, we have K(a) e: mB; i.e •. , 
K(a) = mb for some b e: B. , Thus mcr(b) = cr(mb) = cr(K(a)) = o, and so 
cr(b) .e: C[m], Setting c = cr(b) gives E(c) = a + mA, and the exact-
ness at A/mA follows. 
Final:).y, if ~(b + ,mB) = o, then cr(b) = me for some c e: C. 
Since cr is epic, c = cr(b') for some b' e: B. Hence q(b - mb') = ,O, 
and so b - mb' = K(a) for some a,e: A. Thus· b - K(a) = mb' implies 
K(a) +·mB = b + mB; i.e., °'K(a + mB) = b + mB and the exactness of the 
bottom row is established. 
We now turn to the reduction of the problem. Since we have just 
shown· the sequence to be exact' when G is. any firti te cyclic group, we 
show that it holds for any finitely generated group. Let G be fi,... 
k· 
nitely generated, so that. G"' L: Z(p. J). Then 
k. 
0 + Tor(A, Z(p. J)) + 
. J ' 
j J 
k. 
••
0 ~ C ® Z(p. J) -if 0 
J 
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is exact for all j. Then the following sequences are all exact: 
k· 
0 + I Tor(A, Z(p. J)) j J + 
k· 
I J . c 0 Z(p. ) + 0 j J 
ko 
0 + T0r(A, I Z(p, J)) j J 
k. 
c 0 I Z(p, J) + 0 j J + + 
.·' 
0 + Tor(A,G) + Tor(B,G) + + B 0 G + C 0 G + 0 
To complete the proof, we must show that if the result'holds for 
all finitely generated groups,. it holds for all Abelian groups. What 
makes the ,proof work is the fact'that exactness is a "local" property: 
the proof involves ·at each stage only a finite number of. elements. from 
each group invqlved. 
To this, end, let G be arbitrary. As a sample of the argument, 
let us establish exactne$S at G ~4 A un.der the assumption that the 
theorem holds for all finitely generated groups. A (fixed) element 
u e G 0 A is of the form u = I n. (g. 0 a.) and. so involves ·only· 
• 1 1 l 
l 
finitely many elements of G. If its image ( 1 0 K )(u) = 
I uicgi 0 K(ai)) is zero in G 0 B, it is so because of a finite 
i 
number of de:f ining relations in G 0 B. These relations again involve 
only a finite list h1, .. ' h of elements of G, Now take G to 
' m 0 
be'the subgroup of G generated by all the elements g e o • 1'' ,gn' 
h1 , 00 ',hn which have appeared thus far in the argument~ and.let 
i:G0 + G be the usual inclusion map. Then. u0 =? ni(gi .® ai) is an 
l 
element of G0 0 A such that (t 0 1)(u0 ) = u. Thus the following 
squares.are easily seen to commute: 
E 1®K 
To.r(G0 ,C) + G0 ® A + Go 0 B 
i#-t E i01* 10K h01 
Tor(G,C) + G 0 A + G 0 e· 
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We have that :the top row is exact by our assumption. Now 
(1 ® K){u) = 0 implies (1 ® K){U ) = 0 0 in G ~ A, 0 and so there is 
t e: Tor(G ,C) such that E(t 0 ) = Uo• But E( '#(t0 )) = (( 1 0 1 )E )( t ) = 0 0 0 
(l 0 1 )(u0 ) = u, and so the bottom row is exact at G ® A. Repeating 
this type of argument at each position of the sequenc.e ·.of the theorem 
gives exactness at·that point. Sine~ all groups in (1) are isomorphic 
to the corresponding groups in (2), the exactness of the first sequence 
is implied by the exactnes$ of the second sequence. 
The proof is complete. 
6.6. Torsion and Torsion-free Groups via Tor(A,B) · 
Let. A be an arbitrary Abelian &roup with T(A) its torsion 
subgroup~ Then A is torsion-free iff T(A) = 0, The connection 
between Tor(G,A) and T(A) is the content of the following theorem. 
It also shows that Q/Z is a "universal" torsion group. 
6,6,1. Theorem For any Abelian group A, Tor(Q/Z,A) "' T(A), 
Proof, First note that Q is torsion-free, and so Tor(H,Q) = 0 
for all groups · H. Similarly, A/T (A) is torsion-free, so 
To!'(A/T(A),H) = 0 for all groups H, By 6,1,5. T ® Q = 0 for any 
torsion group T. 
We take the following for exact sequences in 6.5.1.: 
(1) 0 + T(A) + A + A/T(A) + 0 
(2) o + Z + Q + Q!Z + 0, 
Using (2) with T(A) and (1) with A in 6.5.1., we have the 
following exact sequences, where. the . vertical exact sequence comes from 
using (1) with Q/Z in 6.5.1. 
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0 
+ f 
Tor(T(A) ,Q) -+ Tor(T(A) ,Q/Z) -+ T(A) ® Z -+ T(A) ® Q 
+g 
Tor(A,Q) -+ Tor(A,Q/Z) -+ A ® Z 
+ 
Tor(A/T(A) ,Q/Z) 
where the vertical exact sequence comes.from using (1) with Q/Z in 
6. 5.1. 
Now Tor(T(A),Q), Tor(A/T(A),Q/Z), and T('A) ® Q are all zero 
for the reasons 'pointed out .above, Also T{A) ® Z "' T(A). Putting 
these facts into the diagram and recalling that we have exact sequences_, 
we have that f and g are isomorphisms, and so T(A) "' Tor(A,Q/Z), ·I I 
6.6.2. Corollary- A is torsion-free·if and only if. 
Tor(Q/Z,A) "' Tor(A,Q/Z) = O. 
6. 6. 3. Corollary A group G'.: is. a torsion group if and only if 
G ® Q = O. 
Proof.. Select the exact sequence : 0 -+ Z -+ Q -+ Q/Z + 0 and 
tensor with G. Then in 6.5.1, we have the following exact sequence: 
Tori(G,Q) + Tor(G,Q/Z) + G ® Z + G ® Q, Now Tor(G,Q) = 0 since Q is 
torsion-free~ G ® Z "' G~ and G ® Q = O by assumption. Thus E# is 
an isomorphism, and so G"' T(G). II 
6,6,4. Corollary Suppose 0 -+ Z + Q + Q/Z -+ 0 remains exact 
upon tensor multiplication by an arbitrary group G. Then. G is 
torsion-free. 
Proof. The assumption implies that 1®K:G ® Z -+ G ® Q is a 
monomorphism: From 6.5.1.; we have the following exact sequence: 
Tor(G,Q) 
a# E# 1®K 
+ Tor(G,Q/Z) + G ® Z + G ® Q 
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But Tor(G,Q) = 0 and Im E# = Ker(1®K) 
homomorphism. Hence Tor(G,Q/Z) = o.11 
= O; i.e., E· # is the zero 
At the outset we hinted that through. Tor we could characterize. 
those Abelian. groups G which ·presE;irve m~momorphisms K: A -+ B · upon 
tensor multiplication.· This is the content o:f the following theoriem. 
The essential implication (5) implies ~(1) seems to have been known to 
Dieudonn.e [6]. 
6.6.5. Theerem Let. G be any Abelian group. Then the following 
are·equivalent: 
(1). G is tqrsion-free. 
(2) Tor(G,A) = .o fer all Abelian groups A, 
(3) If K:A -+ B is monic, then so is 1®~:G ® A -+ G ® B. 
(4) Any short exact sequence remains exact upou tensor m~lti~ 
pliC,ation by G, 
(5)· Any.exact sequence remains exact' whert tensored by G~ 
Proof,, (1) implies ·(2). See 6,4,2, 
(2) implies (3) In 6,5,1., we have Tor(G,C)-+ G@ A-+ G@ B 
is exact; and so, if Tor(G,C) = o, then 1 ® K is a monomorphism, 
(3) implie.s '( 4) See 6,3,3. 
(4) irilp],.ies (5) Trivial. 
(5) implies (1) The assumption allows us to use 6, 6. 4. , and . 
the result follows •. II 
Before.finishing the chapter, we record an interesting proposition 
which ·shows the strength.of Q as a· 11unitrersal" torsion-free group 
(compare 'with 6. 6 •. 1.) ~ The proof is .based on te~hniques of Harrison 
[11]. 
6. 6. 6 Pro~o.si ti on, . Let X be any torsion-free· group, and. G 
any group, Then 
( 1 ) . Ext ( X , G ) = 0 
(2) Hom(G,X) = 0 
iff 
iff 
Ext(Q,G) = O. 
Hom(G,Q) o. 
Proof. (1) We need only prove (+), For that purp0se, the 
sequence 0 + Z + Q + Q/Z + 0 gives rise to the.exact sequence 
0 + Tor(Q/Z,X) + Z ® X ~ X + Q 3 X + Q/Z 3 X + 0, Hence 
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0 + X + Q 0 X + Q/Z 0 X + 0 is exact, and so Ext(Q@X,G) + Ext(X,G) + o 
is· exact. 
Now Q@ X is torsion~free and divisible by' 6.2.7. and 6,2.8. 
Hence Q 0 X - I Q, by 3.5.3, Since Ext(Q @ X,G) = Ext(EQ,G) ~ 
IT Ext(Q,G) = o · if Ext(Q,G) = o, we have Ext(X,G) = o. 
(2) We proceed just like the above, except 
0 + Hom(G,X) + Hom(G,Q 0 ·X) is exact,. S,ince Hom(G, IQ) ~ ITHom(G,Q) = 
0 if Hom(G,Q) = O, we get' Hom(G,X) = O. 11 
The gr.cups G such that Ext(X,G) = 0 for all torsion-free 
groups X were called cotorsion groups in Harrison's arti1c:)..e [11]. 
These groups yield a very elegant homological description. For example,. 
the homomorphic image of an algebraically compact'group is cotorsion, a 
direct product, of cotorsion groups is again cot ors ion anQ. a reduced, 
torsion-free'cotorsion group is algebraically cqmpact; The reader is 
referred to Harrison's paper [11] for further details. 
CHAPTER VII 
PURE EXTENSIONS OF GROUPS 
In this.chapter we extend our homolqgical method,to.the.n6tion 
of purity, As '.We do so, we generate a useful subgroup of Ext(C ,A), 
denoted by· Pext ( C ,A) , and tb,e ·third major ·exact sequence of our 
method.. These notions are due to. Harrison [11], · 
7.1. The Subg:i;>oup Pext(C,A) of ,Ext(C,A) 
Just as groups have pure subgroups, we would. like to know when 
extensions of groupi;; are "pure." 
7.L1. Defi.;nition Le.t. E: 0 + A:+ B + c '+ 0 be an a:r:ibi'trary . 
extension of A by c. We say E is pure if for all n E z' .. 
nB n K(A).C nK(AL This means .that· for all 
-
n E z, the equation nb = 
K(a) with· a E A and b E B implies nb = K(a 1 ) for some a' E A! 
The first prop.osition .draws together some immediate conclu$ion~. 
K CJ 
7,1,2. Propositicm Let E: 0 +A+ B + C +. 0. be an extension 
of A by C. 
(1) E is pure· iff K(A) · is a pure sl).]Jgroup of B •. 
1 n (2) B is a pure subgroup, of A iff o-+ B +A-+ A/B-+ O is pure, 
(3) The sequenc;e· O +A+ A~ B + B + 0 is always pure, 
-K CJ 
(4} E is pure iff F: 0-+ A/nA-+ B/nB-+ C/nC-+ 0 is exact £or 
every integer n; the maps K and cr are the ones induced by K and 
cr: K(a ,+ nA) = K(a) + nB and cr(b + nB) = cr(b) + nC, 
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Proof, (1) Suppose K(A) is a pure subgroup of B •. Then 
B n K(A) C hK (A)~ and. conversely·. 
(2) Thfs.fol3:-ows .from (1) with K = 1. 
(3) We know 1 (a) = (a,o) . for all. a e A •. Th).ls 1 (a) ·= n(a' ~b) 
implies (a,o) = (na' ,nb ):, and s9 a = na' • Thus n (a' ,b) = n 1( a' ) , 
and so, 0 +A+ A E&.B+ B + 0 is pure~ 
( 4) ' ( +) A straightforward argument shows that K and a. are 
well ... defined homomorphisms~ Because E is pure, Ker- K = 0, Auto.:. 
matlcally, CJ is epic, ·and OK is. zero. If b t nB e · Ker a, then , 
cr(b) = nc for. sGme c e c. Let b' e B ·be such that. cr(p') = a. Then 
b - nb' = K(a) for some a,.e A because cr(b - nl;>') = O. Hence 
i<(a + nA) = b t nB ano F is e~act. 
(+) If F is exact·and n is given~ suppose nb =-K(a) 
for some · b e. B and a .. e A. Then K°( a. + nA) . = K (a) + nB = 0. Because 
K is g~ven.monic, this .means a e nA, so a= na' for some a~ e A. 
Thus. E is pure. I I· 
The following useful proposition :says .tha·t, for pure exact sequences 
the : exact seq).lence of 6. 5 .1. splits into two pie.ces. 
7 ~ :1-. 3. Pro;wosi t.ion : Suppose 
for any group G the sequences E: 
0 +A+ B + C "+: 0 is pure. 
0 + Tor(A,G) + Tor(B~G) + 
Then 
Tor(C~G) + 0 and F : O + A ® G + B . ® G. '+ C ® G + 0 · are exact • 
In fact, F is pure. 
To show· E and F are exact~ we show that.the connect-
ing:homomorp~ism E# of 6,5.1. is ·the zero map. By definition, 
E#<g,m,c> = ·g ® a~·'Where mg= 0 1 me= 0 and a.e A is any element 
such thai; K~a) = mb and cr(b) = · c~ By the purity ef A in B, mb -
mK(a') for some a' e A, arid so a= ma', Thus g ®a= g ®ma' -
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mg 8 a' = O, and hence E# is the zero map. 
To show F. is pure, we use a proof due to Harrison [11]. The 
above result allows us to assert that. for any· group G and integer n, . 
" the following sequence.is exact: 
0 +A 8 (G 8 Z(n)) + B 8 (G 8 Z(n)) + C 8 (G 8 Z(n)) + 0, 
By 6.1.B.; the following is also exact: 
0 + (A 8 G) 8 Z(n) + (B 8 G) 8 Z(n) + (C 8 G) 8 Z(n) + O. 
Using 6. 2. 3, , the following is also exact:. 
0 + (A 8 G)/n(A 8 G) + (B 8 G)/n(B 8 G) + (C 8 G)/n(C 8 G) + O. 
By the previous proposition, then, F. is pure. I I 
In fact, Fuchs [9] has even proved . that· .if 0 + A + B + C + ·o is 
pure., ·then the, exact sequences of 3. 3. 2, are also pure exact. 
7 , 1. 4 , Lemma Let E and F represent the same class in 
Ext CC ,AL Then E is pure iff F is pure. 
ProoL The ·situation is as follows i there is a morphism 
(1,S,1):E + F; recall that then S is an isomorphism. If E is·· 
pure we transfer the purity·. of E to that of F via the morphism. 
Conversely, ( 1, s- l , 1): F + E is also a morphism; repeat the argument, 11 
7.1.5. Lemma. Let E: o +A+ B + C + 0 and y:C' + C be a 
group homomorphism. Then. E pure implies·. Ey pure. 
Proof. K' a' 
Ey: 0 + A + B' + C' + 0 
H K H a +Y 
E ..: 0 + A + i\ + c + 0 
Assume that E. is pure, and suppose x = nb' = K'(a) for a EA 
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and b' e: BI • ' Then i3 (nb I ) = S(K'(a)) = K(a) e: K(A), and i3 (x) = nS(b' ) 
in nB~ Thus i3 (x) = nda') for some a' e: A by the purity of E, 
Hence .. x = K' (na '·,) = nK 1 (a'); i.e. , E is pure. 11 
An attempt at a .converse to the above result is rep le at with 
difficulties without some added assumptions. But one converse which · 
will ·be useful later is the following. 
7 .1. 6. Lemma., Let. E and . y be as in· the previous lemma. If 
Ey is.pure, y is an epimorppism and Ker y is a pure subgroup of 
C', then E is pure. 
Proof i The. following diagram desqribes the situation,· 
KI (j I 
Ey.: 0 -+ A -+ B' -+ c I -+ 0 
K cr 
E: 0 -+ A -+ B -+ c -+ 0 
Recall that B' = {(b,c~) I cr(b) = y(c'~} and K 1 (a) = (K(a),O), 
Suppose that K'< a) = nb for a e: A and b e: B, Then cr(b) e: c, SG 
cr(b) = y(C I) for some c' e: c, sine~ y is onto; This .means y(nc') 
cr(nb) = o, and sc nc' e Ker y. Let nc' =,t, where t e: Ker y. Then 
nit in c' , . so' nit in Ker y; i.e.' nc" - t for some c" e: Ker y. 
Thus n(c' - c'' )' = o; note that , y(C I - c") = cr (b) , so. b' = (b,c'...;c"). 
in BI . But beyond this we get K1 (a) = (K(a),O) - ' (K(a),n(c~-c")) = 
(nb,n(c'.,.c")) = nb'. By the purity of Ey, we have nb' = nK' (a') for 
s~me a' e: A. Unraveling all this shows that ( nK( a' ) 1 0) = 
(nb~n(c'-c")): thus nb = K(a' ), Thus, too; E . is pure •. I I 
7.1.7• Example We do need that Ker y · is a pure subgroup of 
C'. Consider' O-+ Z-+ Q-+ Q/Z.-+ o. Now this sequence is nqt pure! 
Consider the following diagram. 
= 
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z 
h 
E: 0 -+ z -+ Q E9 z -+ Q .+ 0 
H + +n 
F: 0 -+ z -+ Q -+ Q/Z .+ 0 
We know ·that E is ·.pure : ( 7 .1. 2. ) , n is epic, but F · is not 
pur>e: the proble:m is. th,at,. Ker n = Im i = Z is ·not a pure subg:rioup 
of Q, 
Not content, we examine the similar question for aE. 
7 .1. 8 • Lemma Let· E: 0-+ A-+ B-+ C +O be p>ure exact and 
a: A -+ A r a . grbup homomorphism. Then aE is pure , 
Proof, By 7.1.4. 2 we may·use the exact sequence which defines 
aE in Ext(C,A') ~ Then 
K (J 
E: 0 -+ A -+ B -+ c -+ 0 
a+ K' +s +l 
aE: 0 -+ A' -+ A 1 ern · -+ c -+ o,' 
- N 
where N = {(-a(a);K(a)) I a e: A} and K1 (a') - (a' ,o) ·+ N for all 
a' e: A'. Let· b' =(a' ,b) + N be an element of B' and suppose that 
nb' =·K'(a 1 ), where a1 I e: A I ! Then. na - a1 I = -a(a) and nb =·K(a) 1 
for some a e:. A, But the last equation implies; ajlong with the fact 
that E is pure that' nb = nK(a1 ) = K(na1 ). Let. a2 I = a' + a(a1 ) e: 'A I • 
Then· na '. ,.. na2 ' = ... a(n,a1 ), and so (na' - na2', nb) e: N. This means 
nb' = nK' ( a 2 ' ) , and so · aE is pure. , 1. I 
7.1.9. Corollary. If E is a pure sequence of groups, then so 
is -E. 
Proof. By definiti9n,. -E = (-1)E. Apply 7.1..8. and 7,i.4. It 
7.1,10. Lemma Suppose E and a. are as. in 7 .1. 8. If aE 
is pure; a . is a monomorph,ism and Im a is a pure subgroup of A' 
. ' 
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then E is pure. 
Proof._ Suppose K(a) = nb for a e A and be B. Let a'= 
ci.(a) and b' = (O,b) + N. Then (-ci.(a),K(a)) e N implies nb' = 
(O,nb) + N = (ci.(a),O) + N = K1 (a'). Thus there is an, element a ' e A' 1 
(by,the purity of ci.E) such that nb' = rn<:'(a '). 1 Unthreading the 
maz~ gives (O,nb)+ N = (na1 1 ,o) + N; i.e., (-na1 1 ,rtb) e N. This 
means there is an element a1 e A such that na1 _= ci.(a1) and nb := 
K(a1). Thus -. nlci.<a1) in A' 
' 
and so n I ci.( a1) in Im ci., by the purity 
of. Im ci. in. A I. Thus nci.(a2) = ci.(a1) for-some a2 e A. Comparing 
equations and using the fact that ci. is monic, we get' a1 = na2 . Thus 
nb = K(a1 ) = nK(a 2 ); i.e., E is pure. 11 
7.1.11. Example We need the purity of Im ci. in A': consider 
K 
the sequence O -+ Z + Z + Z(2) '+ o where K is __ multiplica'tion by 2. 
Cons~d$r-the diagram 
0 
.j. 
K 
E: 0 + Z + Z + Z(2) -+ 0 
Ki-
f: 0 -+ Z -+ Z @ Z(2) -+ Z(2) -+ 0 
Now K is monic, F is- pure, but E is not pure, since z is hardly_ 
pure in itself. The trouble: Im K = (2) is not a 
7.1.12.- Lemma. Let- E,: 0 +A+ B. + c ,+ 0 1· 1 
by c, for i = 1,2. Then E" pure imply E1 @ E2 1 
Proof, Clear from the definition of E1 @ E2' 
7.L13. Lemma Let 
is pure "if both E1 and 
E 1 
E 2 
and E2 be as above, 
are·also pure. 
pure subgroup of 
be extensions of 
is also pure. 
Proof, E1 + E2 = V(E 1 _@ E 2 )~. Now apply 7,1,12., ·7q1.B., and_ 
7.i.s. 11 
z. 
A 
7.1.14 .. Theorem . Let Pext(C,A) be the collection of all 
equivalence classes E represented by pure extensions of A by C 
in Ext(C,A). Then Pext(C,A) is a subgroup of Ext(C,A). 
Proof, The result follows immediately from.Lemmas,7.1,13., 
7.1.9.; and 7.1.2. I I 
7,1,15. Corollary 
Ext(C,A) = Pext(C,A), 
Let C be a torsion~free group. Then 
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Proof. The result states that every extension of A by C is 
pure. Let E: O +A+ B + C + O be such a sequence. Then C ~ B/~(A), 
and so K(A) is a pure subgroup of B (3,3,7,). Thus E is pure 
and Ext(C,A) <;: Pext(C,A). 11 
We intend to cha~acterize precisely when Pext(C,A) and Pext(A,C) 
are ·::trivial as one of the first problems in the chapter on Applications, 
For now we answer the perhaps more natural question: Does 5,4,3. remain 
exact when. "Ext" is replaced by "Pext?" The pleasant answer is "yes. 11 
7.2. The Exact Sequence for Pext 
Refer back to 5,4.3, and examine the exact sequences (1) and (2). 
Let E: O +A+ B + C + 0 be a pure exact sequence, In (2) replace 
all the groups Ext(G,-) by Pext(G,-); do a similar replacement in 
(1) also, Are the resulting sequences still exact? 
In ( 1), ther:ie is nothing to show up to Hom(A ,G), Since E;'c ( y) = 
Ey is pure if E is pure, E;'c· Hom(A,G) + Pext(C,G), Similarly, 
a0 and Ko take their values in Pext(-,G) when defined on the proper 
group Pext(-,G). Clearly; we have a zero sequence from 
Let F E Pext(CiG) such that cr 0 lF) = Ta is zero. 
Hom(A,G) on. 
Then F = 
E;'c()..) for some A E Hom(A,G); hence we have exactness as Pext(C,G). 
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Now .let E e: ·Pext(B,G) such that K0 (E) = EK = o. By 5,4,3,' E = 
cr0 (F) = .Fcr for some F e: Ext(C9G). Thus we have that Fcr •is pure, cr 
is epic and Ker cr = Im K is a pure subgroup of B. By _7 .,1,6 •. , F 
is pure, and so we have exactness at Pext(B,G). 
The last thing to. show is K0 :Pext(B,G) -+ Pext(A,G) . is epic. 
Refer to the proof that. K0 :Ext(B,G)-+ Ext(A,G) is epic, Instead of 
·, 
choosing F to be·an al"bitrary free 'Abelian group, let· F be that 
direct sum of.cyclics such that' 0-+ K-+ F-+ B-+ 0 is pure exact· 
( 3. 3. 8.); Now· prqceed wi tq the proof jusi;. as before. ' We produce a:r:i 
exact sequence' E1 = E2K, and so E1 is pure by 7,1.5, The .rest of 
' 
the argument, including the final diagram, ·soes'through, except the 
groups Ext . in that ·final diagram can be changed to Pext. 
In (2), everything is exact'up to Pe~t(G,A), just like the above. 
Let E e:. Pext ( G, B) · such that cr (E) = crE · is zero. 
0 
element F,e: Ext(G,A) such. that. E =I<: (F) = KF, 0 ' 
Then there is an 
Thus, KF is pure, K 
is ·monic and· Im K is a pure subgroup of B; Thus by 7.1.10., F is 
pure, so F e: Pext(G,A). To complete the argume~t, ref.er to the final 
diagram of.the proof of 5,4,3, The!'e the.two rqws are pure' and the 
final,. column is pure, if we procee.d through the prqof making t!;le appro-
priate Changes to Pext groups.· Then the middle column is also pure 
exact,. and the equation S = cr (E") 
0 
with both s and E" pure states 
that cr 0 is epic, ·as ;we desired. We 1thus have the followi.ng result. 
7 .2 .1. Theorem Let, E: 0 -+ A -+ B -+ C -+ 0 be a pure exact 
sequence of Abelian groups~ Then· for all groups G, the following are. 
also exact: 
( 1 ) 0 -+ Hom ( C , G ) -+ Hom ( B , G ) -+ Hom (A , G ) · -+ 
Pe~t(C,G) -+ Pext(B,G) -+ Pext(A,G) -+ 0 
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(2) 0 + Hom(G,A) + Hom(G,B) + Hom(G,C) + 
Pext(G,A) + Pext(G,B) + Pext(G,C) + 0 
The homomorphisms involved are precisely those of 5.4.3, 
Theorems 5. 4. 3. , 6. 5 .1. ; and 7, 2 .1. form the c9re of what we 
have called a "homological method'·' in Abelian group theory. The next 
chapter gives illustrations of the use of this )Jlethod. 
CHAPTER VIII 
APPLICATIONS 
8.1. Pure-projective and pure-injective groups 
Our.first application of the homological method will ·be the 
characterization of the tr,ivial.ity, of Pext(G ,A) and Pext(A,G). We 
have already foreshadowed this work in our characterization of the 
algebraically compact groups in 3,4, These groups play a role in the 
final s9lution; in fact, the algebraically compact groups are the pure-
injective grol,lps. The explicit description of these classes of groups 
is due to J. Maranda [26]. 
8.1.1. Definition A group G isEure-projective if for all 
epimorphisms cr:B-+ C witli Ker.a pure in B and any homomorphism 
f: P -+ C, there is a homomorphism ¢: P -+ B such that cr¢ = f; i. e, , the 
following diagram commutes: 
¢ p /H 
. (J 
B-+C-+O 
The only feature added to the concept of projec~ivity is the purity of 
Ker cr in B. Clearly, every proje9tive group is pure-projective'. 
8,1.2, Definition A group G is pure-injective if for all 
monomorphisms K·: A -+ B with Im K pure in B and any homomorphism 
f:A-+ G, there is a homomorphism ¢:B-+ G such that f = ¢K; i.eo, the 
f0llowing diagram commutes: 
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K 
0 + A + B 
-1-f/<I> 
G 
The added. attraction beyond the usual noti;0n of injeot'ivity;is the 
purity of Im K in B.· Every injective group ·is. P'Ll:re-injective. 
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8.1.3. Theorem [J .. _M~ Maranda, 26] Let G be.a group~ Then 
the f0llowing are equivalent. 
(1). G is pu:re-projective. 
(2) • Pe:x;t(G,A) = 0 for all groups A. 
( 3 ) · G is a direct sum of cyclic groups., 
K 0 
Proof. (1) implies (2 ~. Suppose O + A + B + C + O is a pure· 
exact sequence. Then, Ker o; = Im K is .;a pure subgr<;>up of B 1 arid so 
there exiSts a homomorphism p: G .. + B such that op = 1G, ~ince G is 
pure-projective; Hence th,e sequence splits, so - Pe~t ( G sA) = ,0 •. 
(2) implies (3). Let: G be given such that" Pe~t(G,A) = ,O for 
all groups A. By 3. 3. 8. , G is the homomcn;1phic image of. a direct sum 
P of cyclic group$ with pure kernel K; hence•the sequence 
0 + K + P ·+ G + 0 is pure exact, ·and splits by assumption. Thus, G 
is a,di~ect'surnrnanq of P, arid so it.itself a direct sum of cyclic. 
groups. (The seemingly "obvious" fact that; a· subgroup of a dire.ct sum 
of. cyclics is again a direct sum of· cyclics is: not so easy to prov,e; 
it invqlves techniques that do n6t,beg the question in.this.proof, 
however. Seie.Kuros, [21] or Griffith [10] for a pro0f of this fact; 
C0mpare this •with the. 0ther "obvi0us" re.sul t that a subgroup of. a free 
gr0up is free, for which this authori. has yet 'to find ·an "understandable'' 
proof wi.th the scope, say, of a monograph like : this , one. ) 
(3) implies (1)~ Supp0se cr:B + C is epic an,d Ker a is pure in 
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B; Let f:G + C be a homomorphism. By the "pullback" construction~ 
we have 
p 
Ef: 0 + Ker a + M t G + 0 
µ 
E : - O + Ker a + B + C + O . 
We know Ef is pure ·(7.1.5,). Now· G"' M/Ker_cr is a direct sum of· 
cyclic.groups~ and· Ker a is pure in M. Thus Ker a is .a direct 
summand· of M ( 3. 5. 8, ) ~ and so Ef sp1i ts, . Let µ; G + M be the 
sp1i tt:ing homoi:norphism; and define cf>: G + B by cf>. = 8µ, Then . f = acp 
and so G is pure-projective. I I 
8.1.4. Theorem Let G be a group. Then the following are 
equivalent. 
(1) G is pure-injective. 
(2) Pext(C·,G) = 0 for all groups c. 
(3) G "' H !9 n; where H is a direct summand of a direct p:i;ioduc;:t 
of cyclic torsion groups and D is divisible. 
K a 
Proof, . ( 1) implies · ( 2). Let E: 0 + G + B + C + 0 be a pure 
exact sequence. Then Im K is a pure subgroup of B, so there is a 
,hom9morphism p:B + G such that pK = 1G, since G is pure-injective, 
Thus E splits, so the class it determines in Pext(C,G) is zero. 
( 2) · implies ( 3) . We know that G . can be imbedded as a pure • 
subgroup,in·a direct sum A !9 D, where A is a direct product of 
cyclic torsion groups.and D is divisible (5~6.8.). Thus 
1 Tl 
O + G + A !9 D .+ (A E& D)/G + 0 is a pure exact sequence, and by our 
assumption,: it must split. Hence G "'1 ( ~) is ;a dire.ct summand' of 
A !9 D. Write ' G "' D 1 !9 R, where ' D 1 is the maximal. divisible aubgroup 
of G and. R is reduced. Then. n1 must be a subgroup of D, and 
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so D1 is a summand of D (5,5,7.). This means R is a direct summand 
of A, which is· a direct product.of cyclic torsion gr9ups. 
(3) implies :(1). Suppose K:A-+ B · is manic and K(A) is pure 
in B, Let f:A-+ G. be·a homomorphism. We .link' A and G together 
through a "pushout'' ·diagram: 
K n E: 0 -+ A -+ B -+ B/K (A) -+ 0 
H +8 H 7f p 
fE: 0 -+ G -+ . M -+ B/K(A) -+ 0 + 
A. 
We know· fE. is pure because E is pure;, we must show that fE splits: 
By ·· assumptfon, G "' H @ D; where H is a . direct summand of a direct 
product of cyclic torsion groups.and D is.divisible, Now TI(G)"' 
TI(D) al .7f(H) is contained in M as a pure subgroup, which means that 
TI(H) is a pure subgroup of . M (3 ~ 3. 7.), and so TI(H) ' is a direct 
summand of M, because TI(H) is algebraically compact (3,4~6.). 
Sine~ 7r(D) is divisible, it ·tQo is a.direct -summand of M (5,5.7,), 
Thus 7r(G), is a direct summand of· M, fE splits, and A.:M-+ G is a 
homomorphism such that· A.7r = 1G~ Set ¢:B-+ G equal to ¢ = A.8. Then 
f = ¢K and· so G is a·. pure-injective group. 11 
8. 1. 5. · Coroll;:i.ry Pext(G,Z(m)) = 0 for all m > 1 and all 
groups G. Similarly, Pext(~(m),G) = 0 for all G and m > 1. 
Proof. By the previous two theorems, every Z(m) is trivially 
both pure-projective .and pure-injective. Hence.the corresponding 
Pext groups vanish. I I 
The situation here is quite Q.iffex:'ent from Ext. Although all 
Z(m), are pure-projective and pure-injective, they are neither pro,-
jective (since they are not free) nor injective (since they are not 
divisible). 
8.2. X ® Y and Hom(X,Y) for Torsion Groups X and Y 
The propositions. in this section bring together many of the 
diverse tools of the homological method, They show off the power of 
the techniques at their best. 
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Recall we showed that Z(m) ® Z(n) ~ Z(m~n). A generalization of 
this result follows, due to Harrison [11]. 
8.2,1. Let, X and Y be torsion groups. Then X ® Y is a 
direct sum of cyclic,groups. 
P:rio(l'.f. Let Xb and Yb be basic subgroups of X and Y, 
repectively. Select the pure exact sequences 
0 
0 ":! b 
x + 0 and 
0. 
We 1&l$0 have that• X/Xb and Y/Yb are divisible and both Xb and Yb 
are direct sums of cyclic groups. By 7.1.3., the following are also 
exacti 
0 x ® y + X/Xb ® Y = 0 and 
0 
The end g!'oups are zet>o because' X and Y are torsion groups, and 
X/Xb and '!/Yb are divisible. Hence X ® Y ~ Xb ® Y, ~ Xb ® Yb •. 
Since the tensori product preserves direc.t sums ( 6, 3. 2. ) , we. ha:ve that 
X ® Y is a direct sum of cyclic groups, because Xb and Yb are also 
such a sum, 11 
The following proposition .some0ow uses just about everything that 1 
we have developeQ. so far, and then just a bit more! We will have to 
accept the following fa9t which lies deep in the subject (see Cartan 
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and Eilenburg, 4): for any groups A, B · and c 
' 
Ext(A,Hom(B,C)) ~ Hom(A,Ext(B,C)) ~ Ext(A ® B,C) ~ Hom(Tor(A,B),C). 
In the next section we.will .develop one such "adjoint relation." The 
above 'is an example of what Cartan and.Eilenburg call a Ktinneth relation. 
8.2.2. Theorem [Harrison, 11] Let. A be a torsion group, Then 
for any B, Hom(A,B). is reduced and is a·direct summand of a direct 
product of finite cyclic groups. 
Proof, We are set up to use the characterization of Pext(C,A). 
First, Hom(A,B) is reduceq, because Hom(Q,Hom(A,B)) ~ Hom(Q ® A,B) = 
o. We have used 6.1.5.,6.2.6. and (8) of 4.2.1. 
To show the second assertion, we use 8.1.4. and show that• 
Pext(G,Hom(A,B)) = 0 for all G. We build up in stages., starting at 
torsion groups G. By 3.3.8., we have a pure exact sequence 
O-+ K-+ C + G-+ O such that C is a direct sum.of.cyclic groups. By 
7.1.3., o-+ K ®A-+ C ®A-+ G ®A-+ 0 is a pure exact sequence. Thus 
the fol.+owing sequence is exact, by 7.2.1.: 
0 -+ Hom(G ® A,B) -+ Hom(C ® A,B) -+ Hom(K ® .A,B) -+ Pext(G ® A,B). 
Thi'slast group is t!'ivial because G ®A is a direct sum of cyclic 
groups' by the ,previous result; and·. so is pure-proj ec;:ti ve ( 8 .1. 3. ) . 
Usipg 6.2.6. we have the exact sequence 
0 -+ Hom(G,Hom(A,B)) -+ Hom(C,Hom(A,B)) -+ Hom(K,Hom(A,B)) -+ 0, 
But the sequence 
0 -+ Hom(G,Hom(A,B)) -+ Hom(C,Hom(A,B)) -+ Hom(K,Hom(A,B)) -+ 
Pext(G,Hom(A,B)) -+ Pext(C,Hom(A,B)) = 0 
is exact, where the last group is trivial because C is.a direct sum 
of.cyclic groups. This all.means that Pext(G,Hom(A,B)) = O. 
If G is to~sion,-free, then Pext(G,Hom(A,B)) = Ext(G,Hom(A,B)) 
(7.1.15.). Now Ext(G,Hom(A,B)) = 0 if we show that (using 6.6,6,) 
Ext(Q,Hom(A,B)) = O. But Ext(Q,Hom(A,B)) @ Hom(Tor(Q,A),B) ~ 
Ext(Q ® A,B) @ Hom(Tor(Q,A),B) ~ Ext(O,B) @ Hom(O,B) = 0, Here we 
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have used the .fact that. Q ®A =.O because Q is divisible and A is 
torsion~free, while Tor(Q,A) = 0 because Q .is,torsion~free. 
Hence Ext(Q,Hom(A,B)) = o. 
Finally, let G be arbitrary •. Then.link our previous two cases 
through the. pure exact sequence 0 + T(G) + G + G/T(G) + 0, Hence 
0 = Pext(G/T(G),Hom(A,B)) + Pext(G,Hom(A,B)) + Pext(T(G),Hom(A,B)) = O. 
Thus· Pext(G,Hom(A,B)) = O. 11 
The above proof also emphasizes the important role pf the innocent 
exact sequence 0 + T(G) + G + G/T(G) + o. It serves as a link between 
the. torSllon .and topsion-free cases. It is a pure exact sequence, and 
so is applicable to the exact s~quence for Pext as .well as Ext. 
8. 3. · Adjoint Relations 
Th~ catchall title refers to interrelationships between the various 
groups involved in the homolog.ieal method. The following proposition 
illustrates such a relationship; it was proven by Nunke [30] in a m0re 
general sei:;ting. F0llowing the proposition is a _list of more adjoint 
relations of interest; some have already appeared earlier in this paper. 
8.3.1. Pr0position Let A, B and C be groups witq A 
projective. Then Ext(A ® B,C) ~ Hom(A,Ext(B,C)), 
Proof. The idea is to set up an appropriate di~gram and use 2.2.7. 
K CJ 
Let, I be an injective group such that E: 0 + C +I+ N + 0 is 
exact· (5.5.5, ). Then Ext(G,I) = 0 for all. G. From 5,4,3., the 
sequence 
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F: Hom(B,I) + Hom(B,N) + Ext(B,C) + Ext(B,I) = 0 
is exact, along with the sequence 
o* E* 
Hom(A ® B,I) + Hom(A ® B,N) + Ext(A ® B,C) + Ext(A ® B,I) = O. 
From F, Hom(A,Hom(B,I)) o** E** + Hom(A,Hom(B ,N)) ·· + Hom(A ,Ext (B,C)) 
is exact and (E*)* is epic. Using the isomorphism s from 6.2:6., 
we have the following diagram: 
o._,~ E"': 
Hom(A ~ B,I) + Hom(A ® B,N) + Ext(A ~ B,C) 
+ s + s + '¥ 
ar:i':"': E-;•:"'' 
Hom(A,Hom(B,I)) + Hom(A~Hom(B,N)) + Hom(A,Ext(B,C)), 
In order to use 2. 2. 7., we must show that.· the left-hand square commutes. 
First, s1, (f) = s(of) = g, where g(a) (b) = f(a ® b), for 1i·a11 a i:: A 
and b 
€ 
B. But s(f) = g It where g'(a)(b) = f(a ® b), and O;•o•,(s(f)) 
01,(g'). Now . O;•,(g' )(a)(b) = o(f (a ® b)' and so so1, = a,,, "': z; • 
2,2,7., there exists.an isomorphism between Ext(A ® B,C) and 
Hom(A,Ext(B,C)) such that the right.hand square commutes. I I 
By 
= 
A list of other intriguing adjoint relations follows, and concludes 
our work. 
( 1). Ext(A,Ext(B,C)) 
"' 
Ext(To!'(A,B),C) [~unke, 30] 
(2) Ext(A,Hom(B;C)) 
"' 
Hom(B,Ext(A,C)) when B is project;ive 
[Nunke, 30] 
(3) Ext(A,Ext(B,C)) 
"' 
Ext(B,Ext(A,C)) [Nunke, 30] 
(4) Tor(A,Tor(B,C)) 
"' 
Tor(Tor(A,B),C) [Nunke, 29] 
CHAPTER IX 
SUMMARY 
This thesis has been concerned with homological methods and their 
role in Abelian group theory. In the first section, we give an outline 
for this method and the major results pertaining to it and its appli-
cations. In the second section, we indicate some areas for further 
consideration and investigation. 
9.1. Outline of the Homological Method 
Let A and B be groups. We obtain five derived Abelian groups: 
Hom(A,B) [4,1], Ext(A,B) [5.3], Pext(A,B) [7,1], A® B [6,1], and 
Tor(A,B) [6,4], Pext(A,B) is a subgroup of Ext(A,B) [7.1.14:], 
with equality if A is torsion-free [7 .1.15.]. 
Let 0 + A + B + C + 0 be an exact sequence of Abelian groups, 
and let G be any group. We have the following long exact sequences: 
( 1) 0 + Hom(G,A) + Hom(G,B) + Hom(G,C) + 
-.....,-; Ext(G,A) + Ext(G,B) + Ext(G,C) + 0 [5,4.3,] 
(2) 0 + Hom(C~G) + Hom(B,G) + Hom(A,G) + 
Ext(C,G) + Ext(B,G) + Ext(A,G) + 0 [5.4.3,] 
(3) 0 + Tor(G,A) + Tor(G,B) + Tor(G,C) + 
G 3 A + G 3 B + G 3 C + 0 [6.5.1.] 
If 0 + A + B + c + 0 is a pure exact sequence, then the following 
are also exact, with (5) being pure exact: 
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(4) 0 -+ 
(5) 0 -+ 
(6) 0 -+ 
(7) 0 -+ 
Tor(G,A) -+ Tor(G ,B) -+ Tor(G ,C) -+ 0 
G ® A -+ G ® B -+ G 0 C -+ 0 
Hom(G,A) . -+ Hom(G,B) -+ Hom(G,C) -+ 
Pext(G ,A) -+ Pext(G,B) -+ Pext(G,C) -+ 0 
Hom(C,G) -+ Hom(B,G) -+ Hom(A,G) -+ 
Pext(C,G) -+ Pext(B,G) -+ Pext(A,G) -+ 0 
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[7.1.3.] 
[7.1.3.] 
[7 .. 2.1.] 
[7,2.1.] 
Basic group theoretic notions are translated over to homological 
te!1ms in the following manner: 
(8) G is divisible iff Ext(Q/Z, G) = 0 
(9) G is reduced iff, Hom(Q,G) = 0 
(10) G is torsion· iff Q ® G = 0 
(11) G is torsion-: free iff Tor(Q/Z,G) = 0 
(12) G is projective · iff Ext:(G,A) = . 0 for all 
(13) G is injective iff Ext ( Z ( n ). , G ) = 0 for all 
(14) G is :a direct sum qf cyclics if f 
Pext(G,A) = .0 for all A. 
(15) G is a direct summand of a direct product of 
A . 
n. 
[5,5,3,] 
[4.2.1.8.] 
[6,6.3.] 
[6,6.2,] 
[4,5,8,] 
[5,5.1.] 
[8.1.3.] 
finite :cyclic groups iff Pext (A, G) = 0 for all A~. [ 8 .1. 4.] 
We have the following reduct:ion theorems: 
(16) Hom(I G ,H) "" II H0m(G ,H) [4.3.4.] A A A 
(17) Hom(H,II GA) "" II Hom(H,G ) [4,3.4,] 
A A 
(18) Ext(l GA,H) "" II Ext(GA,H) [5.4.11.] 
A A 
(19) Ext(H,II GA) "" II Ext(H,GA) [5,4.11.] 
A A 
(20) Pext<I p ,H) "' II Pext(GA,H) 
. . A 
A A 
(21) Pext (H ,II GA) '°' II Pext(H,.GA) 
A A 
(22) <I GA) ® H = l (GA @ H) = H@ (l GA) 
A A A 
(23) Tor Cl: GA,H) = l Tor(GA,H) = Tor(H, l GA) 
A A A 
Let Z(n) be the finite cyclic group of order n > 1, and 
G any Abelian group. 
(24) Z(n)@ G = G/nG = Ext(Z(n),G) 
( 2 5 ) Z ® .G = G '°' Hom ( Z , G ) 
( 2 6 ) Tor ( Z ( n ) , G ) = G [ n] , 
To apply the method, we have .the following "standard" exact 
sequences; let G be any group. 
(27) 0 + T(G) + G + T/T(G) + 0 is pure exact 
(28) There are projective groups p and p 
0 
such that 
0 + p + p + G + 
0 
0 is exact. 
(29) There .. are inj ect,i ve :groups I and I 
0 
such that 
0 + G + I + I 
0 
+ 0 is exact. 
(30) There is a direct sum of cyclic groups. P and 
a subgroup K of P such that 
0 + K + P + G + 0 is pure.exact. 
(31) There is a:divisible group D and a direct product 
of finite cyclic groups A such that 
0 + G + A @ D + (A @ D)/G + O is pure exact. 
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[6,3,2,] 
[6.4.5.] 
[5.4.5., 
6.2.3.] 
[6.2.2., 
4.2,1.4.] 
[6,4,6,] 
[3.3.2.' 
3.3.7,] 
[4.5.5.] 
[5.5.5,] 
[3,3,8,] 
[5,6,8.] 
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9. 2. · Suggestions for Further Work 
One of the basic purposes of our presentation in the particularly 
simple context of Abelian groups was to make a.little more meaningful 
the many results which generalize and extend those discussed here. 
There seems to be two major directions in which to pr9ceed: (1) 
generalize to modules over rings and (2) int~oduce more general 
methods and more powerful tools to generalize the entire setting'. Of 
course, these two directions sometimes overlap, but abstraction~ to 
within category theory, homology theor~ , Ox:' inde.ed homologicc;i.l algebra 
proper ar,e examples of (2). The use of topological methods to find 
natural topologies for groups and completions of groups along with 
ordinal and cardinal arithmetic in discussing invariants for groups are 
further examples. 
The first portion of D. K. Harrison's foundational paper on homo-
logical methods and Abelian groups [11] should now be readily trans-
parent. His results on cotorsion groups use only the methods we have 
presented here along with a minimal amount of _ordinal arithmetic. His 
chapter in compact groups presents the interesting result that an 
Abelian ·group G is algebraically isomorphic to a totally disconnected 
compact topological group if and only if G is isomorphic.to a direct 
product .of finite .cyclic groups and p-adic integers, for various 
primes. p. Incidentally, we have not mentioned before, since it was 
too far afield for our purposes, tha~ Hom(Z(p00 ),Z(p00 )) and the ring 
of p-adic integers are isomorphic as rings. See Kuras [21] for more 
I 
details on this interesting facet of Z(p00 ). 
Readers interested in rings should consult J.ans' book [16], Jans 
develops Ext through homology and applies it t~ the .structure of 
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modules over rings. This method is not at all similar to.ours; it 
involves what is called a projective resolution.of a module, higher 
dimensional groups Ext:r:1(C,A), and the con9ept of injective dimension. 
These all follow as natural extensions of the work done here, and so 
cannot seem so mysterious if studied in the order.history made them! 
Incidentally, Jans. [17] has an interesting paper on modules that are 
both projective and injective simultaneously. Iri particular., those 
rings . R which have projective injective envelopes are characterized. 
A very readable.account of torsion theory for modules appears in 
Hattori's paper [14]. For example, he shows that in order to obtain a 
theqrem like Tor(Q/Z,G) ~ T(G), it is necessary and sufficient that 
the module be taken over a ring in which every principal left ideal is 
projective. 
Chase [5] has investigated those rings R which admit ,projective 
products'of projective modules. What is surprising is that, in general, 
on,ly direct sums of projectives are projective .and direct products of 
inj ecti ves are .injective. (The idea for the proof of the later is in 
3.4.5.) He calls a module A over R finitely related if there is an 
exact sequence 0 + K + F + A + 0 of R-modules such that F is free 
and. F and K are finitely generated (compare with 4,5,3,). Then a 
direct product of any family of projective left R-modules is projective 
if and only if R satisfies the descending chain condition on princi~ 
pal right ideals and any finitely generated right.ideal of R is 
finitely related .. 
Along this l~ne, Matlis [27] shows that the sum of two injective. 
submodules bf a module over a ring R is injective iff R is left 
hereditarly; Le., every left ideal of R is a projective left module 
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over R. His paper [28] on divisible modules extends much of our work 
on divisible groups to a modu+e setting. As .we mentioned, it was 
Ektnann and Schopf [7] who generalized; the notic;m of injective envelope 
to modules. 
We showed that free and projective for groups are the same concept. 
Kaplansky [19] and Cartan.and Eilen:burg [4] generalized the equivalence 
to modu;Les, and in the process cha:riacterized·the Dedekind rings, 
C. P. Walker's [32] categorical presentation of purity showed th,at 
the notion of purity could be.generalized to a categorical setting in 
essentially two different ways. Many properties of Pext and· pure-
projec:tives go over to this more general setting. 
Our adjoint relations can.be traced in a module setting .to Nunke 
[30]. He also generalized Ext(A,B) whert A and B are modules. 
The general structure of Ext(A,B) and Tor(A,B) is still an 
open question, Nunke [29] and Harrison [12] have made some contri-
butions to.the problem. One easy result of Nunke's is th,at 
Tor(A,B)[n] ~ Tor(A[n],B[n]), 
For a·readable account of topological methods in the study of 
Abelian groups, the reader is referred to Ksyama and Irwin's excellent. 
article [20]. 
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